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ABSTRACT'
This , methods 'guide is intended ta assist elementary

school guidance workers in implementing adomprehenSive.career
guidance program,_, Three major areas are consIdered. First, the life
career development perspective is examined as a framework for- .

organizing guidance objectives and practices so that there is,a
developmental', integrative conceptualization:sAlso included are
descriptions of the follOwing prOdessos which can be utilized in ',
reaching some of these guidance objectives: teacher developed
actIrriies, media paCkages, and experiential career education (Career
Education); models and - methods. moraljeaioning, and expanding
experiences (V.alues Education); media programs and gro* processes
(Human Relations Education) . -In the.Second sections 'the psychological
educati8n movement is surveyed to provide some tasic principles. for
new and intensive personal development goals. Four facets of
psychological education are examined: communications trainIg;
understanding.behavior; behavior change; and achievement.mo' ivation
and-ref.ponsible assertiveness. Finally, in section three, progiii
components are presented to aid in establishing comprehensive career
guidance within the mainstream'of the elementary, school curriculum.
Included is a list of goals and developmental objectives organized by
grade level (K-6) undef the following domains: interpersonal
effectiveness; work and life skills; and life career planning. (This
comprehensive career, guidance model was developed by the Georgia
CompreheAsive Career Guidance Project. (See CE 018 130 for a- final
report cf this Trotect.) (BM)
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Introduction

The METHODS GUIDE is intended to be an aid to guidance' workers in

the eleMentary school as they ndeavor to implement a comprehensive

.career guidance program. Eleme tary school teachers, counselor's, and

specialists have employed guidance techniques for some time, especially

the last decade. It is not the intent of the METHODS GUIDE to start

at the bottom line of guidance practices in the elementary school.

Rather, the purpose of the METHODS GUIDE is to provide knowledge about

exemplary career guidance processes that will lead to an extension of

'basic guidance programs so that an elementary school can hii.re a compre-

hensive guidance prograM.

With this purpose in mind, three major areas are co sidered. First,

dEhe life career development perspective is examined as framework for

organizing guidance objectiiies and practice*that there is a develop-

mental integrative conceptualization. Secondly, the psychologicaceducation

a

movement is surveyed to provide some basic principles for new and' intensive

personal development goals. Finally, some_program development compohents

are presented to aid inrestablishing comprehensive career guidance within

the mainstream of the elementary school curriculuM.

r-
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Part I

Life Career Development



A New Direction for Guidance

During the last three decades, society had-witnessed dramatic,

ever-increasing changes in organizational structures :.:iinstiltutional

values. Burgeoning technology has accelerated thle rate of change to

the -point where an individUal's relitionshiPs with other people and

things are less and lessenduring. Urbanization, population mobility,
t.

and emerging groups and movements seeking recognition have produced exte

sive psychological, sociological and e'Conomic, disruptions- People expres

feelings of Alienation, loneliness d despair. They are overwhelmed

by the,complexity of the everTchanging world of work and Accupational

4

ialization, and they are particiOnts in a society whose/products

are either planned for obsolescence or packaged in throw -away containers.

The whole society is characterized by impermanence. Note die following:

* Each individual, on an average;-witi move 14 times in a lifetime.
How do people on the move establish roots?

.

J
* Work patterns agp shifting. It is estimated there are 18 millionrs

moonlighters. Inca few years about a quarter of the workers
-will be on night shifts by choice, and the trend is for more .
flexibility in the work force some time in theirl atime. H9,4

-N-can families maintain the quality of their nurturing role?

* Children spend less time at home, althdUgh4the family still holds
financial and moral responsibilities for them. Soon half 9k
all children under six will go to day care or pre-school centers.
Equally important, will these c4ntersirbe planned to help children
develop, rather than be.7temporary 'ontainerp for children away
from home?" Will children identify,,T4th their own -families?

4.

* Lifestyles are changing. Among young couples, the divorce rate
exceeds 50% and the separation rate is even higher for cou les
living without traditional marr e. How can individuals

a



encouraged to.develep a sense of identitx within each changing
enbironment?

\.'
* There are more-than

In a few years, the
ret,estimated that

by 'the

zentibe improved so

20 million Americans over 65 yearn of age.
retirement age will be closer en55,years.
theke will be two million older people in
year 2000.. How.can homes for senior citi='
they will enjoy living?

JOenny MIK, 1974, p...24
6 /

4

The 'events and social forces that hive affected
_
the dramatic alter-

;',0 .' t
c. r

ing and restructuring of society have often disrupted and Seriously chal-

lenged the institutions that have traditionally'seived as societal and

cultural fotindatiens: One such institution, the educatievil system,.

has responded with admirable success.

'Whether called 'upon to develop scientists, provide equal education

t
for all-or:preparIe youth and adulfa for a' articipating and contributing

-

role in-P a complex amd-tighlyme,bile

)

technological society; the educatiOn

system has, responded with significant EiLchieyemehts However, theee suc-'

ceiies and achievemep havp-resulted in widespre isentisfection and

4rustration rather the approval and support;Tany chievements have
. ..- ,

`only served to generate higher levels f. expecta3 tions. For education,

mends for greater and faster '
>---;,

td services.

the consequences of success have been

improvements,ind more respontibilitieS

Guidance became an important part

tem, and guidance programs ass9med a p7,

processes dul4ng this period. Although

f the expanded educational sys-
.

minent role in the educational

present to-Vome extent' through-
1.1

,

-e

. )

r
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out the histo of public education;guidaAoe flourished burin the late-

'50''s and earl '60's. This growth typically occurred in res onse to

an identified societal or institutional need; i.e., a need for scientists

and technicians, a neeefor more efficient utilizat on of manpower, a
N'

need to personaliie the soslielilation proCess,.a n ed to combat drug

abuse and a nee'd.for students to acquire employment skills.

'To meet these heeds, professional educators, representing federal

and stated artment personnel, college and'unlversity professors, and

local school administrators', set out to identify the goals, develop

guidance proirams'and train guidanceepecialists to administer the pro-

gram and provide the serviced. While this procedure afforded an ade-.

quate 'starting place, it excluded e student--the direct consumer of

the program--from conekibuting,to-the 'development of the goals. Gad-,

ance consequently became a colleCtO of services pically administered
.

, r,

by counselbrs, and services and related guidance processes had to,be -)
, , 'hf

, I
mOdified or expanded to accommodate,each newly identified problem. or

..
I

crisis.
7 )

Gui ance produced reeultddl;ring this period, and the gap betweenf

society4s,expe,atations and the educational socialization process was

appreciably rieduced. -Literacy improved, talent was identified.and
,

. .

encouraged,' scientists and mathematicians emerged and more youth with(

_,
. .

more skills sought post high school preparation. Ah unfortunate conse-
, /

..,.,.

quence of the program thrusts of this period was the disproportionate



4

emphasis oil hfther-education as an essential step in pursuit df :Career

goals. At the same time, -and to their creditouidance workers persia,

tently tempered the.snciety-serving demands of government agencies and

(
funding with a",-continued fAm on the individual-, his or tier needs, rights

and rapponsibilities..
. .

An.inherent danger off many of the educatidnal-thrustabf the post-
s

war years was"theposaibre loss'Of respect for indiyiduils;. their needs
4

4
- and choices. The counselors became idlntified with the rol, of protec-

' ting and promoting the human .stir goals ofthe individual and one's rights
j

to self-knowledge and self-determination .) And the primary process of
-.5

.66 counselor became the. one -to -one counseling relationship.

. ,-.A .

,

i

Guidance was attempting to be all things/to-all people and ionse.-,

quently sought to chieve too tilany vaguely de!Ined,'ali-encompass pL
NJ. .,

goals. Counselors were protecting the needs of individuals, striving

for the accomplishment of such goals as the self-actualization. and opti-.

4 "

mal development of all ChildrO, resOonding to each new cris48 with an
i

aWition or
1..

Modificationfof theie program, andzettempting to accomplish
4 -.

Jr-
1 \ /

,

all this primarily through alkle-4b-ahe counseling process for 400 or
c. / , ,,-

more students;

The,social'conditions of (the late '60's and early '70' pre
. .

new demands,i1m4 expecramons, and education andguidance tgere
4 .. .

_4'
k . *

agaiu resPonsive.. However the strategies of the. '50,:s. and' '60's which

1, ,...c
, .e. .,,

had-been at least m9deTately effective- were no'langersufficient ro Beet

2
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the, nee da. New. strategies were necessary, and' redefinition of ,rolecand

function VeCime the-focus of the.profession. More students nee d help,'

and the one-to-one counseling was not far-reaching Sinough.to provide,
4

the assistance necessary. Thus, the trend was toward group guidance

and counselingroMmilrect strategies such as consultation with teachers

and patents and the development of'materials td activities. f 01as-

om use.

J
.

, .

,

C
.

Need for Career Guidance ' :,
-ff

Despite.the efforts 41-gUidance personnel i redefining roles and

in utilizing Aew s9.tegixes, gaficient'evidence his emerged to indi-

cat that'the needs of students in sevetal areas of personal develop7_

"went. -are not being met. In particular, the life career develpment
c

/

.needs .of students.haVe ofteti'beei neglected in guidande prograMs
. :. I -

whi2h haw focused .on such reactive proceiaes"as peraopal crisis-

counseling and irafect prpcedads-such as .scheduling classes.

Several nat 10 su rveysnal and state sueys Of students have shown thavcounse-.
)

4

lors a 1:4r-educational personnel are" not communicating well enough
- ,

'. .

with atiudents to mg
,

e much difference in career p anning:and
4

.

eparation.. Tbe American College Testing-Program (Prediger, et al.,

197} reportedreported thaehalf of the students polled in a national survey,
. ,

:-
I,

.

indicated that they had_received.little or no help with their career

planning, and that-75 percent of the students felt that career,plan-
,

Le

-6,-

)
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ning-iirso most ..important and wanted. help. ,

10

As a part 'of their need for.career planning students should receive
.

fteXpl,ip'develOping decision- making skills. Confronted with increasing

Ctioices.in such roles as studept, citizen, consumer and worker,;they,

need to be skillful in obtaining and evaluating information and resources

to slake informed decisions.

Vslue,systeMa are no longerl,as constant or stable as when passed

along intact from one generation to the next in earlier times. The

changing and plUralistic society has contributed to a "value crisis"

for rating people. Increasingly, individuals are left to,their own re-

sources to find the values that direct and,4ive meaning to their lives.

"Who am I?", and "What.do I want to do with my life?", are crucial

questions for which they are seeking answers.

Students. have a need for expanding their "experiential" aware-

ness of the working world. Segregated from purposeful and active work

roles as they spend an increasinaitniount of time in the formal educational

structure, students have too'few, opportunities to either understand

the characteristics of work and workerior to develop effective work

habits. Familiarity with their parents' and neighbors' jobs is diffi-

cult in today's complex working institutions and bureaucracies.

ChLillains_Ferspectives of Career Guidance

In the mid and late '60's evidence accumulated that suggested



guilAnce programs and services available to students were in some ways,

less than adequate. Particularly noticeable was the lack of sySt9matic

efforts to meet life career development needs. The heritage of the

'guidance profession was firmly rooted in the vocational guidance move-

ment which emerged in the early patt of this century. The fodUs of

early vocational guidance processes was on providing Individuals with

assistance in making vocational choices. A counselor-met with an

individual to help him analyze himself, explore and analyze occupational

information, and to make a one-time vocational choice which represented

the best fit of the two sets of information. Thus, the emphasis was

on -a single occupational choice _throughout the early years of guidance,

a view which served as the foundation and conceptual model for the work

of the majority of counselors. As more and more was learned in the

areas of labor market information analysis and psychological measure- ,

ment the model was ref ned and improved. However, this view of voca-

tional guidance gradually lost its prominence as more recognition was

given "to the importance of personality dynamics in vocational choice

and adjustment, coOled with a rising interest in psychotherapy
,

(Miller, 1973)." Also, the profession moved-from the static conception

of a one-time vocational choice to a more developmental view which

emphasized the need for planned interventions throughout a person's

life in all areas of development. As the two influences of personality

dynamics and developmental concepts merged, school counselfrs began



7'

.to focus less on students' vocational concerns and more on personal-

social problems and educational planning. Guidance processes were de-

-veloped to facilitate student growth and development in these areas.

However, the acceptance of this view of guidance as serving the needs

of students in'th'ree separate areas--vocational, educationaIv and per-

Sonal-socialr-led to fragmentation and overspecialization. Vocational

counselors assumed responsibilities for working with the vocational

problems of students, educational counselors focused on personal prob-

,lems, usually of an immediate or crisis nature. As various school

and community pressures shifted so too did the priorities of the guidance

staff.

The Life Career Development Perspective

A new developmental perspective of students' needs has emerged tot'

cause the guidance profession to re-evaluate the usefulness of viewing

needs as if they exist independent from each other. The new perspective

indicated that in &person's total development all needs are inter-

related and interdependent.

To represent this'broad view of human growth and development,

Gysbers and Moore (1973) used the term life career development. The

word life indicates that the focus is first pd foremost on people, on

all aspects of their growth and development over the life span. The

word career identifies and relates the many settingsie which people

- 9 -
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finethemselves= -home, school, occupation, community; the roles which

they.play--student, worker, consumers cltizen, parent; and the events

which may occur in their lifetime--etttrY job, marriage, retirement

(Figure 1).'. The word development is used to show that people are con-

tinually Changing over their lifetime. When used in sequence, the,

words life career deVelopment bring these separate meanings together,

but at the same time, they mean more than these words put together in

sequence. Taken collectively,,they, describe whole persons--unique

persons, with their own lifestyles. Life career development is defined

ad self development over the life span through. the integration of the

roles, settings, and events of a person's total life.

This new conception of guidance bases its rationale and processes

on a developmental perspective of student needs. A life career devel-

opment perspective offers the view that students' needs are integrated

in the context of total human develoPtent. A life career development

model represents a natural step in the evolution of the guidance

profession because it utilizes a view of student needs as' a foundation

for designing developmental guidance programs.

Life-career development concepts also can serve as the body of

knowledge from which the content of comprehensive guidance programs

can be derived. Life career development is a total environment con-

cept that will not only embrace all of the academic subjects but also

include preparation for all phases of an individual's life.
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FIGURE 1

Life Career Development

SettingsRoles-r E-vents

consumer

retirement

0' °

learner

citizen

brother
marriage

Career Guidance in Georgia, 1976, p. 8.
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Comprehensive Career Guidance Programs

The concept of life. career development offers a new point of depar-

ture for improving and extending comprehensive' career guidance programs.

Career guidance helps the individual understand oneself and relate to

other. people. The concept of life career development it not complete

if it;involves only the academic and envrionmental components but omits

tee 'study of interpersonal and intrapersonal relationships. Career gui-

dance focu'es on the.life span of individuals., It brings together the

past, present and future. Because educ ating only'for to ay would not

give a student a suitable background for one's life,lchool programs

must consider lifestyles of the future. A-life career development

framework allows schools to organize educational experiences that are

.-. concerned with meeting the personal needs of today and tomorrow.

Career guidance should be competency-based education. Skills-that'

the students will learn are those that others will expect them to posses4.

Included in with the , ..6ition of these necessary skills will be an

understanding of ,4117 these skis are important. Each student will

,ave mastered the competencies required by society. As a result, the

individual will appear more competent to others and will feel more

competent to oneself.

Comprehensive career guidance is open and Continuous education.

Educational personnel at every level-- primary, secondary, and-beyond--

should integrate life skills into the curriculum for all students, not

- 12 -e



just special groups. Career guidance is developmental; therefore, aware-
-a .

ness, exploration, and preparation for life, occur throughout the entire

formal school program--kindergarten through grade, twelve. Life career

development does not end, at grade twelve, however. Entering the work

world in a specialized job, a technical lob, or as a professional does

not end a person's educational needs. At anytime one chooses, he or

she can return to the educational system to improve one's li e develop-

ment. Examples of postsecondary career development may in ude increas-

ing occupational skills or may focus on leisure activities, d ily living

skillAr interpersonal skills. Because of changing interests, ideals

and values, man develops new needs. There are no better opportunities

to help an individual explore and develop new skills to meet these new

needs than with approaches such as career guidance offers.

Career guidance involves education for planning and decif aking.

It is exposure to all of life; le ing to know oneself- who_ ,!sts,

aptitudes and abilities he or she possesses; learning to unders, .d and

identify with other people. The central focus of career guidance

to learn to select attainable goals, challenge oneself, chart procedures

and plans, and make decisions along the way to achieving one's goals.

Career guidance is a means of personalizing education, bringing

together all that youth should learn in order to live a hap y, meaningful,

usef and productive life. Education is brought to

4
the individual stu-

dent nstead of the students being brought to education. When this is

-13-



done, education becomes a personal ex0erience rather than just an

group activity. The major goal of career guidance'is individual compre-

bension and employment of purposeful action. A student is not qprely
A"-

one in a group of students forced into the same mold. With career gui-

,2,dance, the education one completms is his or hers alone--it's personalized.

The individual student is better prepared to make choices. The choices
A

will not be uneducated guesses because the choicis will be made after

instruction in decision making# Once the individual has acquired the

ability to make wise choices, ones life becomes his or her own.

Using-life career development capacepts as a base, person - centered'

goals and objectives can be identified and programs can be developed

and implemented so that guidance h--,Nlew ational pregram.

Finally and most importantly, guic ,Jgrams eased on life career

development concepts proVide a unii A approach to meeting the guidapce

irneeds of all people, of all ages, at all educational levels.

The Life Career Development Model

The life career deVelopment model (Figure 2)focuses on self devel-

t as effected through three basic interrelated domains--interpersonal

eOhctiveness, work and life skills and life career planning (Dagley

andjlartley, 1976). An underlying assumption of the mod 1 is that self

development is a function of a person's interaction Mitt} thers in var-

ious life roles, settings and events. The basic domais are designed

14-



FIGURE

Life CareeF D-evel prnent Model

,

Interpersobal
Effectiveness

6e1(

Work Life
and Career
Life. Planning

Skills

Career Guidance in Georgia,'1976, p. 10.

1
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as representative of identifiable-needand desired outcome and ShOuld

not be considered exhaustive. The puyme of(identifying such, domains

is to provide a functional focug for the planning of.developmental

;tamer guidance strategies

%-,

Interpersonal Effectiveness

Self understanding and attain ?ng interpersonal skills are, the

major desired outcomes in this student needs domain. A central focus

of this area involves the development of positive feelings'about self

and others. An awareness. of one's ow?, chgracteriptics of others and

of the environment contributes to feelings of confidence and acceptance,

outcomes which can beach eved through value development and 4arifica-

tion

The changing nature of our society underscores the importance of

students' achievement of goals in this domain. As'human interaction

and interdependence increase, individuals need to improve' theireabilities

to relate with others on both individual and group basds. To be able
A

to Aevelop and maintain meaningful relationships with others adds greatly

to mental and physical health. Moreover, humanistic work and living

conditions can be created or maintained through the development of -)

cooperative attitudes and work habits.

Cooperation, involvement, commitment and the acceptttnce o respon-

sibility are other important personal characteristiS,s considered in this

16-



-a .1 tv_ ,s
domain.;. the,foilowinerapre nt student goaii.,a!sociatedwith this

domain:

4eco*dizing that behavior toward others
.
affects oth6rW-behav4\

$° uoderStanaing the process of making and keepitg -friendhships

becomini'aWare of the variouaF methods 'of expressing opinions
and. l liefp

4 41 identifying socially acceptable behaviors occurrin 4in a group
situation.

,

.

* becoming aware of the/effects of competitiVVIpless and coopliative--.. o
ness with both peers 'and adults.

* learning the value andprocess of establishing an..._eftective
relationship with familVaembers

* learning haw to achieve feelings Of worthwhileness

*. learning how to exercise some control ovef oneself and one's
4 environment

* understanding-the uniqueness of personal characteristics and
abilities that may, change from time to, time.

Work and Life Skills

WOrk and Life Skills should focus on the knowledge, attitudes and

skills emphasized in social studies, mathematics, vocational education,

fine arts, language arts, health edudation and consumer educatrIn.

ationlor a full arld responsible participation in life is Tb,," primary r.

desired outcome for students. While a technoloOtal working world re-

quires entry-leVelroccupational skills of a specialized n ture, shift-
,

in g trends of employmerf require preparation for a wide v riety of

A
igz
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I

A

,

jobs. )ANtomprdhensive career education piogram based on ife'_career
, .. t1.-,

_development'concepts and principles can serve both o1 these needs.

emphasis onitob/educationak placement is also incorpofated into the
.

. -

gram of actirities ontlihed'in this domains
,

i lc, . .

A central fOCus of.thiEv8omain.ie on the students' development of
. . .

an exper1ential awareness,ofthe.psychological, so iological and econo-
..-A ,

mi dimensions of work as relpted to personal:life career pl

24
The

Lsociological dimension encompasses such components as societal limits-,

tions on the individuais chbice ot occupstion-and the purposes of edu-

cation, work and Leisure. The economic component refers to such oonsi-
_.N. At

w,
,,

derations of occupational choice as amount of pay, number-of hours,

fringe benefits and the cost of various le jure actities. The psycho-
.

_____

logica4 perspective refers to the amount and kind o peisonal satisfac--
N.

A, ...

tion an individual lkeceives from education, worlsran leisure and the

intern 1 factors which affect this satisfaction. The followingitepre-
.!.

.f.

sent s dent goals associated,witAhisAdomain:
_

.

0
* identifying consumer skills that are dsed in dairy 1 i 0

* becoming aware of the relevancy of subject.matter and o er
school experiences to community, home, leisure, and occ a-
tional settings

ws -

* recognizingthe importahce of people depending on each other,
,

to perform certain tasks

* appreciating the importance of personal rewards that come from
a task well done

4

appreciating that tasks'have,a purpose and tliat steps are

r

- 18 -



followed in completing) a' etas

* Aearning how to recognize Rers al characteristics- hat are
- related toJob-fields .

I

..

4
,

* .distinguishing between work-td leisuire ti67 e activities

, * giving due'resRect to others for their work and the-
they make regaidless Orits1 nature %..

becoming aware that ali"people perform some /type, of work'
.

---%

.

* becomingNaware that work roles may change during one's ctreer

* understanding that there are Jo 'families and one's interests
and\abilities can4relate to sev ral jobs. /' )

Life Career Planning

The development of decision maki"ng skills is,the primary goal for

students in this domain. The complexity of modern society requires

a high level of knowledge and skill in making informed and reasonable

choices amOng'the,many alternatives enCountered inidaily life. Unpre-
.

oidented peg:Aires exist for young peopV to choose 'among an abundance
:

of educational and occupat oral optibila. Responsible participation

in community life also dema

ciding on important soc

increasing, degrees of kn

d political issues.

e in de-

An uninformed choice is() choice. Students need to learn how to
--,

acquire, evaluate and prodess i formation needet, for decisions in all

areas of their lives.' Confronted with et:inflicting 'slues, they also

need alasOstance in developing and clarifying their.own behavioral stand-
.,

ards andvalues desired' outcome is for the student to associate

r-
4 Li

- 19 -
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planning.tgione's iins. n life. ,Personal.freedom influ-*

. -

e0d by the-degree 'of control an4ndiviOnal has over his environment
y.

through confidence\n'his decision mak,ingeskills.

'---='--.; Iprk is an integral part of lie, and'thys.p.f.eparetion fOr work
.,

.
,t

,1 ,

l §.- deserves major attention. The Aevelopment of basic' life skiflt ates..L.,

deserves commen4urate attention in edueational'programs,.- TherefOrFi

this domain also focuses on skill development in areas Of the various

life roles, settings and eVents*which an individual can expect to

encounter. The following areas.represent student needs identified in

this domain:

* becoming ow attitudes and values affect decisions,
actions and lif tyles

*' understanding how one's life is influenced by decisions made
by oneself and by others

* becoming aware that there can be alternative decision-making
courses, with differing consequences

7

* recognizing that "planning" leads to more effective perfor-
mance than does a chance or "trial -and- error" approach to
a task

* acquiring effective study and learning skills

* employing listening and speaking skills that allow for involve-
ment in classroom discussions and acttvities-

* evaluating one's ab ity, progress and methods of improvement
in various subject ar as

ifferent tasksA
* recognizing how indivi abilities aid in accomplishing

recognizing that learning occurs in all types,of life situations



*-apprOciating the value of'clarifying and expanding ,one's interests

and .=

',A ciomprehe ive career gUidapce program is needed to meet.the above-

TOWS. Acare r guidance program-should be initiated ih the elementary

school and, extend into other educational levels and settings.. The career
I

development goals, objectives and competencies to be developed in an

elementary schoorej 'suggested in Part III, page 251.
.

The followiCsection. will focus on the processes, being used to

rrch some of the career development objectives in the elementary school.



t.
CAREER EDUCATION

Relating the.school and its curriculUm to the outside world is a

necessary firat step in establishing career education in a school sys-

tem. Instead o& talkfng about the outside world in the abstract, the

Outside world tan be used as a major stehicl4for instruction. teachers

can use the career world outside the school awe teaching medium for

transmitting basic education knowledge and-skills.

The career world can be brought into. the schoolby
I
resOurceper-

/

Bowel, parents, and the studeA;henaelves. .Action oriented, learn-

by -doing processes should be used. Fdi example, a teacher can use the

banking business as one oUthe career worlds-through which a wide variety

.ofbasid education objectives can be incorpdrated. The traditional con-
,

tent area skills and knowledges in this instance are correlated and

related'tO the banking business. The restaurant business, the construe-

tion industry, and other work settings can be used 4n a similar manner.x_

While a content-oriented teacher,may recognize the potential car-

eers as a medium for teaching traditional' content knowledge and skill

fthe career-oriented teacher will eppreCiate the medium for
q,
the opportu-

e
.pities it affords students to'de;zeloii a perponel,sense'df hOw to relate

present worth to fliture worth.

ti

A



Educational Processes and Activities

Elements Traditional Education Career Development

Experiential. centered

Abstract rich/ Action-Abstract balance
Action poor

Past , Here and now /Future

Abstracting ability Doing/
Abstracting abilities

Group norms Individual performance

Instructional process Book contained

Learning activities

4

Content emphasis

Reinfordement

Evaluation

Through guided career exploration it is possible for a student

to develop an awareness of one's own potential and worthwhileness in

the present and thus project this in the future as a pa'rticipant in

a greater world. 'Through career exploration, the. child will have an

opportunity to observe what it takes to be a responsible contributor

within the adult world.

Exploring career worlds will help students develop a. feeling of

how adults achieve their plade in society. Through career exploration,

students can examine the meanings of work and leisure and their rela-

tionships to personal life styles. Also, since career exploration is

a personal endeavorjiind not a competitive venture, each studene'can

plore at one's own pade in their` own unique fashion and thus be assured

of a measure of success.

Ad Glasser contended in Schools Without Failure,self-worth and

23-



willingness to -assume responsibility for one's own learning are built

on a foundation of encouragement. The student active In career explor-

ation can be reinforced whether or not he or she possesses abstract

scholistic skills:* This does not imply that. basic competencies are

not important, butsiMply that content-oriented group. achievement tests

are not the only way of providing feedback to"students about their

self-worth.

As one'sChool superintendent noted,'"Perhaps the most important.

part of Career Development is the humane way it helps each -chilli devel-

op: The poores reader in third grade might be the best with a hammer,

and he will, get esteem from his peers." Students-with competence it

basic education will find that career exploration can be enriching and

;

rewarding and can be pursued without waiting for other.students to reach

their level.

Many teachers not only determine all instructional goals but also

assume total responsibility for seeing to it that students attain mini-

mal content competency. Career development- oriented thinking, however,

encourages individual student planning and self-accountability. In

one school, teams-of students organized a worker visitation unit and

made visits to workers in the community. Using recorded interviews of

4,
workers talkincabout their jobs

.

and pictures taken of these workers

on Ule job, they prepared several narrated slide presentations which

they shared with other class members and t eir parents.

-24-
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Who is respopsible for career development programs in the school?

The answer is that all members of the school community have a shiied

responsibility. Parents and employers expect the schools to impart

knowledge'to students without understanding that -the home and commun-

ity can be a laboratory to help students relate'subject content to

the outside world.

Career development as a unifying construct in education provides

the opportunity for all membets'of the school community to cooperate

and to' be responsible. Unfortunately, however, many programs that are

now being Organized around career development concepts are really'tra-

ditional edndation programs in disguise. Typically, Snch programs

fmphasize only the world of work in the abstraCt; students are taught

about occupations. "44+

Even when these activities are done in the context of the work

world, the, emphasis is still teacher centered and product oriented

rather than student Centered and worker life style oriented. Other

programs rely heavily on "commercial publishers who market a fantas-
1

tic collectjon of occupational encyclopedias, file.cases of job de-

t4,

scriptions, 1films andl fmstrips, and more recently slidetape programs,

microfilt systems, and c mputerized occupational information systems--

all under the guise of teaching individuals about the 4orld of work."

Such materials unfortunately are seen as ends in themselves.

When the school builds npon the inherentiinterest of the child
e.



in activity and exploration, enriching his leakning through appro-

priate experiences, which help him to see what he is about and to con-

eider what is'most important to him in relation to the adult world, we

then begin to have the elements of a career development program. With

suchi jlrogram, each memberfl the school staff has a stake in the
-

child's career development; each teacher, and indeed each-parent and

businessman, carries some responsibility.

A

a



TEACHER, DEVELOPED ACTIVITIES

'Incorporating career education concepts into the total school.

4mOgram can be done in many ways. A cohesive program most_teadily

develops when teachers personalize program activities to, meet the inter-

eats, talents and needs'of their own classrooms. The world of-wor k

. J
serves as a vehicle to accomodate a great variety of these heeds., p

Teachers will4ften'be using.career education activities devel-
,

oped by other or-adapt'parts of:packagutpt9gratils. It is also pos-;

Bible foe :teachers and specialists,to design units and activities of

. .

their own. First, this can be done by developing activities around
.

,

the subject matterbeing taught. For example, if .a sixth grade math
.

.

unit is focusing on fractions, students can assume the role of car-

)

penters and figure the me emehts nf the lumber needed-for a parti-

cularbuilding. Secondly activities can also be developed Around the

carer 'education goals and objectives. For example, if the-objective

is "For the learner to identity five of his .or her_personalcharactep-

istics" this objective can be related to math easuring height, weight),

art (self portrait), or sociai-atudies (similarities and differences

of people). A thi d approach is to plan a large unit which centers

on and develops fr an "idea" and incorporates a wide range of cur-

riculum and career education goals and content. A d4,scussion of this

last method follows.

- 27 -
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The Organizing Center Assroachr

Wernick,(Project ABLE, 1971) took the idea of as'"organiiingfced-

ter II and developed, it into a

. ,

an organizing center for the' rriculum of an elementary school. In

7gthis system students progress rom humanforms (adult roles) to abstract

knowledge (subject matter). ThisNlystem creates action, involvement

ens which uses the world of work. as

and relevance.

/ .

The proCess la-Illustrated below.

-sagas If

stststsTEPADNE***,

EXAMPLES

N

Idea Think of a perdbn, a thing, ResSurant
a place, a skill, an activity, or
an idea around which to develop
world of people activities;

***STEP TWO***

As a group develop a list of
all the occupations which are
involved

***STEP THREE***

ACCESSIBILITY What nieterials,
resources, services'are avail-
able to the students to make
their learning experiences of
each occupation more real?

***STEP FOUR***

MOBILITY What content areas
3117.117R7tS) and skills emerge from
each occupational study?

41,

Manager,'chef, waiter/waitress,
hostess, dishwasher

Manager: manager, school cafe-
teria restaurant; library mater-
ials (filmstrips,.tapes; books)
Chef: chef, chef's utensils,
kitchen, library materials
*Two occupations will be selected
as instructive examples

Manager
'-mathematics (income, expendi-

tures,itallying costs)
- langua %e arts (letter writing;

J4,
- 28 -
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***STEP FIVE***

c ,

ACCIOMPLISHMENT , What perfor-
manhe Oportunities are open
leg:bale students? In what ways
wal their-learning be demonstrated?'

- 29 -

I

EXAMPLES

;

Vocabulary, conversational.
skills)

- human relations: (Oust
employer -emplare)

-social studies (governmentla \,)
regulations and requirements)

Chef
-heath "(hygiene)
-science (chemistry)
-mathematios (measurement).
-language arts (reading, voca-.
bular*, spelling, abbreviations)

- social studies (ethnic customs).
-geography

Manager
- Roleplay ordering Suppliers,:
hiiibg personnel
-Visi a restaurant for lunch
- Report on franchistog-- A

Interview mailwer for news-
paper a-- rtieri

-Report on trade related, to
holidays, seasons, birthdays

...Visit school cafeteria and
compare operationswifh
outside restaurant

-Interview parents about how
they use restaurants and
report findings .

-Construct a model restaurant

Chef

-Construct model kitchen
- Prepare various dishes (mixt-ure,
proportions, size of serving'
portions)

-Make a booklet of menus (appear-
ance of foods, serving classi-
fications, order)

14-



One idea thus expands and

and objeeeSeves. For additional abut the "Organizing

Center" approach, bee Teething for Career Development in the Elemettary

EXAMPLES
,-.

- Roleplay chef discus toper)
oations. of week's business yro-
fito'labor). ,. . --.

-Write to.chefs schools for -,

information - . '- ..,.

- Report on work inthekitehen;
f as it elects human geelingi ,...-

-Construct.bulletin board on
duties 'of kitchen help

-Interview parents and other
adults.for-reoiOes

explodes.to en elope "4 myriad. of goals
6

School (Weznick, 1973). .

Competency-Based Activity Writing,

.

-Bernhardt (1977) developed guidance activities for the'elementary

school. These infusible Activities were baled on career guidance compe7

tencies. EaCh activity develops skills f riculum

areas arid from the Georgia Comprehensive Career Guia nce Proj list Of

thirty goals. Thus, the activities are integrated with the ba re subject

matter skills teachers are-currently teaching.
S

The.competency-based activity writing process is outli7id o the

ifollowing page 31. Examples of the activities follow on ages 3.3

kee

through 39.
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STEPS IN-COMPETENCY-BASED ACTIVITY WRITING

1 The following are aspects of'competency-based activity writing.
These are not to be used in 'a locked in order, but represent a
flowing process.

Loo, at a specific' COMPETENCY.

-D6 I need more information?
-If 'yes, see tie

Dictibnary

Joualrn

Consultants, e.g.. school Counielor

Focu. on your STUDENTS
s-Wflat is the Sge range?

'-What 4o ,they Aiketo do at this age.?
- Met can they do, at this age?
'What can't they do at this age?

ff. ..:

Consider the PROCESS possibilities.
-Look at your bank of strategies
-Update your bank of strategies

.Idea books (SPIdE, etc.)
-, Professional magazines, journals'

Consider the ACTIOarinvolved-in the strategy.
.71411A(i activities might.be used?

-How-miO4 the task directions be worded?

Pincus on the BASIC SKILLS involved in the action and proceSS.
k at the possible basic skills ufed.

on ider the varimis subject matter concepts covered.

Look at the INFUSION possibilities,
- Consider the completed activity as an introductions,
development or follow up to the. subject matter skills.,

'Confider theAUSEFULNESS of the basic skill.
- How is the basic academic skill used in students'
or adults' work, leisure, family member, or citizen roles?

- How'is the CCG competency used in students' or adults'
workr leisure, family member; or citizen roles.

Look at the'MATERIALS/RESOURCES involved.
,-What is needed? .

- What is available? 0

- 31 -
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Consider the CLASS GROUPINGS.
-How can you give everyone a,chance to participate?

,

Look at thelW.PAIULTIONIASRS.forprianizing and preparint
-Class groupings
-Materials \
-Resources

Consider ADAPTATIONS for
-Fast finishers

workers



EARLY ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM AcTIVITits (K-l) -lernhardt, E., 1977

a
ATIVTY ONE: I AM iN-TOCIIWITH MANY PEOPLE

___
EDUCATOR'S INFORMATION

Subject matter Area Mathilie,

Class Grouping Whole class(

Language arta

.

Total Time One or two clisa periods

ConcepEd and Vocabulary Circle, rOatiOnship, touch, toscA=
\-1.11 `in touch with'

'Elkator's Preparation Tasks,Prepare for each student a copy
of page 80 of the .ctiResourceleon

...

,r)

Matiiials/ResOurces Crayons, pencils'

Skills Listening, comprehendig, relatinginformation to
onedelf, drawing, color

f-
.4

PROCESS c-
1-1,0'

a. Exp a n the worOcrelati nship by tal ng about connect and
conn ion . Draw two dots on the chalkboarli. Now drat, a

line segment from one almost the other. 114 the chil-
t
dren -if the dots are connectdd. Have them teN. you how to
draw dip line so that the dots are connected. Use the
'word touch. Yes, now the line\is touching(the dot. The "r
dote are:connected. Tell the students that we are con-
nected to many people, not by lines or safety pins or taps,
but by-talking.' We cansay,we are in touch £zith many ,

xsople; we have relatiofiships with many people.

y
,

-b. Distribute-copies of I AM IN TOUCH,,WITH MANY PEOPLE (Re-

- source Section, page 80 ). Ttlis page has six boxes. In
the large-box each student will draw a picture bf himself
or herself. °In the remaining boxes t e students will draw
pictures of five other people with, m they are in touch
or which whom they have relationships. Those who are able

4,

Imay
add names as well . Tell them that t se five names

represent only some people with whoM they have relation-
ship.

-33-
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rr

To process din activity k stddeni to raise their
hands if they,have illustrated any of the following
'relationships:

e,

- you and your father
- you and.your aunt-
- you and your uncle

you-anct your grandmother
you in# your'grandfather

- you and a teAcher
- you and,a doctor

- yoU
you
you
you

- you
I- you

- you

and
and
and.
and

&Ad
and
and

your mother
a neighbOr
a friend
a classmate
your- dentist
your cousin
the.principal

space which
ny,People".

4sk if anyoUe 'has shown any other .relation

Post these rela4nihip illustratio
yod' have captioned "I Amin Touch wi

4
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T AM IN TOUCH WITH MANY,PEOPLE

Suggested for use wittk.

ACTIVITY ONE

- 35 -
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INTERMEDIATE ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 2-4) - Bernhardt, E.,.°i977

ACTIVITY EIGHTEEN: WHAT'S MY LINE

EDUCATQRS' INFORMATI6N

SUbject.Matter Area Language Arts, Art

Class Grouping Small groups ogitwoor three
t1

Total Time Two class periods

Concepts and Vocabulary Schoill,..community, interview

Educator's Preparattbn Tasks Divide the students into sma work
groups of two or three. Read the Methods guide sects on

. interviewing. Arrange ahead' of time for children to interview
some school workers once for this activity and again for
activities nineteen and twent.

Materials/Resources For each group a large piece of poster paper
labeled TASKS, pencils, crayons, paints, -felt- tipped markers
(optional) for each, group, magasines, $c ssors, and paste.

Skills Group workjkills, interviewing skill

PROCESS
4

a. Divide the class into work groups. Assign each group,one of
the following schbol workers to interview about their work:

Custodian nurse

cook principal

music teacher student

librarian student'teacher

remedial reading teacher, teacher aide

special education teacher teacher

Ask them to find out the different tasks each one performs. Tell
them that they will then illustrate this information on charts.
Charts present more than one idea about a single topic. Posters
consist of one main idea.

Post the completed charts all around the Eoom.

4



UPPER ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES (5-6) - Bernhardt,

`)

ACTIVITY TWENTY-ONE: ,VALUES AND LIFESTYLE

EDUCATOR'S AFORMATTN

Sub3ect Matter Area All 'subject matter ;rareas

Class Grouping Small \groups

E., 1977

Total ''rime Two or three aass periods

6

Concepts and VocsbUlary.'Rank order, prioriSiting,
important,, life style

Educator's Preparation Task
and Vocabulary sheet

Mkerials/ReSburces Crayons,
x'1I inch:writing paper

values,

Get planning iteldets and storage

penclls, 81,1 x 11 inch drawing paper;

Skills Likening, comprehending, projecting themselves
future, prioritizing ,

into the

For the remaining activities establish on-goilg:

planning folders.
b

Before 1pnching.thie'activityi have each
student make a Planning Folder'. In these
they will put 411 the completed Resource
pages theyt accumulate from these last 10
acrivitib* Consider re- doing. some of the
activities at a later date. This will en-
able studeAts to-see signs of pefsonal
change)

.Tocabulaxy lists.

Post a blank. sheet of newsprint. As you
iniroduce new words and/or concepts, write
-them on the paper. LetstudentS choose
'to use them fa "bonus" spelling words.

37
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PROCESS'

"rk

, .
.

a. Ask students to tear a piece-of 'paper in seven smaller pieces.
On each piece they .will write Ione of the following:

-camper-

-mansion
-cabin'by the lake
-city apartment
-house 'in a city suburb
- Ouse in a small town.
- bile 'home

b. The quest on is, "Where would jOu'prefer to live?"

Now aSk4tu1ents .tó rank order these in a priority setting;
that is, arrange the strips sotheir 'first choice is on top,
their, second choice. is Under that, etc.

T \
c. Now arrange students in small grolps. Have them take turns

explaining their rank order - especially their first and
6last choices.

d. Now ask. them to focus on their first choices. Ask them to
imagine themselves in the various homes they have chosen.
Ask them to close their eyes and make images.in response
to the following questions:',

-Where is your home?
-How is the weather?
-What do you dolor recreation?
-Do you haye other choices?
-Are you married?
-Do you live alone?

it'crowded?
-Can I.: have privacy?
-Is this an expensive home?
-How did you get the home?
-Is it close to your relatives?
-Do they come and visit?
-Where.do you work?
-How far is it from where you live?

Explain that the way a person lives - life style - is affected
by what he or she values - thinks is important. We usually
choose what's important to us.



1'

e; Distribute 81/2 x 11 drawing paper and have studenta prepare
illustrations captioned, "My Dream House." Have them fold a

piece of 81/2 x 11 paper in half lengthwise. On the left side
theywrite,the captiOnr--"What I Want in My HoMe." On the other
side they will write_phe caption, "Why It's Important to Me."
Ask them fo,list several features'in their dream homes and the

reason why they want them. The two papers cah,bemounted side
by,side on a 12 x 18 piece of construction paper and displayed.

1

1

I

I

1

1

1

vD
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MEDIA 2,ACKAGES

As the concept of career education has developed and expanded-,

sofas the number andjvariety of materials to assist in its,impke-,

mentationh The range of objectives, processes and skills employed is

wide and varied..:Some packaged programs are primarily informational

in nature and dealwith specific occupational or career clusters.

Other programs adoOt a more personal approach and relate values, rela-

tionships and deelsion-making to the ca ers development process.

Some programs involve using ctual occupational materials or tools

and others simulatejob experiences. There are programs intended to
;<-.

help stu?ents choose'occupations specifically suited to them and pro-

grams which emphasize gener occupational awareness. One factor to
000111if

keep in wand regarding all,of these materialA is that they are intended
Ali

AO, ilitate meeting theigoals of a comprehensive career education'

program- -they are not the prograni.

Choosing. Materials

Haw, then, does one choose which packaged materials to use? The

answer to this question is directly related to the specific class

room. to choose materials which genuinely enhance career enducation

in the classroom, teachers must be clear about what career education is

Lheir classroom. The following four-step procedure can assist

teachers in choosing materials as needed.

4
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- Step 1. view the career education gosh; and objectives for
our instructional level.

Step 2. Identify what activities or procedures occur in your
classroom:that meet these goals and objectives.

Step 3. Determine for which goal areas there are insufficient
activities or procedures.

.\\

Step 4 Review the resources available as listed in the Media
In Career Education Handbook (Georgia State Department
of Education), or look over brochures 'describing packaged
programs for purchase, and select program materiali to
supplement the areas identified in Step 3.

A few reTsentative packaged programs have been selected for

review in this section. While these program materials are very good,

there are many other programs which can be used equally well. The

purpose of the review is to provide some indication of the kinds of

materials available.

Big Blue Marble - Career Learning 'Centers

P

The main emphasis of the Big Blue Marble (Xerox Corporation)

series for intermediate grades is to encourage an awareness of the

variety of jobs available in the world of work and to stimulate the

students to further explore 'the areas which interest them.

The program consists of a series of ten separate kits, one for

each of the occupational clusters defined by the U. S. Office of

Education. These include: Agri-Business, Business and Office, Com-

munications, Health, Marketing and Distribution, Marine Sciences,

Fine/Ayts and Humanities, Enviionmentaontrol, TransportatiOn,and

C6Struction.

- 41 -



Eadh kit uses a filmstrip and a recording to assist the students

iti acquiring basic information. about the - occupational area. Each

kit also includes 'a set of manipulatives which duplicates articles

actually used by workers injthat field and allows the students to

simulate some work experiences. Questions to answer or problems to

solve increasesthestUdents' awareness of the skilld needed to be

a competent worker. These activities particularly enhance their

awareness of the relAince of school subjects to career skilis While

the program is heavily information-oriented, the open-ended thinking

encouraged helps the students examine the values, attitudes and

motives important to workers.

I.

Behavioral objectives'are clearly stated for each Career Learn-,

ing Center so that evaluations can be more readily done. In addition,

a teacher's guide accompanying each kit explains the-ways each teacher

can use the materials to his-or her best advantage and accomodate

the particular needs of his/her classroom.

Career Education Programs

The Compulearn Career Education Program (. 1) is 0 fined for

levels K-12 and is based on a computer programmed approach to'learn-

ing. A battery-operated matrix console, with a black and a red probe,

is used with program cards to introduce basic ideas about the world

of work. At the elementary level, the program includes these speci--

e1

I,
-42-
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fic goals:

1. Introduce 15 career fields, containing over 250 careers
and career descriptions, through the program cards
Educator and Student Guides.

)
2 Introduce symbols that represent the 15 career'fields.

i
.. ,

3. Define and explore five major job values (motivational.
factors involved in career choice) and correlate these --

values with careers in the 15career.fields.

4. EnCourage the student to project himself/herself into a
variety of career experiences,-through the use of role-,

playing, career interaction games, and self-identification
with a fantasy character, Mi.

5. BrOaden the student's Understanding of and interest in
various careers and career activities by using a program
of supplemental activities and a career bibliography at
the student's level,

While the program requires some skill to correctly use the mater-

ials, students can readily learn proper usage with some instruction.

The program may havenspecial_appeal to,students since it is propebly

, quite different from other materials they use on.a rPilitine basis

Some other assets of the program are that the. program cards can

be used individually by students in a relatively short time and follow

up activitieq can be done individually or in small or large groups.

The self-learning approach used in the program means that students are

less likely to fear failure and can keep trying various answers until

the correct one is selected. There is no recording of number of

right or wrong answers or other kinds of formal evaluation. This means
4

that group discussions about the card activity and information, or

44,
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other types of follow-up procedures, Are necessary if the4eacher wishes

to'be assured of the students' comprehension and progress.

1
The program has an additional strength4 in the type and sequence

of its goals and activities. It begins by dealing with information

about the family and the child's relationship to the family, esp ally

in the role 11 family worker. Interfamily relationships and reap

sibilities are then expanded to family and the community

and world of work. This expansion of contact and i

envil6ment,

lvement increases

as the student's awn contact and experiSnces are likely increasing.

This approach allows the students to more readily identify wio ^-Ind

thus integrate, the information obtained Liirough the program

Widening, Occupational RolesKit

The WORK prOgram, developed by Scien4e Research Associates (1972),

is aimed primarily at adolescents; many of the activities, however,

are appropriate for the sixth grade level. The major goals of WORK

are:

, I
1. ra4re1Ir students understand themselve "and, as a result;

others;

. to give the students more information about the world
of work in general and about several hundred occupa-
tions in particular;

3. to give the students tools fof intelligent vocational
planning --as they mature.

A particularly outstanding feature of this program is the excel-
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lent manner in iwhich it'relates jobs to people and their skills and
i y.

interests, to school activities and school, subjects, and to each

Jother. The student is encourageO_Lo viewtheJnformation presented

in personal terms, applying the/Concepts and questions to his or her

own'interesta, needs and abilities. This process emphigizes a bt,oad-4
/

etiing of perspectives /bout careers- and encourages' an attitud(e of

acceptance toward all types &f jobs as being important and serving a

purpose.

Materia,, and activities include filmstrips, WORK briefs, a

WORKSCOPF '-nr R16 idance Series Aooklets, a

L,ndbo5k of Job Facts and a Leader's Guide.

The 340 WORK briefs are especially unique in that they cover in

an interesting, person-centered manner the typical activities of a

job, educational and training requirements, the psychological aspects

of the job, and basic information about earnings, hours, getting

carted, getting ahead and job outlook. The other elements the

program compliment the information in theWORK briefs, stimulating

the students to examine the diverse aspects of themselves and their
4

plans for the future.

The WORK program is designed so that it can be used on an indivi-

dual or group basis and in a variety of ways. It can be implemented

effectively

or conducted

through subject

as a separate

matter, such as English or social studies,

study in the classroom. The program can
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also be set up in a special area in the school, such as the, guidance

room, and made available for studints' use as their schyol time

mats.

Bread and Butterflies

Bread Id Butterflies (1974) was produce&by a consortium of

Television Networks and Commissions, and local boards of education.

Bread and B4tterflies is one .of the most comprehensive packaged
.

,.career education programs available. It is designed to meet ehe car-
'1

34 agencies,"including state departments of education, Educational

'eer development needs of nine-to-twelve year olds. The complete

instructional plan includes fifteen 15-minute color television programsi)

a comprehensive Curriculum Guide, an in-service teacher's. program?

an informational program and an Instructional Resource Package

which provides materials' for in-service training of staff. se

elements integrate the cognitiSe, affective and psychomotor aspects

of learning.

The foundation for this program's goals and activities is based

on the concept that'career development involves studenmcentered learn-

ing, the development of student values and self-con t$, information

about the adult world, and relating school to the needs f the students

and the outside world. The emphasis is on relevancy, successful

experiences, student values and respect for the individual. These.con-
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cerns are reflected in the program gbals deEicribed in the Curriculum

Guide:

Ak,
1. Develop a clearer, more positive understanding of self -,

jtheir terests, abilities, values and interpretations
of the events in their lives.

4'

2. Exert greater control over their lives through d
making and planning.

3. Develop personal and int rpereOnal skills and attitudes
essential to success in school and work.

4. Develop greater respect for other people and the work,
they do.

5. Develop a cleare( concept of successful work behavior -

the attitudes, skills, and responsibilities demonstra-
t0 by successful people at school'and at work':

6. Develop skill's necessery.to gather, pFocess, and act
upon information about self in relation to a constantly
changing work'environment..

-//

7. Relate their immediate experiences and decisions to'their
evolving caredr development.

\

8. See -the connection between school and the real. world,;

understand the relationship between what they learn in
school and the problems and activities outside the school.

v.

The Bread and Butterflies program goals are accomplishlod through

the combined use of the television series and the activities and pro-

,

cedur suggested in the Curriculum Guide. It is the program's

philosophy that career development, like social and physical deelop-

ment, should be a. natural, integral part of the school process. There-

fore the prilram allows for much of the learning to be done in conjunc-

tion with subjects already being taught.

r,)
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The fifteen television filis offer brief dramatized vaksions'of.

key concepts (i.e., planning, decision-making, self-clarification, etc.

The curriculum guide provides sUgg4ilons or short-terM and long-term

activities which relate the cdncepts?/to curriculuwareast This multi-
.

faceted approach to instruction creates Aighly favorable Climate fot

thestudents'learning,,They are provided wies Myriad of opportunities

for acquiring, assimi Ling and applyi )knowledge and skills about

world.

them-

selvesselves and their orld.

Inside/Out. "Inside/Out" is a series of thirty 15-minute color

programs designed for eight-to-ten-year 7oldeby the National Instructional

Television Center (1973).\ A consortium of thirty-three educational

television agencies-and,the Exxon Corporation produced the films and

lessons for classroom affective education. The programs deal with day-to
,.

day problIms and emotions of children from the children's point of view

e.g. competition between brothers and sisters, divorce, child abuse. A.

guide is available to help teachers. For each program there is a layout

of two facing pages. On these two pages appear a synopsis, purpose, things

to consider, activities, and special notes.

ioR

v

,?4
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EXPERIENTIAL CAREER EDUCATION

Interviewing,-

Interviewing is a process which helps students gather data and

analyze them for personalopse. Nearly everyone asks questions in order

to obtain information, but theAdequacy and,utilityof the response

is often diminished, due to thepoor quality'of the questioning. Since.

information seeking is.a.key.learning tooliatoughout our lives, it

important that this skill be developed and encouraged.

A wide range of resource persons are available for students to

interview in every community. However, teachers should not wait for

students to practice interviewing on-their own, but.should structure
) -

interviews intothe curricUldM.- The worldof work exploration pro-

Vides a ready vehicle for the development of interviewing-skills.

Risource.:persons,can be invited into the classroom or students may

1 conduct on-site interviews. The interviewing nie9- be done by an indi-

vidual student or a group may share the responsibility. The flex-

ibility and adaptability of the interviewing process is one of its

major advantages.

The,four fundamental elements that make up the overall process

of interviewing are: -(1) asking, (2) receiving ,(3) reviewing, and

(4) responding.

1. Asking comes out of the need or desire to know something. Dis-

49 -
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plosion of background information stimulates curiosity and aware4siv

of information needs. These information needs can then be -comOsi0

into specific questions. In developing possible questiOns:to ask,

,4
aiioi&a. predominance of questions tlet are answerable with-a nice -"yes"

or "no". It is 4s° a good technique to begin with.broad, general

questions and move through the interview to.very specific and detailed
44*

questions. Include affectively oriented questions as well as factual
trop -

) ones, e:g., "How do you feel about your job?" . "What satisfaction

does your job give you ?"

Receiving is an internal procesEv4and requires that the interveiwer

not only hear what the speaker is saying but also thaefie or she fol-
,

low the thought pattern of thi speaket. .Careful dttendingto the

speaker's words and the meanings4implied are necessary in order to
e.

0

progress to the next step in the 'interviewing process.

'Ktd

3. Reviewing is also an internal,,process and is the extension of re-
,

.4peiving. In re ewing the listener evarUates the information received

and determine the relevant Aspects and which areas he or she wants

to pursue. further.

4. Responding to the information receivd is the,fourth stet in the

interviewing process. A response-may be one of restating, clarifying,

4
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or verifying the information. Repplanding_appropriately leads to the

-acquisition of additional, often more specifid, information.

As the understanding of these elements evolve and they ai0.4eitic

ticed, they will begin to operate simultaneously in.-the process.of

interviewing., The fusion of these elements results in a high-degiee"

of soidokisticatt4n in interviewing and greater sensitivity and under-

standing in the interviewer.

Two further processes occur when-an individual considers the

4 the information Jae or she has 'just received--synthesizing and

generalizing. The operation of.these processes leads to the consoli-
,

'dation of the knoWledge obtained into the ongoing life

experiences.

Synthesizing Informatip. Once the interview is_coMpleted the inter-

viewer,must internalize the body of information gained. SyrithesisL

like interviewing, is developmental and ihe maturity of the inter.-

,.viewer will'determine the capacity for synthesis. Relating infofmation

gained to information already possessed by the interviewer is one part

of synthesis. He or she must determine if and how new infdrmation

fects old information. Synthesis also includes integration of infor-

mation in terms of current experiences. Deciding what and how the

new information can add to the inteSviewer's current interests allows

immediate use of information. ,After the p4pil has integrated the new

information, he or she must apply it to the present situation.



Generalizing Information. After the information gained in an inter-

view has been prOc.4sed,.it mbst be utilized in relationship to the

student's everiences and environment. Not:only must they be able to

generalize information to themselves but also to,others. As nejggitu-
%

ations arise students must generalize acquired information to meet

their needs. The interviewer must relate information gained to his or

her pejsonal cha
.4

racteristics and resources. Information gained in an

interview might be appropriate for the interviewer but not for anpther

person or it might, be appropriate for another but not for the inter-

/. viewer. ,It\is important for the interviewer to be able to generalize

the information gained so that he or she doesn't discard some bit of

information *hid' 341.11 be personally helpful or which- will be help-'

(ful in understanding another person. .Jn addition to being able to

'generalize to other people, it is, important for the interviewer to be

able to generalize, to other situation. This enables the interviewer

to understand more thOroughly the meaning of thi- information gained.,

Classroom Visits by Resource Persons
.

It is often more effiCient4Fo bring representatives from the world

of work into the school than to take students to the work setting it-

self. While teachers are familiar with this reason for classroom visits,
r

it is not as obvious that anpther important reason exists fot this kind

of learning experience. Whenever and wherever career education goals
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are addressing perceptions workers have of themselves and of work,

as opposed to the basic nature\;of the work k itself, it is desir-

abieto use the classroom rather, than the wor site as thttprimary

learning environments. In this way the studen d attention is more

readily focused upon the worker asVaiperson rath r than tfikproduct

of the work. Several types of class visitors can ba considered:

1. Members of the working community can be rought in to talk

I about their jobs and leisure activIt

2. Members.of the retired community can be used in classrooms

speakers on careers or satisfying leisure activities.

c

3. Parents can come ix/kW-the classroom with the tools of their

trade.

4. Members of the communiO4,apresenting,alternative lifestyles

(communal living, welfare rei ipients, college graduates work-
,

,

ing with arts and crafts, etc.) can be brought in theclass-
-.

room to discuss the satisfactions of thaelifest

5. Members of the teaching staff.can by surveyed a to other

jobs they have held or are holding, and can be used as resources.



a

6. Political candidates can be btaght in to discuss their poli-
o.,

Y
ticalIrlatforms and ptevious occupations.

7. Members of local unions can come into the classroom.

8. Personal managers can visit to discuss hTng proceduies.

Videotapes can be made of them interviewing applicants.'
.---

StudentstLn roleplay some techniques.

Inviting parents into your class to discuss their occupations has

some special advantages including,
4,

A Yli
.

The spectrum of parental occupations for members of a given
class ha

r
Some relationship to occupation that in fact

i
are mos likely to become available to pupils themselves:
Theres an element of occupational reality here that
cannot be ignored.

\For the parent' to describe his occupation holds po tive
potential for enhancint feelings of self-worth on the
part of both the eparent and the child. '

2I1-18-gftegkeasier to make contacts with the world of,
work through -parents than through strangers in* the community.

By involving parents in the career education procesa.
parental understanding of and support for. that prograM..will
likely be elanced.

.' Preparations befor hand should be made so that ..students ancOvisitors

alike are awarWof what s expected of them and how to effectively use

the visit time. This is especially true when the resource person is a

parent, so that more Airect or potentially embarassing questions such



as "Haw mjch money do you make?" and "What are your chances for

'advancement ?" can be avoided. While such questions are essential

to considez in the total configuration of the childs career.develop-

ment, they are dot dppropriate when-parents are describing their occu-

1-
patione for members of-the class. Pre-visit planning might nclude

these details:

1. gather background information.

2.. list anticipated questions.

3. deCide how the interview will die recorded

4; identify individual responsibilities

Potential resource persons may feel relpctant to speak to r

class because they feel uncertain as to What to say' This anx y
_

may be allemiated by providing them with d'list of questions to use

as a guideline for their talk. It is also helpful to tell them about

how much time should be given to the actual presentation and how much

time reserved'for. students'to Ask questions. Following is a list of

questions that could be given to speakers:

1. What spocial interest or skills do you need,for your
i0)?

2. What other occupations can you do with your knowledge,
and training?

3. What ways can I get this job--training, college or
experience?

4. Wha type of persn do-yovichave to be in or
\r to like

and be successful at your job? 6-,)

F
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5. What'are all the different jobs you've had and which
have led to the one you have now?

6. Do you think that your mistakes have Helped you a e
. betlr-ciecisions?

7. What types of things (interests) ,do you like to dcloo and
how did they help you decide what job you wanted?

8. What school subjects do you use in your work and ho

9. How has your particular job changed over the past ten
or twenty years? What do you think it'wilI be like i
anotherten years?

( .

10. Howdoes this job support Our Wayof,liViin terms of
income, knowledge, working hours, andle cure time?

11. Are your-hobbies alike....6r differen rom your job?
I.

12. (Why is this job important to ou? What-satisfAtion-;
do you get? Do you know o any common factors a person
'should ,possess to be suc,'-ssful in-the:world of work?

o.

You may also want to encourage peakers to come attired astHey
1

would be for a usual work day .nd w en possile bring Cools, equipment,
-

or work samples. Eicplain that this increases students' undeytanding

,of their work role and stimulates questioning.

Field Trips

Exploring the World of work through field trips increases the rele-

vance of the world to students and maps valuable contributions to the

goals of career education in the elementary school. Field trips, have been

a traditional activity for school students for many years, but it is nly

recently that the real potential for this activity h

p.
'te 1-1 ,

t)
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Afield. trip becomes a worthwhile learning experience when it is well

planned and has Well defined purposes and objectives.

There are four majorlinsiderations-which contribute to a successful

field trip experience.'

1. Know the txolitt. Purpose of-the Field Trip. While a. variety of,'

objectives can be met, the most successful class trips are

4006 which define a limited set of clearly understood objec-

Jtives. Some examples of possible objectives include:

Acquainting studen with the general nature of occupa-
tional'structur n the.specific time and space dimen-
ions of their.own communities.

Demonstrating how essential the various kinds of work is
to ecgnomic or huian progress.

Demonstrating the ways in which different kinds of,w
provide a useful' set of personal and societal benefits.

Helping students see how workers in various Occupations
make'use of the basic academic skills taught in elemen-
tary school.

Helping students understand the need for cooperation and
teamwork in the production of goods and services.

Helping students see and understand that different kinds
of skills and expertise are required for different kinds .

of work.

Helping students understand why both "bosses" and "employees'
are essential in the world of work.

Helping students see firsthand the variety of settings and
envirP flmental conditions in which work is performed.

(
k

14

)
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2. Plan annOordinate Field'TtifIsin TermSof :Objectives,

and Uied!' If the same students are involved in repeat trips

)...with identiCal objectives year after year, it is likely they

w1,1r 1become"turned off" and nonreceptive the expetience.

. Planning should involve the teachers as a group so that the scope

. ,

and sequence of trips can be proportioned out among the grade,.

levels. Over use of a busine
-
or industrial site should also

be avoided. A field trip,uaually means some loss in. total produc-

.i.*

.

tivity for the business or industry and negative,feelings can
.

be created if the school isnot careful to refrain from abusing.

the privilege of visiting tbe'work site.

. Make a ';Dr Run" Throu h the Field Tri Prior to Takin: the

Class. SoMe important purposes will be Served it this is done.

The,-teacher 'will know in advanc what, the students will be see-

),;

itlji"and,whai activities are pla d for them. Ground rules can
°

be established with.the management concerning the length of the

visit, procedure to be followed, number Of students permitted,
I.

and, special regulations of th establishment. (his personal

con aCt also provides the op nity to educate the managers

and workers regarding the focus-of the field trip. People in

the world of work arelaaustomed to students coming in,

>
at the product produced, ask ng a,few p,rtinent questions about
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the'production process and. leaving. However, they are generally

unfamiliar with the concept of fbcusing on the people at work

and may not have made provision for. the space and time for inter-

viewing, several workerd. Some worksites may not be able to accom-

odate field trips which focus on the personal involvement,of

workers. These issues must be discussed with the people involved

and some understanding must be reached regarding the expectations

and purposes of the visit.

4. Prior tp"the Trip, Students Should, Be Instructed as to

Their Behavior and the Real Oblective of the Visit. Clear-
.

understanding on the etudents' part as to the objectives of

the rip helps assure ,that those objectives will be successfully

met. Students can enhance iwn career awareness b y enter-

)
ing into the planning of field trips.

While visits by car or bus community work sites have

always been, and will continue to be, 4portant infbenation

sources, it is worth while to consider additional alternatives,

such as:,

A walking tour of the community. Some business or indus-
tries may be the immediate neighborhood or someone may
have a business office in their homes.

The school office or library. While students may bjacquainted
with the location and services of these places, it .itk*t,
likely that they are knowledgeable about the workers.

-59-
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Workers around
persons, power
trash - disposal

ity td observe

Family field trips. Childr n can be encouraged to visit
work sites with their famille0 sipd then report their obser-
vations and findings to the o'1440t Students will need some
time After they return to rhe classroom to discuss the
visit in terms of the vatiOns Perceptions theY\5eceived and
what kti& visit meant to difterehr students. Bfsystemati-
calms planning such follow--Up 8i52vities, the teacher can

pccorrect misimptessionffpiatioular students received
d, at the same time, reilifoce more effectively main-

ain the basic concepts surrounding the purpose of the
visit.

the school building, telephone
company worker0, milk delivery
people all PtovAde pupils with
workers at iftric

repair
persons and
the'opportun-

4While pupil presentations have been a technique used in class-

rooms, the strong emphasis now in eduaatico,04 student directed research,

discovery and learning requires more effecave nie,g this technique. It

Pupil Planned Presentations

is important that students have the opportunity to pOn andlIdel ver presen-

tations in the various yea*S 6f their learniots This'is no less true'in

the area of world of work exploration. As students individually and in
./'

small ,groups Conduct interviews with coumanirY workers, fAsit business

and industrial sites and conduct their own research, they will better under-
&

stand and integrate their observation's and O./Wings if they organize them

into a priksentation. Obviously, other stocle0ts will also grow in knowledge

as this information is shared with them.

Student presentations are most effective when they are ac'urate,

interesting, and well-delivered. Given opPomtinities to learn, support
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d encourage, students n learn to give effective presentatiOns. While

students are responsible for the actual'planninkand implementation

of the presentation, teachers continue-to have important responsibilities

as well., Particularly When students'are first developing their skills

in this area, they need some instruction on factors to be considered in.

splanning a presentation. They also need the services of the teacher as a
c^

consultant to check out ideas and projectednans and to discuss problems

that arise. In these ways the teacher facilitates the sthients' growth

and acquisition,of skills.

Students should consider these four factors when planning a pre-

sentation:

A

1. Selection of Topic. While almost any topic can -be developed into

a predentation, a productive choice is one that contributes to

individul'or group student learning goald. If neither the

student planning the presentationor intendee.audience have
4

any reformational needs involving the topic, the development

of an reception to the presentation are likely to be very poor

N\,//'and maybe evc.r a waste of tile. The most valuable topic choices

enhance the overall learning process during both the planning

and the presentation.

2. Selection of Audience. It is often assumed that if a stdent

develops a topic for presentation it should be done for the whole



class. While there are occasions when the entire class should

be present, this is-not always true. The teacher and the pre-

sentor should mutually decide for whom the information is appro-
410

priate. .The'presentation may be suitable for a selected small

group or maybe for just one other person. On the other hand,

students from other classe or even the whole school may be the

proper-au44ence. Choic ppfopriate audience contributes as

much to tht success of a Rresentarion as, the selection of the,

topic.

'Determine Context and'Manner of Presentation. Information which

is presented in an understandable, interesting, and creative way

.maintains the attention of the audience and encourages their
I

involimment in the topic.

.

Ideally, the presentor should review the tnformation he

has obtained and sel t the elements which willt4 be crucial

to the iucttence's understanding. Thes_ key polnis are then

organized into a logical outline for thevresentation. The

sophistication with whidh this can be done will vary with the

maturity of the presentor but with encouragement will acquire

greater skill atjhay practice..

The use of visual a itory media greatly 'increases
e

.4the interests and exc tement of
0

a presentation. Students should



be urger:a-to illustrate their information with charts, graphs,

pictures or slides, transparencies, posters, displays, or tape

recordings. The presentation could also involve roleplaying or
.,4-----\

a simulatiOn game. The 14tuden can use this opportunity, to

erdevelop eir creativity as hey explore methods of giving their
--

presentation. The more senses that are involved in the presen-

tation, the more impact it is likely to haves;

4. 'Set the Time and Place. The day, time and place planned for a

presentation deserves thdcightful consideration. The nature ofA

k
the audience seletted partially determines these decisions. It

is most beneficial to chooSe a time which coordinates the presen-

tation topic with other stude t 'learning activities having a

similar goal. This meshing /of learning activities creates a

greater sense of meaning and relevance.

The locati5on of the presentatiou,should not only be one

which accomodates the size of the group, but also one which is

conducive to the successful presentation. Th sArleans that there

is adequate space for equipment needed andeprovisions for setting

up displays or other visual materials; factors such as noise

level, seating arrangements and lighting are aiso important to

consider.

As students experience success in planning and deliverlopg
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class. While there are occasions when the entire classjghould

be preApt, frIleis. not always true, The teachet and the pre,-,,

sentor should mutually decide for whom the information is appro-

priate. the presentation may be suitable for a selected smalls

group or maybe for just"One other person. On the other hand,

students from other classes on even the whole school may 1the

proper audience. Choice of appropriate audience contributes as

much to ttisuccess of a presentation as the selection ofhe

topic.

. Determine Context and Manner of Presentation. Information which

is presented in an understandable, interesting, and creative way

maintains the attention of the audience and encourages their

involvement in the topic.

Ideally, the presentor should review the information he

has obtained and'select out the elemehts which will be crucial

to the audience's understanding. These key points are then

organized into,q, logical outline for the presentation. The

sophistication with which this' can be done will vary with the

maturity of the presentor but with encouragement will acquire

greater skill as they practice.40,

The use of visual and auditory media greatly increas4

the interests and excitement of a presentation. Students should



I be urged to illustrate their info4tion with charts, graphs,

pictures'or slides, transparencies, posters,, displays, orctapd

recordings. The presentation 41114 a o involvdegleplaying or

a simulation game. The students can use this opportunity to-

dev.elop their creativity as they explore methods of giving their

presentation. The more senses ;hat are involvef in the presen
o

tation, the more impact it is likely to have.

4. Set the Time and Place. The day, time and place planned for a

presentation deserves thoughtful consideratioA The nature of

the audience selected partially determines these decisions.

A

is most bgvficial to cileose a time which coordinates the presen-

tatiospic with °their students'learning activities having a

similar goal: This meshing of learning activities creates a

greater sense of meaning and egr6vance.
r

The location of the presentation should not only be one

which accomodates he size of.the group, but also one which is

conducive too the/successful presentation. This means that there

is adequate space for equipment needed and provisions for setting '

4 displays or other visual materials; factors such as noise

leOel, seating arrangements and lighting are ailso important to

consider.

As students experience success in planning and delivering

1
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. their own presentations, their confidence will g wand they

C1will become increasingly independen
t
with the profess. This

informational tool will then become a real asset in efficient

use of classroom and teacher time. Pupils begin to assume

substantial responsibility for developing important content

and the.teacher's time is increasingly Ile available for

other responsibilities.

Work Experience Programs

Work experience programs provide opportunities for students to

explore vocational possibilitAs and expand their vocational aspirations.

Four types of work experience programs have developed in recent years:

(1) cooperative education, (2) work-study, (3) volunteer work experiences,

and (4) simulated work experiences. The first three types of programs

involve actual work in an employment setting and are generally available

at the high school or college ler The fourth type, simulated work

experiences, .can be used at all lellks and$rovides the greatest flexi-

bility ad adaptability of all the approaches.

Simulated Work Experience. Teachers can het students experience

work through some kind of simulated activity-that takes place largely

within the school setting. The simplest andAMost traditional approach

is to create ,a series of specified "jobs to do" within the classroom and

assign students to each job on some kind of rotating basis. Such "work
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tasks" as passing oft workbooks,,,taking roll, directing traffic within

the building, supervising playground time, picking up class assignment

papers, and keeping the coat closets neat and orderly, are examples of

kinds of work that are typically assigned elementary students.

Where this approach is used, there is little direct time taken from

instructional activities. While some elementary teachers have viewed

this as an advantage, it in fact represents a potential danger. That is,

simply to assign work tasks in no way guarantees that students develop

any real concept regarding the nature of work. They may feel that the

teacher is taking advantage of them. Tus it is important that the teacher

take time to insure that students understand that they are demonstrating,

through their actions, such bilasic work concepts as the following:

(1) social significance of work, (2) the interdependence of workers on

one another, (3) the necessity for workers to cooperate with one another,

(4)-they importance of completing assignments on time, (5) the principle

of worker responsibility for carrying out.assignments, and (6) the way

in 14,ch each worker contributes to some broader objective than can be

seen from viewing only the specific work tasks assigned (to him or her.

The skillful elementary school teacher find many opportunities to

emphasize apd reinforce such basic principles again and again during a

school year. How frequently they should be emphasized depends upon how

ofter students appear to forget them as they perform (or fail to perform)

specific work assignments.



'Amore sophisticated approach to simulated work experiences s the.

.

"product outcome" technique oriented around a "company" forme y the stu-

dents. This approach asks the tea her to help the children think of a

product or a service they wishlto produce or offer, organize the management-

worker system required, assign
)
various students to different roles in the

"company", actually "manufacture" the product (usually assembly-line

techniques), package it in some form, and then make it available either

to students within the school or to persons outside the school. Such an

approach is not only more authentic but, in addition, allows students to

explore the nature of a wide variety of occupations.

Examples of "products" that have been "manufactured" in projects Of-

thismatureincludeonizzies,wallplaques,artificial flower arrangements,

note pads, doll clothes, silk screened posters, and games of various

sorts. In some cases, special industrial art equipment, including hammers,
r-

saws, drills, and planers, are required (There are a numbdr of companies

now producing such equipment, with a variety of safety devises built in,

that come in portable units for use in elementary schools:). In such

"companies" students play a wide variety of work roles, including those

of both management and labor.

Students on the assembly Line may actually experience the boredom

and frustration that comes with repetitious tasks. The personnel manage-

ment staff can actually see how the making of various personnel decisions

/7
affects worker morale and plaqr productivity. All students can recognize
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the interdependence of one worker on another, theimpoitance of completing

assignments on t the rewards associated with quality production, and

the wasthat acc parries slipshod work. In some schools, this type of

'project' has been ca ied to the point where "stock" is sold,'with the

4'

Tious."stockholde+" receiving dividends on their investment *at the

end of tie project, ending upon the success found in marketing the

product. Where several teachers in a single building are using thiS:'

))

approach, competing c. .an -s may be establ4lied that add a still fur-

'iher note of realSsm to the entire Simula)tion effort.

so kits and games which simulate some types of workThere ar

experience, 'although on a more limited scale than describNybove. Some

examples ate the DUSO kit's (Dinkmeyer, 1973) "Career Awareness Activity

Card8," which include somdsimulation games with specific objectives; and

"Workers'We Know," which is one level of the Progr .1T d Work,A4areness

Kit. "Workers We Know" includes a variety of activities designed to inte-

grate school work and learning experiences with the world of work. Each

student has a weekly classroom job, maintains a job chart, and gets paid/

with play money at the end of etch week for performingrhis job. The play

money is used for retaining a toy during a special play time. There are

games such as "Worker-Payday" which increases students' kriowledge of -var-

1.ous workers/ tools and equipment. Games 'which have long been popular

with children, such as Monopoly and Life, can be used to experience par-

ticular work skill areas such as money management, and marketing.,
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In any work s on activity, it is important that the activity

relates to overall, career ducation objectives and a goal in itself.

Activities should not be isolated events but ratheP'integrated into ,the

on-going program of learning.

1
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VALUES EDUCATION

A. H. Maslow once said, "Education is learning to grow, learning
o

what to grow toward, learning what is desirable and undesirable,

learning what to choose and what not to choose."

While the importance of values has been apparent throughout human

history, present -day educators have become acutely aware of how inte-

gral values education is to the entire learning process. Responding

to this awareness, many, teachers have assumed responsibility for values

education in the classroom. College students report that their instruc-

torfo are making wide use of these techniques and methods in many con-
.

tent areas. High school students are parti ipating in values clari-

fication,exercises in career exploration gro p , dTug abuse preven-

tion programs and consumer educs.tionit Middle school and elementary

'school age students are engagingn some exploratory agpects of the

process. In fact, you 'Eu.dyour worldly involvement may be questioned

if'you'have not drawn your own Personal Coat of Arms or examined the

Twenty Things You Lovg To Do.

Why Now?

There are at least three reasons for the renewed interest in values

clarification activities:

Values serve as a basis for decision making in a
changing world.



Values are the basis for achieving identity in a
fragmented society.

Values are a means of validating.an individual's
self worth under the environmental press 'of sur-
vival.

Encountering Change

The complexity of the times has made the act of choosing infinitely

more difficult (Kirschenbaum and Simon, 1974). Youths o today are
9

faced with many more choices than youths of yesterday. , s overchoice

situation is compounded by their new freedom to choose. They are told-N.

of their right to choose and while this has become a cause for concern

(Glasser, 1961) it also has allowed youth to become more sophis6icated,

less provincial and more independent.

Today, conflict and ambivalence surround topics such as abortion,

politics, drugs, religion, love and sex, death "CI societal change.
4

the'last two decades to have s en abortion evolve from being a crime

to being a woman's rightful. cho ce. Similarly, drug and divogce,laws

.41/4

reflect d'less dogmatic view. An individual's responsibility to 4imp-/

self or herself and others has become' more important than doctrine. As

responsibility for behavior shifts ftd6 external :.*rces to the indi-

vidual, the values the individual hblds beco even more important thanji-

they were previously.

Moraliiing and indoctrination are not y effective when(indivi-

duals are constantly exposed to contradictory sets. of values. We do

Nt-)
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not have to wail until our children leave school to be worried about

them being'corrupted by new ilosophies of life. The media and con- y

tacts with a mobile populatto expose them to contrasting life styles

based upon differing values very early-in their lives. We live in a

culture in whit older people have to learn to incorporate whstrthe"

young have learned but which they have not (Mead, 1974).

). In an increasingly complex world fewer things occur injisolation, ,

it .1

and there is seldom:a-simple cause nd effect relations -(WeIngartper,

1972). Therdkare,fewer absolutes, 1 xed states, or one right answer

2

fdr every question, We seem to have absolute knowledge shout le'ss and

less: In fact most of us were brought up with the notion that to be

scientific and ratidifal was' to be able to determine simple cause and

effect. now understand that this is not pdssible and_thai lei is

needed is dynamic decision making appioach. The formulation tf hy-

potheses and the use of feedback systeAs are necessar tools f ttfe

indivicival rather than technological jargon for use in industri 1 produc-

tion. These thoughts may suggest not only the need for values clari-

fication but values, reclarification. some,there is the implication

that once we c4rify our values and thus discover ourselves, we._ have

ta-

.solved our problem of cause and effect. It is clear, however, that
I

values Clarification is a continuous process,
- P

Many of us g ew up to the radio strains of "Jack Armstrong the
i

0
All-American Boy." Behind the virtue of becoming strong so we could

N
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messages
..

help the weak were other messages that suggeOted values such as: you

becoir*Orthy bnly by competing; production gild- consumption are proof

of strength; by helping others you earn eli 1-at rights (paternalism);

crusaders for our cultdral beliefs are good 04d all adversaries are
./

evil; we are ordained to.be leaders.in the watid; apA, some indicator

of personal superiority is always a des

commitment to this posture we may now'be CAn0

like the follAing:
--\

After years of

d with statements

This value structure, which pito melA against man in
competition over limited reaoUroqs, tOat'give way to
an understanding that the eatttf'e limited resourcea
must be shared by all if any Ore to survive (Hawley,
197% p. 2). '77\*

f

arch for a "new American Way of 040 r, that In4preta\demo-
.1.

-,,

cracy in a different tradition is in progreso ,The values collisions

vs
,that occurred during the 196D's have been exc,cied to'the daily search

I:f9r meaningjound in our c140741-institutlot:kof politics, huskne
t.

P.V.

paw, -welfae.:and educatiOnl
-' ;'' '-°--. -

. .

i n sii4Mary, how can we encounter chan8s? Our tapestty of aspumptions
,

that was woven so assuregly during the indu,Scrtal era has holes in tt.

Failure to predict, overchoice, freedom, complexity, equality, inde-,v

Pend cue and the like have made patchwork Pt ogtaroa ineffectual. > New

t be woven into our representati°ng For the postindstrial\
N!. int
era. Valdes exploration and development will 14Come a fundam tal

4,tstrand 1

in education. It must precede values ciafificatio

)
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Achieving Identity

The basitipremise in Glasser's Identity Society (1971) is that
. .

today's youth and other members of, society place importance on their
. .

f. \ roles before they b crime heavily conerne9with their goals,.' -,c*t con-
.,

,trast,'the previous a'1 -;role orientati was base& on security and
61, ,......* ,..4

materialistic concerns. oal-beqre role implied that a dependent

71t2was necessary so'goals.cou e achieved. Only after g ls were thieved-

could one afford4o13e,indepAdent and dwe bogie

4

for she was. .Converselylitoday many y

ualiy and enrichment of their p

rd mo d a out thell:

1 eplorev S . As -th
t

. 1

world abot4s-fhem they hope to dic1ver t e kinda,of liv s that will

most meaningful to their ti#ique h onditione. The du rent role-

before-goal orientation es sew n tnce oppan ty to,
0

determine one' .

.'

i

(r
., ).

The MOOttance of the searech 'tor identity id expr ssed by obserli,

.-
vers of current Career patterns. They- suggest tyat commitment to a

single job, in, the same locale has become an exception rather than the

'expected. Retrainingand continuing education have becpet common place.
.

Our identities cannot be locked into our jobs and our qamianliestr r p

as they once were. Mid-weer identity crises haveCbecome -as RieVa,t

as earty_car- choice profilems. Thus, youth and adultglwill be -ton-

st?\ntly confron

ide

the=148 regatding their identities.
A f,

not achieved in a 'atuum.. One's own values and the

4



? values of others are iastru ntal in this prodestik Glasser (14711 mains

tains.that the two humln qualitiee necessary,tO2gain a su cessful iden-
,

.

-,.
, . . - ,

tity-are love and worth. Involvement with others is baiic'to-bot 0,---. %
,

, ,
\ 1,, ,

these' needs. Yet much of,eddeation runs counternvolvenient eda
V'

. . -

'Submission to authority,Rutting"u0 with boredom, specialization and

compartientalization,,indi(ridual competitiori for grades and blue ribbons.,

fear of exposing weaknesses and becoMing vulnerable;)and superiority

through perfection are some ofthe attitudes reirfdrced ty schools.

These attitudes precidde rust," openness, and riskaking that are so,

necessary for huian involvement. IntertmrSonal behavior in schools,

cad be depicted as being manipulative and-compromising between students'

nvwell'as -between teachers, and studentd.
a

Schoolahay.4 generally. been modeled' after an industrial counterpart,

-which assumes tbat the responsibility of schodling is to t/ranImirthe

great breJit and depth content knowledge in the twat efficient man-

nel possible & This burden of effic y hap not vncouraged:teachers to
, 1,

,,

become in 1Slved with student The press for proof'of.individual compe-
1,

titiv4'str ngth has not allowed atrdents to relate to other stay..

Harris (197 )' suggested that jealous , hostility,,suapiCiousnesa, compe-

titiveness, selfishness, cruelty,. disrespect, and reVeng are fO4We;ed

while friendlinesS, openneds, gener6sity, cnoperakion, kin ese,- compas-

sion, forebearance and consideration are atropht through disuse
k

sha4ok Valuen,bout common concerns and issues will allnp fOr the



involvement that all students so desperately' need for confirming their

idenittibs.

One way to assist youths in achieving their individual identities

is to assist them in developing tentative life plans-that would help

orient them to the world qutside ql.ischbol. Individuals. who do not feel

z.

e9gense of power or responsibility for their existence terid to be pas-
,

,

pas-

sive and dependent.' The development-of personal plans,' however tenta-
'--

tive, immediately f rces the question of values into -the foreground.
,-.

.0 "
Malang plans encouraksyoung'people to'question their own personal val-

ues or to make them explicit. Their daily life actions become linked

to their planning. Exploration of personal and public values that under-

lie successes and failures helps them cope with decisions of today and

In the future. The false distinction between work and school, and be-

tween !Vih$01 and cp*unity cannot be'maintained or justified. All of

ug are faced with the question of lives are taking us in

freely chosen,direttions and whether the directions we are taking will

,lead to achievement of goals we value most.

Self,Malidation e

Critics of education in the last decade have focused on the failure
n

orientation of the schools. Variousmovemente in education are trying

to contend with qiis indictment. SiMon (1973) speaks of the red pencil

mgnthlity of teachers. The va es of educators seem to perpetuate this

444itt
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posture. It is frightening that we send children to school to be core
4

stantly criticized and constantly rejected% Simon's valUes exercise. ,

called IALAC illustrates the situation. 4k teacher wearing,alarge sign -

4

with letters IALAC onit tells the story of a little boy who arises from

his bed each day to begin his long day of. rebuffs. Since IALAC stands

for "I Am Lovable and Capable," each time he is criticized, ignored,

or neglected a smap.piece of his IALAC sign is torn off,leaving precious
,44

little of the sign intatx)Ily the end of his day. Each morning the lit=

tle boy begins a new day with a new IALAC sign, but, due to the damage

of 'At neglect, there is a very small piece forever missing. Students

understand this exercise and can recall incidents that have torn pieces

from oradded pieces to their signs.

Our indoctrination against seeking self validation is sostrong

th0,-few people can admit that they are wearing an-IALAC sign. We often

blush, day, "Oh, it wasn't much." BUt all the time, in subtle ways,

we try to prolong this. delicious moment. valuing people and especially,

expressing what you value abobt them, brings the love and worth that

-

everyone needs. Glasser (1969) noted that ghat one chooses or states

ile must,9 sooner or, ,later, b&considered of value by someone.
- .

else. person Ay labor slione'as an artist-or scientist for years,

but eventually what he pproduces must be recognized by others or he will

not gain a succeisfulyidentity."

On the other hand, atither aspect of the proof,of worth is- 'the desire

4"



do something useful,l)roductive and respected. We all have that.to

desire to change the community,,;to make a dent, if even a smal' one, on

,reality. The job of being a cause! Affirmation of, one's values into

action programs prove, that our existence has some power.' .Such.activi-
1,

ties as campaigning for environmental legislation, doing research for

a service organization, or serving as a nursery school aidlkmay provide

proof.tIlat we can make an impactcRn life. This activity helps clarify

and establish one's own identity. The validating proce s can lead us

to:-admit and affirm our worth-, Eventually, we may expres ours

in the manner' suggested by Simon (1973), "Yes, I am a beautiful person."



MODELS AND METHODS.

Definition of a Value

During the past decade a great deal of attention.has been given

to values education. There are asnuMber of different, though not neces-,

llsarily opposing, viewpoints regardi

7
the process of va uing. Rtqcer,

Arnspiger, and Brodbeck (1969) discuss values in terms of categories;

Ojann and Campbell (1914) concentrate on teaching moral judgments.

For the sake of breyity it is imposslble here to fully describe each of.

the existent viewscof values education. In the remainder of this section,

however, several viewpoints are further explained.

In the process of decision making- it is important toiknow what
ot

guides our choices. The emphasis is on individual goal wetting -and com-

mitment which is jaded by explicit knowledge of one's own values. In

this sense "the values clarification process enables the individual to

act relStive to his own needs rather than to group 'feeds or'universal

doctrine. In this case values have a relativity and neutrality flavor.'

Values take on valence-only-as the individual beholds them. 'Raths and

Simon (1966) contend that values evolve within the individual--soidrvalues

are always in the process of becoming.

Charactere4cs of a Value i

t k

- \
,' .

3.

There are seven features %characteristicS)' which combine td0f291 a

value.' If an expression (statement or action) t an indi4idual,mets



3.

all seven of the valuing criteria, then that expression may be considered

part of the individuals value system:

COGNITIVE 1. chosen freely
(Choosing) 2. from among alternatives

3., *after consj.dering consequences

AFFECTIVE
(Prizing)

4. happy with the choice'
5. publicly =affirmed °

BEHAVIORAL 6.- n the choice
(ACting) 7. .tep tedly _ -

(Raths, et al., 1966, 30)

The process of valuea clarifiertion is based on a full understand-

ing of the seven characteristics of a value as de cribed above. ,There-
,.,

fore, it is helpful0to examine these characteris cs as stages in the

development of values.

1. Choosing freely.' If ther is coercion in choosing, the re-
sult is not likely to st with one for long. Values Must
be freely selected if they are to be really valued by the
.indig140ual.

2. Choosing from among alternative-se. Only when a choice is
possible, when there is more -thaft.-1-040 alternative from
which to-choose, do we say a valbe.can result.

0
3. Choosing after' thoughtful consideration of the consequences

of each-alternative. Impulsive orlhOtithtless choices do
not ead to values as we define thiiii.'4nly when the con7
sequiences of each of.the alternativeslKe clear under
stood canone mak4 incelligentchoices. 0

4. Prizin and c erishin . We are"happy with our values.
when'we have made, t freely and thoughtful -

choice we are not happy to make. Values flow
only m choices that We are glad to make.,.'

Affirmin When we are proud of our choice,'we are'



to affirm t'h'at choice when asked about it. If we Would
not make our pOsirion known when appropriately asked, we
would not be dealing with values but something else.

6. ActingLnpos nholcee. Where we have a value, it shows up
in aspects of oUr living. For a value to be present, life
itself must be 4fiected. The person who talks about some-
thing but apNef does anything about it is dealing,mith
something othet Win a value.

4

. Repeating. We would not think of something that appeared
once in a 11.te 40 ne'er again as a value. Values tend

f'.td -ha4e a 1,0sfetency; tend to ,make a pattern in a life
(Center. fob; 4tive, Communications, Inc.).

Values ClatlltILii.ei`e"114'

What' are the ways than ailksardom

4

teachers can help their students

experience, and develop skills, in these dimenAons of the valuing

process?' The follo4ng chart sorves as a simple org zer for

,7,typeeof values t chrilvee which cats contribute to this end.

Clarifying,
Response

examples

4n.e.OViews

.1'

p

111k.OtS CLARIFICAT/011 APPROACHES

Activities or

les

voting
rftalc ordering

41' chat 1. of Size

valtle0,ceontinuum
illnailIstied,sentencea

17411-m:aUctiOn
fantasy exploration

j441r041 writing
41410es wheel

Val-1e discusions

thq-

1-7-7
Three-Level
Teaching

examples

history
art

musis/-
social 6dies
language arts
spelling

mathematics
biology

physical education
religion
health

foreign languages
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Clarifying Response

A clarifying response is a particular way of responding to a person

that helps that person to clarify their tanking and behavior and

therefore clarify values. Ait Aiti-a brief interchange designed to raise

1-

qUestions and to stimulate a person's consideration about one's life,

3 actions and ideas. It is not -41'f.° 1 procedure and it is not intended

to get the pehn to belie or understand or feel a particular way.

According to Raths, Harmin and Simon, it "is.usuality aimed at one stu-

dent at a time, often in- brief, informed conversations held in class,

in hallways, on the playground, or any place else where he teacher

comes in contact with a student who does or says something to trigger

such a response."

The clarifying response usually takes'theform of a question oriented

toward a et ttitudes, aspirations, urposes, interests and

activities.

Teache
Student,
Teacher:
Student:

(Teacher:
Student:
Teacher:

Example

Student:

o sample interchanges are

Teacher:

0

see you're hard at w
is not good to be la

esented below.

k on that project, Jimmy."
,yoti know."

''ow do you know it's no good?" 1

"Everybody knows that,-My parents always say 'it."
"I see. IS working something that you value, then, Jimmy?"
"Huh? I suppose so."
'O.K., Jimmy._, Thank you."

4r,

fr, 2

ik

"Miss Jones, I' 'ON to4plashington, D.C. thil wdekend
,with Vy family . *

<
va. ', -

'!Going to Washington, areyou?,Are you glad yoer Itgi"
/

.
. r
I.
sr le.

- 81 -



Student: "Well, yeah. I like to visit places with my lamily - but
I'm a little disappointed, that I'll miss my Little League
game."

°t'Teacher: "Well, I'll see you on Monday - I'll'be interested know
-1

if you enjoyed yourself."

. I
., .

Clarifying responses can be used' to help individuals clarify_their

ideas at each of the seven stages which,combine,to form a value.

1. Choqping freely
.

a. Where do you suppose you first got that idea?
b. What would people say if you weren't 41 do what you say,

you must do? 1 ..

c. Are you getting help from anyone? Do you need more help?
Can I help?

d. Are you the only one in your, crowd who feelia-this way?
e. IS there any rebellion in your choic ,A'

,

f. How many years will you give to it? you do if
you're not good enough?

-,...

2. Choosing from alternatives . .

a. Whatelse dit you consider beforou picked this?
b. Was it a hard decision? What went into'the final decision ?' mss

Who helped? Do' you need any further help? .

c. Did you consider another possible alternative?
d. Are there some reasons ehind your choice?
e. What's really good abo t this choice which makes it stand

out from ot/er possibilities?
0

3. Choosing thoughtfully and reflectively
a.' What &id be the consequencNof each alternative avail-

able? '..'

.

'b. Have you thought about this very much? How did, your think-
. ing go? ;

c. Is this what I understand You to'.pay... eikerpret his ;ll ,

statement)? . .

. ,

'd. Are you implying that... (distort h statement to see if
he is clear enough to correct thddiatdrtion)?

,. .

e. Define the terms you, use. Give me an example of the land
bf job you. can get without a high school,,diplomm.

..
f.., Where will it lead? .(;-.

n *g. For whom arecyou doino:this.f
,!

h.. What will.:±you have teirdo? What are your first-steps?
Sec ;lid steps? .



CP'

4. Prizing and cherishing
a. Are you glad you feel that way?
b. What good is it? What purpose does it serve? Why is it.' i

important to you?
c. Should everyone doii your way?
d. Inwhat way would life be different without it?

5. Affirming
a. Would you tell the class the way you feel some time?
b. Yoi don't mean to say that you believe... (repeat the idea)?
c. Do people know that you believe that way or that you do that

thing?
d. Are you willing to stand up and be counted for Ve?

6. Acting upon choices
a. I hear what you are for; now, is there anything you can

do about it? Can I help?
b. Have you made any plans to do more-than you already haye

Aone?
c. Would you want other people to kSow you feel this way?

What if they disagree with you?
dd... How has it already affected your life? How will it affect

'it in the future?
A

7. Repeating
a. Have you done anything already? Doyou do this Oft n
b.' What are your plans for .doing more it?.
ci Ara, there some other things you can which are 'like it?
d. What did yoU not do when you sent to do that? Was that O.K.?
e. Did you run into any difficulty?
f. Will you do it again?

Clarifying Interview

(Raths, et al., 1966, pp. 63-65)

A clarifying interview is a more'in-depth extensio.n of4' the clarifying

onse. A series of the same types oPhquestions are used to help

It.

a person examine a particular alue area in one's life or to explore a

it
specific decision or.chofe tieing faced. This can be done on an indivi-

,
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dual basis or with others observing. In-the'fatter case, the technique

becbmes somewhat morg formal. The p son volunteers to be the "inter-.

viewee" and ground'rules are established-.- One person asks the questionsi

the interviewee may "pass" on any questions he or she.wisheS, and the

interviewee ma end the session at any time, by saying "Thank you for

. your questions."

Activities or Strategies

A tremendous variety of challenging and fun activities are possible to

use in values education. Some companies have packaged programs which

use' visual aids, posters, value sheets, and stories to initiate activities.

These are ery convenient, but not essential to a values education pro-

gram. Some of the activities invplve processes which can be applied to

situations in the classroom and reqUire no special materials. Some of

the more widely known activities and strategies are described here.
_zo)t

Behaviors relating to the expression of feelings.; interpersonal

relationships, feelings of adequacy and personal awareness are enhanced

by values exploration by individuals and groups. Krathwhol's (1964)

taxonomy of the affective domain is helpful in sequencing instructfon:

/31 from-this point of departure. In addition some groups use the helper-
.

learning models employed by counseling psychologists. Trust, empathy,

and openness are typical concepts stressed to allow for more honest dis7

closing and genuine feedback and sharing. Sensitivity and T-group,goals



J

C

the 60'9,1411/e been integrated Nrtktii,responsibility-oNnershipof
70's...

Acceptance of self and others are other common goals that fellow

trust buj.lding. Risk taking and self-didtiosure are encouraged. Feed- .

A

back exercises promote tyle:1.!alping,ef what others say and do and, as a

result of the proceis, thesvalidate the person. Self expression skills

increase as the activities,are carried through.

Putting values clarification strategies into action requires care-
,

1111 attention-to the reasons for doing so. It is important that a

clearcut and systematic plan be developed.

161

'The focuslethis plan will

be the students and what they as indilliduals and a group need in brder

to facilitate their making of life choices. If they are new to the val-

uing process, it is important that stretegies be planned in a progres-

sion from those that require the leastamount of personal risk to,those

which require a great deal of personal risk. In this way students will

be able to experience the safety of the grbup before they have to explore

too deeply.

The folio ing activities are grouped acdingto- those which re-.

quire little pe sonal risk, those which require a moderate risk, and

.those which requirt a commitment.to ac ion.

854,- ti



Low Risk Strate

1. Have students make a poster showing different things about thtm-'
selves. Illustrations may be hand-drawn from magazines or photo-
'graphs. 'The following-are ideas for things to include.

favorite toy
"unfavorit5" food
dream pet
favorite game

Keep the number of things oilmanperhaps 4 or 6. After they each
have made thier poster, divide class into small groups. In groups
have students take turns sharing -their ME posters. Depending upon
the maturity ofthe group, ask them to tell why they chOse what'
they did.

End session by having students think about two new things they
learned about other people in' their group..

2. Occassionally ask students to vote on altopic. THE PURPOSE IS NOT
FOR DECISION MAKING'OR TO DISCOVER RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS. In

' this kind of voting students are able to.tell others where they
Stand on something.' Start with things like:.

How many have red bikes?
.

How many like chocolate ice cream?
How many saw "Kojak". last night?

You may tally results or not, whichever is right for your group.
After a few

i
mes, ask students to conduct the values voting.

egl3. Have stud respond to an "If I'were..." statement in writing
or orally in a small group. Examples are:

If I were a rose...
140f I were a horse...

f I were a big red balloon...
This offers the opportunity to find out a little more about the
things they value or consider important. The question "Telilie
a little bit about why you wouldn't have thorns if you were a rose"
-helps students to begin to put clarification with their statements.

-,

,'4. lave students draw
x

a big'oulite of their house on a big piece-of
paper. Inside the house have them draw their favorite rodm and ,

utat they do there. Have students group in two ways--first by
finding someone with a different room. Talk together about why
they chose the rooms they did.

!):
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5. Maieemofitin books;, Using hand-drawn illustrations or magazine
a .*

--photos, have students devote. a page to a different, emotion. Have
them title the pages makes me happy" " makes
me sae 'and so on using any motions-they ch 14Hen books.are-S
complete, in small.groups h= e them talk ktoge r about their books.

IModerate Risk Strategies:
C

. .
)

1. Utilizing value Ating.strategy, have students share how they
feel About certain topics. If theyifeel sttongly in favor, they
raise their hands hig )i; if thdy feel strongly agaillr, they turn
thumbs down; if they don't have feeling one way or another, they
(old their arms in fr.nt of them; kfthey choose to pass, they just
Sit.- Some possible t.. .... are:

How do you feel abou :
-''s

--not getting any.all wsnce?
., --parent4 choosing what you wear?

--brothers?
'.--sisters?

litt

--no more school?
During this process' watch for stidents who consistently pass or
do not take a stand. This is an indication that some special'
assistance is'needed....perhaps.8 conversation or a return to
strategies requiring less risk.

2. Have students react to what happened-to them the da ,before. In

writing, orally, or through illustrations share,thehigh point of
the day; the low point, something they learned'about themselves.

3... .Mame students think of three people they admire.' For each per -
son have students identify two actions ilkr characteristics about
him or her that they like. Make a big class poster or chart
"Things we like about, others."

/

4. Ins 11 groups have students, share things about themselves of .

whic they are proud. It may take group stimulation to begin
their thinking in this Way. The teacher or, counselor can-serve
as a model to'lea& the way, oHaVe each student complete the sentence
"I am proud that..." Plan a way to share "prqud_thinge with the,
total group.

5. Have 4tudents write a comthercial or an aA selling themselves.
.Encourage creativity. What benefits would be derived 'from pur-
chasing them? Any cautions. -the purchaser should know abut ?.

v.



It if'a right forfth group, display finished
names and have:Others guess whd,Commercial,-o
together about, ease/difficulty ofadvettisint

r

producta,Without'
ad is abou. Talk
self.

Values into Action Strategies: ..)

. .
.1. Using admired perSon list. (activity #1 mOderake risk list) have

student rate the six actions they admkile in relation.to theigr
selves by.the-folloWingrating:,

I ddh't bpd won't
1.I'll try

. .
...

.Frobi the "I!ll tr?,list'haveostudents select one whici they will.
really try. Identify plan ,for trying the new behavioi. for one :

wedk, Plan ways,for valuating with .students their effpftsv.
Was it easy/hard?- Do t ey'want to try again? How can teacher/
class help?

t

.

,

(For-upper elementary) Privately have students dtal4 a big square.
Inside the square have them write wora that tell whs.; they, would
do if they coulddo anything: at 4$10ith no worry' bout money,
space', ,time. Outside'the bax have them write .all the words that
tell 41iat ,keeping them from doint the things they wrote inside.
.the bbx. ex they have!written them all down,-har themevq.-
Alate the wQr s:to see which ones they, thrdl& couLd
eliminate. 1'8r those. whocholose.to do so, 'p1 .togetlibr waYs'to.
take action. This activity ls-designed to help.'indiidualEi e*417.
Tate constraints on their aCtiAbnAk in personal way:. It is not
necessary to have them share unlegs they so indicate,

, .

3. On Monday, tell students they are going give ihemselves a gift
each day .f,v. 'the next five days. -Talk about how receiving and
giving, gifts makes us feel, Share with the group a gift you
would give. if you could give 'yourself anything at Ask.others.
to do the same.: When all who care to- have shared something `

they-would give themselves, We-each student ebookOt with fiVe
blank sheets of paper.in it., 'Ask each.person.tothink Of-a really
special gift to giVe themselves aid draw it on the first _page.

Aft.gr all pictureSAave been mOleted, ask 'studOlts VO.1o0. °

Themext day llave them d o t an so -On. etays.

through their books :to what they,can'discOver abont,th4mSeIi.re,
ffave them thn coMpiete-the.sentence "I dIscovered .e"--bOxit me.',.,

3



(3..
4. Tell'htuaents th"at they wil

;fling they wish to do. Ttii

illustrate what they will 4
eitiening'of each day. ten
have them look over their (

do if-they rearranged their
110113 them becgme aware of

choices and Wbe able-to
!

5. Have students select one pi

That person can be anyone-r
changes would they make? )
own lives? 'Why,did they ct
the changes? How can they
they would like to see then

6. A constructive dialogue wit
familiar strange and the st
ationgallowg one tkbesizme
therefore confrontirgr.7-Gia
ing an object, and dreama E
non-threatening exercise

Expet

Give, each particIpsnt
at it carefully, hold
gently between fingers
being a raisin. What
that? Place the.raisi
around with your tongu
and then swallow. Sha
otherg.

_,....jantasies provide a means o
projected into the past, pr
various settings, roles and
become preparation for acti

7. Scavenger Hunt. The'class
students.' Each group is gi
scavenger hunt. In additio
they all like and something
category. They receive one
(Each group will 'need a sec



,

A

Scavenger Hunt List Like' his like

food
2.. game (indoor) 0

3. TV show
4. gime (outdoor)
5. gift received
6. summer vacation
.7:, sdhool subject
8. chore at home
9, hobby
10. '4a way to spend a Saturday

In the second half of.theactivity, students "search" for- experiences.
,they have had in. common. They receive three points for each exper-
iences they decide they have,all had,- Examples:

1. :a time when their parents made them very happy/
a:time when they were uneasy'in school

3,-.a time:when they felt left out
, /

- 4, soMething'therhave done ;with their friends about
. "which 5hey-are proud

4 a timethey gotaway with, something they shouldn't have

.The teacher muse'stress honesty iii all discussions. Suggested
time limit for the activityip-30 minutes. Once the groups have
completed.the "Scavenger Hunt," the} might choose two items to
-share with the entire class, perhaps those ideas that were most
fun or-difficult. Therrthe scores from both activities should be
added to determine which team accumulated the most points. (Curwini
Geri Curwin, Richard L., p: 32)

Evaluation

Taking a look Over what has been accomplished through particular

activities is an important part of growing. Unfortunately, most of

the growing which takes place in school is appraised by the educators

'who in turn infdrm Studentand their parents of progress being made.

What is needed is more real appraisal of their work by the students

themselves. With regard-to prlOgress Made in the area of values

9 0



clarification there is no quetion of who will be responsible for eval-\

-
uationk. Each student must evaluate his or her own growth. The respon-

sibility of the e

I

educator is.to provide the time and the means for effec-

tive assessment.

One of the most facilitative ways of helping students maintain

awareness of thei? development In the valuing process is,to post the

following "I Learned Statements" in a visible spot in the room.

I learned'that I...
r

I relearned that I...

I discovered that I...

I found that I...

I felt good when I...

I was proud that I...

4 I was disappointed 4hatI...

(Curwln & Curwin, 1974, p. 80)

After working through-a clarification strategy or after a particu-

larly effective class discussion, providetime for students* to'complete
ti

the "I Learned Statements" in their own journals which they should be

encouraged to throughout the semester or year. Each student's

journal is his or heryersonal record of progress and it need not be

shared with anyone unless the student desires to do so. This method of

evalu

lion

helps to further personalize the values clarification activities.

I
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4
Points to Remember,

,

°

BecauSe of the impact that values education can have on students

and educators, it is necessary in ending this section to re-emphasize

several points. The following list of ground rules.are essential in

* working with values clarification exercises.

* Every answer is a right answer.

* Values Clarification exercises give the participants the
time and space to examine their attitudes and values. Time
means exactly what it says. Space means the latitude, the
room for movement in a non-judgmental environment which is
conducive to thoughtful self- examination without the fear
of censure.

* Everyone has the right to pass on any exercise at 'any time,
without being expected to justify hiS or her passing.

* The facilitator is a participant--a model for the others.

* A philosophy basic to Values Clarification is that individuals
are responsible for the position they are in. They are, respon-
sible for their own feelings. They grow and react in terms
of their acceptance' of their personal feelings and their own
life situations..

* There is'no closure r a Values Clarification exercise. It
is open-ended. Its purpose is to open doors for the individual.

Three-Level Teaching

Harmin, Kirschenbaum and Simon explain that school subjects can

be taught on any or all'three levels: (1) the facts level which includes

the teaching and learning of specific information, facts, details; (2)

the concepts level which explores the principles behind the facts; and

(3) the values level which relates the facts and concepts of a subject

4'



area to the students' lives. Real learning integrates all three letiels

and meets the goal of helping

them, and finally live by the

students discern facts, make sense of

(1/4,tmeanings they perceive. The use of this

technique of values education has two dist4lct advantageS. (1) No

separate time must be alloted from the lready crowded curriculum and

(2) both cognitive and affective liarning are enriched and made more
.e%

effective as a result bf the tegration.

A spelling lesson is sed here as an example of how to incorporate

all three teaching levsls:

FACTS LEVEL:

1. Mix up the rder of the following spelling words, then ask the group

io figu out this puzzle: These words can be placed into-three

like groups. What words should be grouped together

rds: attention

action

intersection

dictionary

probable

vegetAble knob

ramble pneumonia

When the puzzle is solved, point out to the group that gnaw, knob,

and pneumonia are alike in their sound patterns. The others are

alike in their spelling patterns.

This approach can be used with spelling groups at different levels

by varying the words for each group. Often the members of a particular

spelling group are in the same reading group. If this is so, a good

11

9 3
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time for spelling may be just after the group has finished the reading

_lesson for the day. A week's plan for implementing this lesson might

work out like'this:

Monday
. Tuesday:, Wednesday

Factq level: act4vities Concepts level: activities Values level:
1 and 2 1. an44 (overlaps into activity 2
Separate Spelling Groups values Spelling Groups

Separate Spelling Group? together

Thursday
. Friday

Facts level l test for Facts level: retest
memorization for those needing it
Separate Spelling Groups
< Remedial help for those
who need it)

I

Bear in mind that this is only a sample format and the number of

days spent, the amount of time and priorities for to'ching spelling are'

left to the discretion of the individual teacher.

2.
4

Have the students memorize the spelling of each word. NOTE: Many

students donot know a process for memorizing words; a +ery help-

ful tool in the classroom would be a poster displayed in an/easily

seen spot which lists these five steps: (1) Look at the word.

(2) Say the word. (3) Write the word. (4) Close eyes lnene'l

the word. (5) Open eyes and check.

CONCEPTS LEVEL:

1. Divide the spelling group into smaller groups of 4 or 5. Give

each group a portion of Ale words and tell theth to have one per-

son record all the meanings the gin,

1

r each word.



Encourage them to use a'dictionary if. they need help. Bring the

group together again and share the meanings, developing a fuller

understanding.of the words.

VALUES ,LEVEL:

1. Instruct each student to make up a sentence for each word, telling

solething about themselves, who they are, what's important to them.

(Concepts and,Values levels).

2. Have/ each student fill in one of the following Incomplete sentences

and use one or twoofithe spelling words.

I like...

I feel...

I wonder...

I thought.,

I don't like...

I don't want...

I wish that...

As a class, share these sentences, commentling and questioning as

appropriate.

- 95



Moralfteasoning

Lawrence Kohlberg, at Harvard University, has

e extensive research in the area of moral develOpment. Via work

can he of great help to educators concerned with helping students to

clarify understanding of their values.

Kohlberg and hisassociptes take a. definite cognitive stance!.

Kohlberg has related values edutation to moral development. Kohlberg*

view is in:the cognitive developmental tradition'of Piaget and Bruner.

For him, developmental stages are Important tp understanding values.

Like Dewey; Kohlberg prefers to stress the interactiontsetween the

environment and the internal cognitive structures'of n individual.

The individual's decision making or problem solving ability is

Kohlberg's primary fociis., "Therefore, the essential condition for cum?

lative elaboration of cognitive structure is the predentation'of exper-.

1 ,iences whiCh "stretch" one's existing thinking and set into motion'thi, '- '

.e° .
.

search-and-discovery process' for more adequate ways to organize expef-

fence and action" (Rest, 1974). Similar to Piaget Kohl rg's stalOs

suggest concrete oriconstricted behavior on lower stages of development.

Conforming to persons then conforming to rules., and final y, bespming

a principled' autonomous person refletts higher level' abstraction and
f.-

individualism. Kohlberg's stages of de lopment have implications for -.
k..1

A
f\

, J
values curriculum sequencing and teaphe taff knowledge: -

0
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;:

,

i

Stage 0: "Good' is that which is agreeable. or pleaiant; "bad"
4 ,

that which'is disagreeable o* u4Pleaaant.

Stage 1: '"dObe is that which an authority figure. rewards; "bad"
/.s ,that which authority punishes.,

.
.4

Stage' 2: A "good" tutn,dSterves one in tekurn; one "bat" deed
44 I/deserves another.

Stage 3: "Good" pleases others sod they think highly of me; "bad"
dibappoints otherS and they-think lowly "f

Stage 4: ,"Good" is upheld forrthe benefit of the social order'which j
hag -been established.

.Stage..5: "Good" or "right(' can be personally determined except
. It

when it. has been previously agreed upon democratically
.

, .,-..
-lye a group',or society. 1

4:'\,

Stage 6: "Good" or "right" is determined according to personal
ethical principles upon which conscience is- based..

Kohl rg hplds these tenet about a person's, development through

these stages: 4.

....." :An inaluidual re*sonsredomina#tly at-one stage.of thought,
.. '.

, but uses adjoiningistages as a seconda thinking pattern.
,-, I

-peopleOS understand moral arguments their own stage and
. ...

at all,sta es'beneath-their own;(04 an-sometimes
:.

understand
...,,4

7) at'one,(and very rarely stageaabove their own.

- Except under dXtreie, dures mbvement is always forward' ta'-j'a,

1
higher stages, _although an

at any-rage.

individual may cease developing',,

%Z.

-4eoplejprefer to teason at----ihe 'highest level of which tOey--
,

are capable.

A

Vi
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Utaik :Aather v46es approaches, Kohlberg believes that some judg-

ments are bitter, more appropriate than-others; these judguydnts based

op universal principles of justice are'best. Kohlberg also maintains

that moral groWth is3 fatilitated as people interact with others. When r
. ,

students are exposed to discussion and the conf.icting views ofothers
'

they have he opportunity to'' compare and draw new moralconclusions; (

This led to the rationfhe for using "NIKO. dileMmain, Kohlberg's planJ

for herPing students tomove to a higher- stage of moral development.
,.--

. r
Tesumsbly the teaciher,provides+1 modering°(t d(thinking modele,ati

3
3._

one.developmental stage above a 'student's current stage) for the most

mature student-in the group. Additional +1 modeling would come from

Twit

.

hin the group itself.
. .

)

The'Moral Dilemmasi' i'-rocedure 1,

f ,,

A dilemma (conflict situation)-is prented to the

group. Check to see that all terms and words are under-. . -7-)
..

stood. Students then discuss how the dilemma might be

resolved, explaining their reason 'for suggesting aver-

icular,resolption. It is the reason, not the resolution,
,

_ /-

thdt reveals the moral stage4at'which a student is fund

-.
.The teacher intervenes appropriately to stimu7

.

late thinking at a higher stage; "why" and questions

/are preferable `to those answerable by a "yes" or' Fn

a'
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t

. ,(
The fpCtis is On the student'allearch rather than the

e

teacher'aansWers. Summariz(e comments frequently,'and

iddhtify the differehcescamong the positions expressed

(by group members. A1?w sufficient time to explOre-the

subject and encourage alternative consideraticinfi.
/

Beverly.Mattox-i197)1hAs pdblished a-very practical book on

Kohlberg's approach whichincludes dilempaS for use with different school-
,

4 \
levels. The following is An example off a dilemma fdr elementary level:,

4 .
7)

i `THE PLAYGROUND.FIGHT

OBJEbTIVE:

To examine integrity and responsibility.

SITUATION:

You have been wrongly accised on,the playgrouncn lour

teacher tells you to go to the office to see 'the principal. You've
. ,

been in fights before sOYOu're sure the principal won't believt,

4 4 . -.)
you're innocent. You

.-,,

nottce that it is just five minutes hntil\i
A

the-end,of'school.,/You areotempted to sneak outthe'back door and
, , t

N
.-

I
*
go home since you knoW you'weep't 4A the fight anyway.

;,

1FOCUS: 1 ,,
f

,

Do yo6 stay and see the rncipal?
,

DIS ION:

I
I f . Explain'your-decision.- k -0

v

. What wiil happen ig(You go horde?
'.).

- .

01

A

c
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o_

I3. Does the_fact that you are innocent (and your teacher
4 '

, t ,

wrong) give you the right to disobey your teacheels or re
5 .

The'teacher 41sb'encourages class members to take a stand and ex-
'

plain Ay; to confront and probe other. members thi4ing without personal

_:assaults; to listen and pay attention it; discussant's,pbints; to probe.

questioh, d Oaiuite argurgenes; to reflect and sumniarize,group,deliber-

ations; and to lacilitate gpod group discustaon processes it,-1974).
,.-- '

.

. ..

1 Verbal reasoning skills
,

are the iajor o4tcom ,aChieved: . .,!,

' l. *

. ,

AoSimilar Program . , ,

Ir o,lbe,i'Te to decide Program" deVeloperd by Ojemann and\,.

(1974) i's aimed'ht teaching, moral judgments: Aeprogram is designed

"
Campbell

for tie

,e

1. 1Aerrning t6 use the process of thinking of aeveraf alternAttVels
/ .1.-

2,. Learning torexamine the,probabie consequences of,alternatiVes
in goMmOn social situationsh,:kricluding immediate and remote

It>

consequences and the 'effects on others ate' well as on Self,
-......_,:

. ,. ,.
,- Learning*to make,a value. decision wbiph takes.account of the,

!the -'long range as well as the-immediate cqnsequehces of behavior
as it affects blamih oneself and others. ' %

, '1? .2
,, -.___L.

.-
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Expanding Experiences

1,;ole is the term applied to a person's pitterned, way-of evaluating

800 be having toward the world of others and toward himself. Part of

gfOlvOit Up is learning and developing this role: As we become adults,

one tole becomes increasingly meaningful and 5pmp1\vv

ik&41211 is a method of taking on unfamiliar roles or the

vOle0 of other people and acting out the others' feelings, thoughts, and

bOhalflOr It is a useful tool. in the classroom for many purposes since

if e"les ituderits to examine and to try out a range of approaches

8100 alternatives to situations. The risk of personal sanctions or re-

p8018 i8 reduced; students Know they are acting out a part and so

f01 fteer .to express a variety of emotions and behavior.

There are several depths or levels at which role playing can be

"I. One level is called "psychodrama" and is most often used' in a

cl'Ibic81 setting as a psychothera eutic technique. On this level, a

portion plays oneself and acts out a particular problem he or she is

04NO.oncing. With someone who is trained, t4e person intensively

e"i% the behavior and outcomes.

A usociodrama" looks at general human.behavior and may be done at

a0 tatiPersonsl or instrpctional level in the classroom. At the

lotOoersonal level the emphasis is on typical roles, problems and

101 -



situations that children usually face; for example; shyness(, aggression,'
.

or rejection. At'the instiuctional level, students portray' literary dr

historical events ape concepts such as justice, honest, or fear. The

issue or problem to be enacted may be a real-life situation or a ficti-

.

tious example of a real situation. As with any-other educational tool,

role playing has its greatest effect when it is not an feolated'event

but part of a larger instructional program.

The following principles concern the basics of conducting role play-

ing in the classroom:

1. Role playing,atmospere. Students should be presented with the

idea that many sittllations or problems are not easy to solve,

and there may be nO one "right" solution or answer. After

presenting a prob,1em situation, the teacher can help the stu-

dents explore pole alternatives and solutions by asking

questions suth as "What did happen?" "Whit is the problem?"

"What is t situation ?" "Why do you think the person did

that?" "What might be a different way to handle this situation?"

2. Selecting the actors. Choose for actors those children who
C

volunteer; never force a child to role play. Avoid selecting

actors whose natural role is like the one to be portrayed-

they become top personally involved and may be deeply affected

by the response of others.

3. Setting the stage. Use minimal propstable, chairs and space
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for action. EncOurage the students to develop the idea of the

setting by asking questions such as: "Where will this take

place?" "What time of day is it?" "What should the characters

be doing?"

4. Enactment. The teacher decides which solutions are to be enacted

and for how long. The children act out their parts spontaneously

(that i8, there is no°"script" to work from), but with under-

standing Of the roles to be portrayed. Should a child wander

in his role enactment or become silly, the teacher should inter-

vene by asking questions such as: "Are you really playing this

character ?" "Are you working on showing a solution tp this

situation?" These4questions should not be said in a scolding

inanner; If the role playing is not working out, bring the Bes-
t'

sion to a close by saying "We'll discuss this later", or "That

..71.11 be all for now."

5. Discussion.- The discussion after the enactment is crucial.

Through discussion the children can analyze the situation and

weigh the possible alternatives and consequences. Encourage

the children to identify and explore the feelings, ideas and

values presented. The nonacting children, the observers,

flay an especially important part in this discussion as they

can be more objective and see the consequences to the dolution

more clearly.
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6. Reenactment. New actors are selected and the situation is

reenacted with a different solution--as many times as desired.

A discussion should-follow each enactment.

'7. Generalization. In drawing the role playing session to a close,

help the children to broaden their understanding from the speci-

fic situation to general life situations. In this way they can

discover principles for,social living.

Some examples of value topics for role playing are: family conflict

over $holtion choice, rules, or behavior; school issues such as cheating,

responsibilities, and curriculum; friendship concerns such as fighting,

rejection, making friends.

Brainstorming and Consensus Formation

Brainstorming is a technique with a specific purpose--the generation

of new id4gas and alternatives. The goal is to obtain a quantity of ideas;
;Ix

there is no concern for the value or quality of ideas. This is important,

to remember, as it is tgmpting to get sidetracked into evaluation and

decision making (consensus formation stage) before the brainstorming

process is completed. Brainstorming is appropriate to use in situations

where the, issue, question or problem preSented is open to various solu-

tions. It can be used by two people (maybe even one) or a group of

twenty or more. The essential elements of a brainstorming session are:

1. Specification of problem issue or question. It is important
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that everyone in the group clearly understand the subject

of the brainstorming.

2. Recording. A person (sometimes two people) is needed to

write down all the ideas mentioned by the group.- It is

most advisable to record in a w4y that is visible to all.

This can be done on a blackboard or on large newsprint,

using a felt marker.

3. Time limit. Three to eight minutes'is usually sufficient.

A time limit helps to maintain the focus of 'he session on

2
quantity rather than quality of ideas.

-

It, also he pa to

create an air of fun and excitement.

4. Contribution of, ideas. 6eryone is encouraged to give'as

many ideas as he/she can think Of. All ideas are accepted.

Calling out is preferable to hand raising and be6s maintain

a free flowing of ideas. No interpretation is made of a

person's idea; write down exactly what is said.

At the end of this process there should be a large list of possi-

bilities visible to the group. At this-point the group is ready to \

begin evaluating these ideas tin a process called consensus formatioh.

Through the process of consensus formation, ideas are evaluated

in terms of the r quality, dedirability and apircability. The

best one is sele ted for implementation. It, is important So-note the

meaning of the word consensus: agreement among all group Members.
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This means that majority vote in choosing is not acceptable--all mem-

bers must mutually agree upon the selection/ Obviously, serious dis-

cussion consideration of the possi e/alternatives is required. in,

order to reach the'goal of consensus.

There are two phases to conSensusiformation--evaluation and selec-

tion. Thomas Gordon (autlifqx of Parent Effectiveness Training and

T5acher Effectiveness' Training) provides these seven guidelines to fol-

low duri4 the evaluation piocess:

1. Start the evaluation process with an wen-ended qUestion

, 4

e.g., "What do you /think about each of these ideas?

Which' are the best?" .

2. Crosa off the list any solution that produces a negative

rating from anyone for whatever reason.

3. Use a lot of active listening to be sure that all parii-

cipanta accurately understand the opinions and feelings

express

4. Do not hesitate to state your opinions and preferences.

Do not permit a solution to stand if it is not really

acceptable to you.

5. Use I-messages to state your feelings, e.g., "I couldn't

accept that idea because.'.." or "I don't feel comfortable

with that solbtion because..."

6. Nnw is the'time for documentation and analysis. Encourage



participa4nts to advocate their proposals, to tell the

group why their ideas have merit. You can argue the
d

case for your favorite solutions'too:

7. Do not rUsh! Unless it is obvious that everyone agrees

to one solution, take the time to let everyone have his

say. some of the participants haVe not spoken),

encourage them with an F- message, e.g.; "I haven't heard

from everyone and I'm curious about all our elings."

If one best solution has naturally evolved at this point, you're
.7

ready to decide how to implement the solution. If several ideas re-

main seeming equally effective, the phase of selectiop is the next step.

1.°- Test the proposed solutions. Ask students to imagine how

,ach solution would/Work if it were chosen.: "If we

tried this idea whit'gr4rou think would haw: rodid.

(everyone be satisl_d?" "Do you think we wou., ye solved

our problem?" "Are there any flaws?" "Where wou.d we

possibly fail?"

2. Work toward consensus. Do not adopt a solution until

everyone agrees to at least try it. Try to sense when

agreement is close. The best way to test for consensus

is to say, "It seems we all agree on number three.- Does

anyone not agree?" And keep the decision tentative.

Ask the group if they would be'willing to try ours No. 3

_1 1LJ
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to see if it works: "I'm wikling to try thiP out, how

about you?" This helps students understand that their

decision will not be cast, in bronze, that they .can

alwpys reconsider and change it if it turns out_that it

is not the Vestti

3. Write down the agreed-upon solution. Some teachers sisk

all participants to sign a written statement, much lit&

a contract, to indicate that they understand its condi,

tions and terms and agree to them. If somlione hesitates

whem it comes time to sign, you know that you have not

yet achieved consensus. If this happerq, tune.in to the

student's feeling :one ,A) give in to

group pressure, ate, to uecome submissive. Be

sensitive to studs messages that may indicate less

1 lirthan positive feelings about a solution. Get feedback

Check them out. Grudging submission is not consensus.

It is possible that on some occasions a consensus may still have

not been reached after using these procedures. If this should occur,

consider .e.
.

consider with the group the possibility of modifying the ftl,ternatives
,

in some way. It may be necessary to brainstorm some addi ional ideas.

Sometimes the issue should be, temporarily tabled while group members

have an opportunity to think over their positions in greater depth.

It is important not to become discouraged and give up, because a
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mutual decision can be raached. While first attempts at using this

procesa may seemtime consuming and maybe,evIn frustrating, the "pay-

G' offs" arg tremendous. Group meMberabexperience genuine commitment to

the decision and consequeOly-the implementation will occur with greater

ease and success, often saving time'and effort. As the group becomes

actustomed to using these procedures, they will operate more efficiently

and. effectively.
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HUMAN RELATIONS EDUCATION
4

.
9.,..4.ci

In"recent years, the foCus of.critie
ii

sm against schools has allied.

from academic and curricula t6 the atmosphere in the schoo,ls . and the
,

_
---.1

.

relationships among studentaand between itudents, teachers,,and parents. .1

.... I .

(Leonard, 1969; Holt, 1969;Silberman, 1970). At the same time as this
e

v1.7

7.
- \ 16

.

shift, in criticism has occurred-, knowledge in 'areas of developmental

psychology such as cognitive development, moral development, and ego

development have become increasingly well knewn and publicized. .The

4
work of such researchers as Jean 1),aget, Law4nce Kohlberg and Jane

Loevinger has increased our understanding of the school aged person's

psychological .develop ent to the pointiwhere it can "he,usedto plan

devil9pmentally sound programs to facilitate the normal child's.

psychological growth hrough normal life stages. We are now able to

pay attention to when we present what to children for their maximum

growth.

The knowledge gleaned from developmental psychology can certainly

"be used to good advantage in academic areas, but it can surely also be

applied to changing school atmospleres and toward the development of

self-esteem and good interpersonal relationships. In essence, we now

have the tools to enhance the development of the whole 'hild in terms

4. of development in all areaa.. We can implement John Dewe s conception

of human development as the proper aim of educa ion.

1
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e-
;11 view of the eriitiCtOmtsctools'are.rectiving, it seems that

some attention must be paid:to the development.of,skills in human rela

tions;- skigs'in getting along together or attaining.culeural'comp nce .

4

(Iyey, 19;77), We-have given lip,serVice to the development of sel

esteem and ±ntereersonal skills- in `schools because we lack a planned,
k

lOrganiied means. to achieve this in dUr-'6chogle. We' just did not-know

what to teach or how to teach huMan relations svwe left)our children

to lcarn what they might abOut gettlIng along together and deve*lng,
. ,

self-esteem4 Skeptics of the notion of teaching human relltions skills
----

S. N
, *

.
rirt of an- elementary schO4,curriculum might yell examine what our

la ..
.

children have learned on their own from the "hidden curriculum." It

is not a question of whether children are being taught, but tow, and

r.4
'to what efide.

Giveuthat we accept the idea of "education of the whole child"

or commit ourselves to teaching cheren to become more effective

people at their developmental levels, the what aneboW.to teach are

still problems. In addition, the who to teach such skills becomes a

:Concern since special services_persOnnel such as counselors are still

14
rare in elementary schools and classroom teachers are najisually well

1F

trained in huMan development and human relations skills.

-Since 197,0, several packaged human relations skills programs

have been published to support Implementation of instru)tion in the class-
,

roam by classroom teachers. Techniques for the use of group inte ction

V
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n'ailfteacIing of ,self understanding and effeCtlVe Iny rpersonal

relations have also beet developed and adapted to ,the developmental

.- .,

needs ofstudents. Each program or tech14.6e has uped a developme

framewor as -its pointf 'Ut , departure. The Inure program. (Splienc
w

Research Associates, 1970) .is developed'around The TaXonomy of EdUcatiopik
, F

Objectives, Handbook II: Affective Domain (Kr

-4(TAD'program (American Guidance SerVices, /1974 fie, designed mound the'

cognitive and moral developmental thedries of Piaget and lberg' the

DUSO1Program (American Guidance Services, 1970) is based on the psychol-

ogy of Alfred Adler and Rudolph Dreikars. The group techniques include

.jhe Human DeAlopment Program KBessel and Palomares, 1974), classroom
N

ohi et 1564); the

' meetings, and transactional analysis gro . The developMental frameworks
, .

)r-

. are less well defined but include Krathwoht's Tax nomv of Educational
4 t

-,

Objectives, Affeitive Domain (1964), the realit theory-of William
Aff

Glasser (Glasser, 1969), ego psythology and an'eclectic combiliation of

, Dral era' (1967), emcOuragementOroovs, and-Carkhuff'sliuman relations

trai ing (Carkhuff, 1969)..

This section of the Process Guide proVidesidetailed descriptions

v

of selected media programs and group techniques available toe in

`developing specific skills in human relations for elementary school

aged children.
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Focus on Serf-Development

Focus on Self- Development (Andersen, et al:, 1970, 1971, 1972) is
7

an audiovival.program for the elementary grades designe0 for use" in

,/

the classroom: .It consists of three levels in.three kits. fig overall

objectives are to'lead the child toward an understanding ofs--elvf, an

understanding_of 0i-hire', and an understanding of the environmint and

its effehts. Its purppse is to brinvut children's i4eal and feelings.
.6--

and to get them to think about them and act -on them. It is not to tell

them how to think or what to do. The concepts in FOCUS are_Lpresented

and developed through three different stages, each with increasing

,

-involvement. All three stages use the,Taxonomy of Educational Objectives,

Handbook II: Affective Domain .(Krathwohl, et al.,1964), as a guide td,

the degree of.affective growth that can be expected of children partici-

) I, "4
1

lt
. pating in the program.

Stage 09e. The

of objectives.inthe T

4A

level of FOCUS begins with the first category -

This category, cal "Rec wing ", is

divided into three revels: Awareness, Willingness to Rec and Con-
.

, trdlled or Selected Attention. Stage One of FOCUS is.2concerned with
.

' o

all three of these levels, wig emphasis on awareness. There are twenty .

--ri .

units concerned with developing in the child an awareness of the physical,

intellectual, emotional, and social aspects of people through relation-

g)
-1
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J
ahipseling, environment, sharing'and _problem-solving and decisio

r..

_awaking. Stage one is for use w.i.th grAde one.
.

.

Stage Two... is stage is concerned 'with thi-second category,\,Th .

"Reagonding which 'ranges from a .child:ts,Aoing.

expected to'persuingli on' hie qwn,and getting

something because it is

astislactfon from 4A,- '

. , .

The units in`IStage flap ate designers to et imd late, active res ponst,to thez
I

:, ,
'

'
i,

.concepts presented; the actual level/of response wilI vary with. the

developmental base of the individual child. There are nineteen units

in Stage Two of FOCUS; six of these deal with the personal self, three

with environmental influencds, and eight with the social self. The

first, unit introdlIN the idef of active responding; the last provides

a framework for summ4izing the year's activities.

Stage Three. The third stage of FOCUS is based on :'Valuing ", the

third category in the Taxonomy. In this stage, titled "Involvement",
a

7
student gook at their involvement with self, others and their enViron-

ment/and discoVer what they think is important, that is, what they value.

They see that behavior is often determined by values, or what is impor-

;tent to people, and that the involvement of other people May be different

(from or similar to their own. There are eighteOn units in Stage Three

of FOCUS. The first unicintroduces the concept of involvement and gives

an overview for the subsequ nt units. The next two units are also over-

view units concerned with cau s of/behavior and with problem-sO;ving

techniques. Aside from the Summary, each of the remaining units focusea.



on concept or topic that is typically of some concern -to children,

suth as honesty, companionship,, respect, acceptance, and rejection.
m

Pupils are encouraged to think about these concepts and to assess their

own feelings and involvement. They also learn about the feelings and

involvement of their peera and can compare and reevaluate their own.

They are not askedp change; they are asked only .to examine,04ir

values, what tey think is important.

Throughout the FOCUS program, extensive use is made of materials

an techniques such as filmstrips, story records, roleplaying, wafting,

:pictures; and. discussion. While each stage builds on one another,

they are self-contained and can be used independently. The Guide book

for each stage includes a bibliography and a section on "Group Tech-

niques for the Classroom Teacher" which offer additional helpful infor-

matiodi,

Toward Affective Developmentk(TAD)

Toward Affec4,ive DeveloOMent (Dupont, et al., 1974), or TAD, is a
4

program for use with grades 3-6 in the development of students' social'

skills. The program reflects a cognitive-developmental theory and is

based on the premise that there is an interactive relationship between

cognitive p ocesses, such as labeling, classifying, problem solving,

and reasoni g, and the affective processes, such as motives,' interests,

values and'feelings.- The program philosophy holds with Piaget,
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Kohlberg and others, that affective development, cognitive development,
f

and social' development strongly influence one tnother and develop along

parallel lines. A child's acceptance and social relations tend to

influence the child's behavior and achievement in the classroom.

The TAD program also adheres to tfitibelief of theorists who say .1

,

that development andi.earningW.tfie affective domain are achieved through

participations_experlemm4a A:reflection..'Consequently, the activities

in TAD are designed to simulate real-life events and relationehtps-tifta'A /
,

prnvide the structure for student participation, experience and reflec-

tion.

The TAD program is oriented toward these five major goals:

1. to extend students' openness to"experiende

2. to help students learn to recognize, label, and accept
feelings and to understand the relationship between
feelings and various interpersonal events

3. to help students develop skills of social collaboration
through awareness of feelings and actions that weaken.4
or strengthen group effort

4. to help students become more,aware of their unique V
characteristics, aspirations and interests and the
adult careers open to:them

, R.

5. to help develop a thought process model whtch will aid
students in choosing behavior that is both personally
satisfying and socially constructive.

While these five goals apply to the .prom tt a whole, TAD is

organized so that there is a section primarily devoted to each gbal

area. The five sections are comprised of 21 units or 191 lessons

st
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designed for integration into the classroom schedule.

The lessons in TAD emphasize students' active involvement in their

own social development. Because peer group interactiomis especially

important in the development of 8-112 year old students y the leesons

-Ate 'designed-and sequenced to involve students actively with each other.

The activities are varied to include games and simulations, modeling,

acting out, imitating, roleplaying, brainstorming, individual and group

.4
tasks, and small group diiscussion. The TAD manual clearly andspecifi-

cally presents the ],essons so that- teacher preparation time is minimal.

Developing'Undertitanding of Self and Others (DUSO)

Developing Understanding of Self and' Othera, DUSO, (Dinkmeyer, 1970)

is a program of activities, with an accompanyingicit of materials, designed

to help children better understand social-emotional behavior. DUSO I

is designed for use with kindergarten and lowerprimary aged children.

.DUSO II is for use with upper primary and, grade 4. DUSO may be used by

teachers, elementary school counselors, and others as a developmental

guidance program. The program can be presented effectively without special

training.

The DUSO pro' ram is'rooted in the philosophy of Adler and Dreikers,

which assumes that `,are all social beings attempting to establish our
'

Place in society. We experience the need for power and- for significance
o 7

and we seek to attain Completion or perfection in our lives. This com-
,
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bination of foices uses,each of us to experience feelings of

inferiority at some time or another, since pefection is not realistically

attainable. Because feelings of inferiority are unpleasant, we are

9

motivated to reduce or eliininate them. This concept is very important

because it leads to the conclusion that all behavior is therefore pur-
e

posive. Our patterns of behavior reflect our attempts to'reduce our

feelings of inferiority and increase our feelings of significance and

prier.

veldOmen and it systematically explores feelings, values, and attitudes,

Guidedac ivities encourage children to experience sucCess,and to develop

feelings of adequacy. As understanding and acceptance of self and

others grows, so does the children's self-esteem; Learning never

occurs in,a cognitive context alone; few factors are more relevant to

The DUSO.program has as its primary focus affective and social de-.

children's academic success and social development than their feelings
, .

of personal adequacy and self - acceptance.. If children have positive
A

feelings, they tend to be motivated toward learning. Children parti-

cipate eagerly and are more likely to gain meaningful, permanent benefit,

from their efforts. Conversely, if feelings are negative, children

rPtend to be oorly motivated. They participate reluctantly and are

less likely to obtain permanent gains from their efforts. The DUSO

program emphasizes that, consequently, developing and understanding of

self and others is central to the educ tional process.

I

1
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The DUSOAD-1 program for kindergarten and lower primary grades, fo-

cuses on eight themes representing the major developmental to Y s which,

confront children in the process of their development:

1, understanding and accepting self
.2. understanding feelings
3. understanding others
4. understanding independence
5. understanding goals and purposeful behavior , .

6. understanding mastery, competence and iesourtefulnes's
7. -understanding emotional maturity
8. understailding choices and' consequences

Although the. activities. of the program are organized into eig t

units, each representing one of the 'themes, they are all interrelated

and indlude e/ements of one another. Cutting across these eight themes

aTe three spetific objectives which DUSO D71 experiences foster:

1. learn more words for
2. learn that feelings,

related
3. learn to talk freely

feelings
goals and behavior are dynamically

about feelings, goals and behavior

The DUSO D-2 program for upper primary and grade four is organized,

in a similar fashion orienting activities around these eight major unit

themea:

1. Toward Self-Identity: Developing Self-Awareness and a
Positive Self-Concept

2: Toward Friendship: Understanding Peers
3. Toward Responsible Interdependence: Understanding Growth

from Self-Centeredness
to Social Interest

4. Toward Self - Reliance:, Understanding Personal Responsibility
5. Toward Resourcefulness and Purposefulness: Understanding

Personal Motivation
6. Toward Competence: Underitanding Accomplishment
7. Toward'Emotional Stability: Understanding Stress
8. Toward Responsible Choice Making: Understanding Values

-



The DUSO D-2 program is based on five goals which challenge the

child to develop:

1. understanding and positive valuing of one's unique self
2. understanding of interpersonal relationships
3 understanding of the purposive nature of human behavior
4. understanding of dynaWic interrelationshipaamong ideas,

efeelinga,2beliefs, and behavior in order to express
one's feelings accurately

5. understanding of competence and the componentaof
acoomplishTent.

.

e

An experiential learning process is used to.stimulate the children

to become emotionally involved in th lessons. A 4ariety of activities;

IPcuaccompanies each unit: stories,,di ssion) problem situations, sing-

ing, roleplaying, puppetry,-and Suggested supplementary activities and

reading.

The unit themes in the DUSO program help children become more aware

of interpersonal and intrapersonal relationshipsrelationships between

themselves and Others, anokrelationships between their own needs and

goals. Children are helped to develop awareness of the causal, purposive,

and Consequential nature of their behavior. Through alertness to the

purposes or goals of their behavior, children become-sensitive td the

choices available to them. A variety of developmental tasks and social

expectations confront children and they approach these in terms of

their need to bei;Oerceived as a, significant people.. Consciously or
vi

otherwise, children` decide hoWthey wish to be know$ and their behavior

eventually becomes generally consistent with their self-c ncept. Through'

ft
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t

the DUN program, children are provided with opportunities for leap-

ing to meet their needs for significance through an activeconst'

approach to life.
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HDP and Magic Circle

The Human
4

on thee theorert

GROUP PROCESSES

evelopment $ogram (Bessell.and PaloMares, 1974) is based

cal assumptCton that a key avenue to maintaining and enhanc-
.

ing mental health d well -being isIthrough the process of verbal inter-r4-

action. The HDP cOmmunicationystem is carefully designed to encourage
. .

dual expression.- Students and their teAcher shareppaataneous

y.

their thoughts and feelings daily,liesponding to sequentially predented

topics that are related to affective development.' The "Magic Circle"
N

or circle session is the basic.strategy for implementing the Human Devel-
,

opment Program in the tlassroom..

r
1 The circle session begins with 'the presentation of a topic that

focuses on the personal experie ces of the children themselves. As

\hthey respond, children find that the do have the "answers." Since

,the process model is one of acceptance, no one is eveteCtnfronted, inter-
/

preted.or coerced iO speak. Children are encouraged to share their feel-/

ings genuinely and to learn to: listen and give attention to each other.

Everyone who wishes to speak is listened to. Throughout each twenty

minute session, an atmosphere of trust and respect prevails. As the

program progresses, teachers and students become increasingly aware of

how thoughtd and. feelings motivate behavior and they develop confidence

in theAselves as they improve their social interaction skills. Progres-

O
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1

sively,.theteachei says less in each' session; giving more of the respon-

- sibility to the childre as they learn to assume ir. 'Child/leadership(

, .
, .

training begins when the children are ready to take responsihil ty for

leading their own Eiicle sessions: 'Their. leadership-'is then gradually

/
expanded

4 .*

. as the program progresses.

Leading-a Magic eircle Session

.N%
The' feillowini information is adapted,from the aPrmanual and explains

the major phases 6f conducting "Magic Circle" sessions.

Setting iheqtage. Ther4 are several elements to consider in order

to create a climate conducive to perbonal growth through the circle sessions.

(1) Attitude is very important. The key'process is relating; not

teaching or learning a lesson. Conseq ently,'those attitudes and
c

blhaviors which support effective r lating are crucial. This includes

using each persojs name when speaking to him or her, maintaining

.good eye contact, showing genuindnterest and attention, acceptance

and respect for each person.
. ,J.

(2) -,The physical arrangements forthe circle session'can enhance,

or detract, from its' overall effectiveness. The best physical

-4
arrangements permit easy-visual access for all group member's, such

el

as in a circlett semi-circle. Where possible, use regular chairs

rather than desks, since desks create a sense of having barriers

betwe n group participants. It is also advisable to conduct the

O.

-

1

1
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Sessions in an .aiea of Iths,classroom which is less exp. c d".to visual

and.auditory distlftions from other students snclhas s sense

of privacy. This can be created by positioning of bookcase's, 'greens

or tables.

(

(3) The size of the group also affeCts the OrbDess. Thp group w1,11

need to be kept relatively small (8-12) in order to accomplish the

,purposes of the session. It takes time.to.focus on. the feelings

of each person who wishes to speak and
F

eadzPother.. In the early stage Jen,

1

listen-reflectively to

hosechildfen who are not

participating in the session should have.activities, materialp or
._..

.
) .

_..,

seatwork for the period. They have their iurn,for "Magic Circle"

at a different time or day. It is possible to eventua include 4

all children on a Iregular basis. This caA be done in one of two\
ways. The first is to begin child lelership.training in a group

you have well established so that thgy can 6 endently,

with occasional. "visits" from you. You ar free conduct

anot6egroup. If you- have enough cldUs members.to-requ re three

separate groups, the same training is begun,} in the secon group

until you are again free to begin another group. The goo s can

then operate simultaneously or at staggered periodud ring the day.
-1

The second way 1.1.. to establish one group and laUr- ale ano erltd

listen and observe as an outer circle. These two groups then

begin to alrer4ate being in the, inner circle, which responds vsr-

1
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c

belly to the,topic. Later a third group may be added to this alter-
,

`mating cycle. The end product of this arrangement is the intolve--

ment of,everyone in the class in aeparate groups, but which all meet

togethei at the same tithes. The figure below illustrates the physical

'arrangement for this.plan.

4
s.

0

0

0
9

0

0 teacher

Child participating verbally

am child observing, listening

I.
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(4) The amount of time devoted-to the program is alsoimnorta .

The priogram 8hould03a -carried Out daily, or as close to thatideal

as possible, in order for the most benefitsto occur.' The More
.

exposure to thw,proeess anethe issuesrbeing disculded, the bitter.' '

Sok \
Generally, each circle session lasts approximately 20, to 30 minutes,

though this is variable depending upon the age level -and interest

of the group.

Participation Phase. While many things will be happentng'durii4-

the course of the HDP Vrogram, there are four elments which are common

to all sessions. The first of these is
in

(1) theUlidArdtanding and acceptance of basic ground ruled; These

rules of operation are key to the successful use o£ the circle
C:-

cept; they are

*each perdr may have a turn If desired, and a fair share
of the.tfie- -,==D

.

*everyone listens to one another without nteialpting
*each-perm' remains in hisherowniplace 0
*no 'destructive behavior is permitted (such ad put-downa,
disrupting, pressuring)

Participation in- the circle id considered a ivilege and

those who do not wish to Operate by-the rules may withdraw from

the session. ltis important to communicate to each person that

his or her presence is desired,, partilipatiinthe group hingesT L./

on acceptance of-the ground rules:

(2) The topic is introduced at the beginning of each session:

rr 126
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a
Tell the ChildreiaboUt the activity or topidfoethe day and ek-

.

tend.a general invita4on for Volunteers to begin by saying "Who

would like-to lib first?"-If there are no volunteers, respond.to

the topic yoUrself, such.as ",Something that gives, me e-a good

'in.'s my irlitar. I feel)Ood when / play,, Your response
r 9

provides a Model-for the childun as `to is expeCted of

It is.not decessary foryOuto tatyoUr turn first, buebe
4

to do so sOmetime)uving./the session.
,/

(!)_ Speakingdr sharing ideas, opinions,, is

part of the. program. ,Thev̀-children should 'raise

they "are, ready, to .speak,, thou

. 7
speak. If they shot4d)have

evtryone to "closefroureye

again fziyolunte0N, Only one

also importan6hat the sh r

V1(. .

4 t,

-7/

them.

sure

score

their hands" when

no one should feel .pressured to

uble.responding to the topic, ask'

d think afout .11 then try

child.should speak at a time. It

1.1 center on perLnal feelings

and ideas and not intimate details about home and family which s

('
none of,-out;buainess."

-(4) Listenini and responding complete. the commufiication cycle.

-,,The teacher helps by modeling good listening and respondinowskills. ../

'.-.
for the children.' Listening entails full attention CO the verbal

and non-verbal messages of the speaker. L steners should remain

v
-

open and accepting to what the speaker is ito say without
, .

i4terrupting, probing, or confronting.. Appropriate-respondint-.

- '127
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A

--

90,

focu;e11,,On the yerbal and ndir,

r:

al feelings by comments tnd:
. .

questions such di "Tell us boo-you-feel

and sat up.. straight when you aid that.

made you feel so happy about it?"

about it" or "Tou smiled

Would you tell Us what

-111:
ChildrIn sfiould,be encouraged to respond to one another so

:r

that the interaction 1.s not all teacher 4-0. student, If children

questions -concerning another child to you, as_them to

..-. redirect it-to' the i dieidual who can iluswer

encourage student student-interactio
°

You caneactiVely

requests such as _

'!Helen would you tell Jaket. any similaCities.you

about his feelings and Henry's feelings about schoolwork?"

11*

Reviewing Phase. Once or twice during e session, review what
.C.

is csn be done.by asking the,'has thus far been shired-by each child.

children rffWho will tell (Sally) the main part of what she said lidAit

'he feelings were?" Reviewing need not be done in the brder of contri--

bUtion end' can be held off until the end of the session. -It serves the

r4Purlbses of encouraging careful listening and assuring eatspeaker

1

..s.

,
''that he or she was heard arWunde

t
d. .2..., /

.-

ES e .

P--1Culminating Phase. Culminating questions help the'children<to
o,

integrate the information from the session into something meaningful'

1 sP4-
'for them. It is at this point that the affective experience is meshed'

4

with-accompanying cognitive lessons). Ap4( such questions as "Who wants

-to say why we talk 'about these things? "What was this alt about?"

c

-'
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"What did we learn today?"

Preparation for Next Session. Before the childreri leave the circle,

'tell them what topic you have in mind for tomorrow. This will give them

time to think about it and consider what they might want to say. The

sequence of topics can be posted on a bulletin board or chart to provide

the Children with an idea of the scope of subjectsto be considered.

Classroom Meetings

Glasser has developed a process for conducting classroom meetings

111111

which encourages positive student self-images and positive student relay

tionships. This process evolved from the work of Glasser and G.L. Harrington

in the 1950's at the Ventura School for Girls in California. Their work

based itself on a behavior change approach called "Reality Concept."

This concept holds that a successful identity is found only through

responsible behavior. Responsibility is defined as the ability to

fulfilk one's own needs in a way that does not deprive others of the

fulfillment of their needs. Responsibility is brought about through

an examination of goals, values, and behavior, and followed up by planned

behbvior changes. The goal of the Reality Concept is "to help those

who identify with failure learn to gain a successful identity and to

help those already successful...to maintain their competence and pelt)

otters become successful."

Applying Reality Concept principles to the classroom, these ele-
'



S

ments are crucial:

(involvement. This begins with a sensitive, Understanding and honest

teacher. Teacher-student relationships efiatacterized'by these qual-

ities are essential; only when keeling of care and concern is

established through involvement can progress occur. This care is not

lcceptance of all the child's actions and feelings. it is a

-,,hich is shown through encouragingacceptable behaviir and

rajec*..n; unacceptable behavior. fin this way, the teacher's concern

1 more real to the students.

_211,rr:it Behavior. Although the child's past and feelings about it

:,,,,w:cdged in the Reality. Concept, the e hasis is on current

7 7:t is hoed that this will discourage the sLuden:-. from

a
, the nest, or accompanying feelings, as excas f4 present

;iction. The emphasis is put on "what" (referring to lehavior ) and

,c,Jetrtag to reactions and feelings about behavior), rather

. .''iris helps the c_h!ld become aware of 'yehavior

-an,d °J.111: i),:+a,:'!or 1.s i self-involveMeUt :.hat ha or

A1t10w;h the teacher serves

the vaiue Lehnv

t pris e g ( -rItf(c; v

I "s,

,n.(1( ;t

unesetf and ti p t

6T, 1. 1:',



mat be adviaiLtOf the likely consequences of the actions and be

willing1t6 accept them. The responsibility is in'the child's hands.

Planning Responble BehaN/tor. Once a value judgem06 is made about
p ,

-a particular behatior, the teacher and the student work together to

plan future responsible behavior. Often the student is at a loss in
. a,

this area: The teacher guides and suggests appropriate behaviors, but

ft the student' makes the final decision as to what is best for the stu-

dent and for others inolved. Plans must bejealistic and appropriate.

They are revisable if found to be unworkable, but a good effort should

be made to carry it out.

/.
Commitment Either verbally or written, the student must be truly

committed to the plan. Because of the involvement' established with

another individual, it.i,easiet to make a commitment. Someone else

k. r

care* whether the.individual succeeds or not. This involvement is

especially essential at thigh point in ti(11:. Written commitments are

encouraged as they often seem stronger and more real to the student.

Accept No Excuses. If a'kan does not woik:out, the values' professed
-1 r

must first,be examine. If they are . ill valid, the plan must be

re-evaluated. If the planas reasonable, 'the individual then must

become either re-committed or.c
/
mpletely uncommitted to the plan

\Raiand devise a ,new, more appro ap to or feasible one.

If tOe student decides.to re-commit to the plan, the teacher

must never excuse the st&lent from the responsibility of the commitment.

4
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Excuses let the person,, off the hook, and dehy oneself responsibility,-

or lack of responsibility, for the behavior.

No Punishment. Punishment breaks the involvement necessary for the

person to succeed. Encouragement, on the other hand, solidifies inVolve7.

meat.- ThuS, good behavior is encouraged, failures are de-emphasized.

/Punip6ent tends to reinforce one's failure idenfity.and.increase.

the sense of loneliness and hopelessness, often resulting in with-

drawal or hostility; It does not allow the individuals to'judge their

own behavior.

Consequences of behavior are different from punishment, which

6tends to be punitive. Consequences give individuals feedback on

their behavior, allow them to experience the natural or logical..re-

sults of behavior, and create opportunities far redirecting their

actions-.

the classroOm meeting serves as a vehicle for implementing the prin-

ciples of the Reality Concept. Some important purposes served by class-

room meetings are:

S

-students can experience Glasser's three components of atadethic
success-- involvement, relevance, thinking

- success experiences are provided. No one in class can fail
because in a class meeting there are no right or wrong answers

the more capable and the less capable students in a class can
interact on an equal basis

- cohesiveness of the class is promoted

1
_t
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-many classroom problems are solved

Procedures and:Principles

Educators interested in -using classrOom meeting should

\___521_..these fundamental procedures and principles:

aware

1. the large-circle seating arrangement has been proven to
be most effective in stimulating communication

2. teachers should sit in a differehi-place in the circle
each day, and should make a systematic effort to arrange
the students so that the meeting will be most productive.
Visitors to meetings are welcome.

3. subjeets for open -ended discussion may be introddted by
the teacher, or'by the class

4. meeting duration should depend upon.the
experience of the class.
- primary students may find it difficult
tion for more than 15 minutes, but the
increased to 30 minutes

age and meeting

to maintain atten-
time might be

- 30 minutes is meeting time for intermediates and
higher grades

- probably better to hold meetings to a specific duration
than t6 allow them to vary in time from day to day

-teachers should be /allowed tb cut off a meeting

-meetings should be held before a natural cutoff such as
lunch or recess

-meetings should be regularly scheduled and consistent:
dailyif posdible but at least once a week

5. Children seem r, respond best if they are given an oppor-
tunity to raise their hands. May be possible to run meetings
in which children politely wait their turn to talk, but
this is a difficult goal to accomplish. Older students
should be allowed to speak without what to them seems child-
ish hand raising.
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6. a teachei,should never interrupt's student to correct bad
grammar, bad usage or mild profanity. Teacher may inter-
vene,when a student goes on endlessly and is boring the
class

, 7. students may become very personal. Teacher should accept
these comments, but may ask student tt) discuss something
else if the child starts talking of intimate family details,
etc.,

there are three types of classroom meetings. A Social Problem-Solving

meeting is concerned with student6' social behavior-at school such as

playground problems and disruptions. All problems relative to the class

are eligible for discussion. The discussion itself is directed toward

solving the problem and should never include punishment or fault-finding.

4 second type is den -Ended meetings. These meetings are concerned

with intellectually important subjects. Students are asked to discuss any

thought-provoking qu ions related to their lives, i.e., "What would

vou by if you had a thousand dollars?" This type of meeting should be

used the most often.'.

An Educational - Diagnostic meeting is the third type of classroom

meeting. This type is always directly related to what the class is

studying; i.e., the class is disappointed that aftei working on a new

math concept, the students still did not feel they understood. The class-

room meeting can be used by the teacher as a quick evaluation of the

'1..ffectiveness of, teaching procedures.

)
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Transactio11 Analysis

Trandactional Analysis (TA) is an apptpachto social psychiatry

developed by the late Eric Berne and popularized in several books, such

as Games People Play (Berne, 1964). While transactional analysis was

developed primarily for use in psychotherapy, it has been found that

)1,\psycholog cally healthy people can use many of its ideas to more fully

understand themselves and their relationships with others, and ultimately

.to become happier, healthier, and more productive in their daily lives.

Transactional analysis helps these people understand where their feel-

ings and behaviors originate: and provides them with guidelines for

happier and healthier ways to behave (Phillips et al., 1975)..

The TA model for use with children in small groups offers a social

context in which to use a simplified version of TA theory for development

of the affective areas of personal growth and awareness. Small groups seem-
..

to be most successful with this model, however, groups .consisting of all

behavior problem students are strongly discouragted.. A mixture of some

quiet and some verbal students works well in. a TA group.

Some of the goals of a TA group for students might be:

1. improved communication
2. appreciation of differences
3. becoming aware of self and patterns of behavior
'4. becoming free to choose and tOact
5. becoming open to experience (intimacy)

These goals can be reached through understanding of (1) the ego states,

(2) one's interactions in terms of these, (3) transactions, (4) strokes
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And,(5) the appreciation of knowing what openness can bring to the quality

of life. This requires/the learning and understanding of at least simple

TA concepts and the opportunity to practice transactions and interpretations

in a safe environment, the groUp. TA groups' can best be used with upper

elementary students.

The theory of transactional analysis is discussed below. A trans-.

action is defined as any colunication between two people (Hannaford et al.).

Communication may be;

CO
is

11111

verbal constructive

nonverbal destructive

An analysis of transactions between two- eople reveals the kind bf

unication occurring and may suggest changes to be made to encourage '

growth in more constructive relationships.

In analyzing transactions, a person must first know who he is. One

of the strong points of TA is that one always has the option to change,

and ,it is important to re-emphasize this frequently, perhaps as each

concept is presented. A personmay look at the -4-17 he ,t'she was at

five years of age or the way he or she is at it is not

necessary to stay that way forever. There 1s oport y to make zew

decisions, to grow, and to keep changing.

In the TA (transactional analysis) system, each person has three

personality parts called ego states. The three ego states are called:

J
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Parent Adult Child

These ego states are identifiable realities, observable-4n-

1. posture- -very rigid, standing on tiptoe, leaning forward, etc.

2. gestures -- pointing finger, shrug, rubbing hand across'forehead

3. voice quality--coaxing, whining, scolding, shrill, controlled
even

4. choice wordsought,' never, wow, reasonable, why, hurray

There are

ality patterns

certain behaviors, characteristics, beliefs'and person-
A,*

attached to each ego state. Sometimes people act in one

ego state, sometimes in another, and Sometimes in ,two ego states at the

same time.

1,
4-Srent -Ego State. The P rent ego state is a way of thinking,

acting, feeling and believing similar to that of.our parents. This state

develops during the first five years of life.

1

4

supports and helps
others by reassuring

d doin 'things for them".

stablishes rules of rnnduct
nd sets limits in

o e of voice

5

judges who and what are
right for self, according to
the admonitions and regulations
stored in the memory.

2

enforces the rules by
quoting them in a confident
or demanding tone of voice

6

maintains traditions and
rules of culture by
teaching, preaching and
givingadvice.

.4+
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i7

'clprotectS the weak, fearful
'land ignorant by.standing
lu or hem.

8restrains Your Child.

Child-Ego State. The Child ego state contains a person's basic.

desires a needs, and the recordings of the feelings and red

Is

ions he or

445 _
she had as a child. This state develops-'during the-same tit as the

Parent state. We will discuss two parts of the Mild: the Natural, or

Spontaneous, Child (that'is, the Child as it naturally feels and acts

`upon its needs, desires, and impulses) and the Adapted Chil''(that is,

the Natural Child responding to parer -11 requests and a on,cionsl. Th
ti

spontaneous dimensions of the Child provide the joy,

natural creativity of the personality as s- in play.

'ration, and

adapted ele-

Alents of the Child dre,expressed in the feelings and patterns of response
si

to parental stimuli--responses such adrebellion, procrastination or

compliance.

1

uncensored; apt to have joy
and energy leak out at any
time.

2

spontaneous; apt to break
andnd rules,

to act without thinking
about consequences.

3

energetic; always
moving, exploring
and doing things.

5

creative; filled with
new ideas anl ways of
doing things

6

affectionate, adven-
turous, and fun-loving.

4

sensuous; Eilways
feeling, touching,
and smelling things.

138 _
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a

Your Adapted Child':

1

makes its response
when others are acting ,

like a parent to self.

4.

,sometim s procrastinates
when given directions,
,orders, or deadlines

2

is filled with feelings
in its .sponses to peo-
ple, objects and events

sometimes conforms to
demands

3

sometimes rebels against
authority, "parenting,"'
and rules and regula-
tions

6

sometimes withdraws,
sulks, or harbors a
grudge toward-people
who give orders, make
judgments, and "parent"

7

sometimes fears people )
and things aria seeks
protection or nurturing.

8

sometimes asks for per-
mission and for what is
the right thing to do.

9

believes in magic and
feels that some peOple
have magical power over
sglf-

Adult Ego State. The Adult part of the personality develops later

than that of the Parent and the Child. According to Berne, it starts at

about ten months of age. In a healthy person the Adult continues to devel-

op throughout life. This sets the Adult apart from the

Child. The Adult is the data processor, the scientific

Parent and the

part of the person-



f

3,

tr

ality. The Adult processes current and objective information bout the

world. The Adult does two things. First, the Adult part e person-
)

ality is responsible for most activity and work, sluch as driving a car,

'Solving a,oproblem, or learning a skill. Second, the Adult edits, the

recordings,of the Parents and the Child when they contain inaccurate

data. This is a most crucial job because itis often through the Addlt

that a person roots out old beliefs, feelings, and behaviors and replaces

them with new, more effective ways of behaving, feeling and reacting.

The Adult ego state is a way of acting, feelibg, and believing

that is objetive, in'the present, computing and managing new data

.2 1

Licts in a controlled

and measured way based
Ion consideration of
the facts

is thoughtful,
using the logical
processes of
analysis and_ reflection'

gathers informatio'h,
'sorts, stores and uses
it when appFopriate;._

considers alternati
based on facts befor

4

solves problems in
a systematic way.

11

is creative, seeking
new ways to see and
int4rpret things
and events

_J

10

brings together the beliefs;
feelings and responses of
the Parent and Child

9 7

turns off feelings of
fear, insecurity and
rejection when they
are unrealistic

1
5
reacts to situptions
primarily in the here-
and-now rather than

' with old feelings or
leliefs.

k-

after consi-611ud 'ges

derati9n of alte -
natives and consequences.

thinks about ,different
f possible futures, for

self and others

lupdates beliefs
TA,:in Parent and

xlChild
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't
The awareness of the operation of these ego stateatis importan .

f
Self-knowledge is'the starting point for gaining control of one's life

and /earning to r late constructively to others.

.....

j . )

Transactio s occur from one person's ego state to anothe 'ersOn's
40

. -

ego state. There are three basic kinds of transactions: mentary,

crossed and ulterior transactions

fl

A complementary transaction occurs when one person addiresses

another's ego state, and then that person responds in thI4same ego

state.

Some examples: V

'V ® ® OV
© CO ©© ©©

A crossed transaction occurs when the respondent reacts from a

different ego state than the Initiator aimed at. The 'crossed transaction

is interesting and often leaves the-initiator with his mouth hanging

open in astonishment, anger, or pain.

Some examples:

ci)

0
(Kg) © 0

An ulterior transaction occurs when one or both parties are

functioning in two_ego states at the.tsme time. The words send one

a ti

14,)
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message while the voice-inflection
1

iOften a statement is, made n order
4

asked in order to make a statement.

Some examples:

and gesturing send a different one.

to ask'a quebtion,YOr a Oestion is

Understan ng-transactfon enables one to identify what is happening
1

incommunication and to better deal with negative feelings aroused, in

some cammunicatiohs. This knowledge sets the foundationjOr consciously

creating more positive, accepting and uhd4itanding,relationships.

While ego states and transactions are core concepts in transactional

analysis, there are' a number of other important concepts in this theory

including strokes, 'games, rackets, scripts, stamps, and time structuring.

All, of these concepts are important and provide valuable tools for under-

Standing relationships.. On19 one other element will be considered

further here--strokes.

Sti'okes are verbal or nonverbal ways of responding to a person

which satisfy that person's psychological hunier-lor recognition. There \,

are three kinds of strokes: positive, negative and discounting. Positive

stroking is recognition that stimulates and ie;4ito positive feelings ,

and beliefs about self and others. Negative stroking makes one feel

rejected and leads to "Not-O.k." feelings and beliefs about self and others.

- 142 -
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Discounting strokes diminish a person's sense of value and worth; they

reinforce psychologically toxic feelings and beliefs.

It is important to remember that every person needs stroking.

Obviously, positive stroking provides the greatest benefits for self

and for others. Howe'ver, if a person cannot get sufficient positive strok-

ing, he or she will seek4fter negative or discomiting strokes. People

need to learn, then, how, to give and toreoeive positive strokes.

This TA concept is easily teachable and ad table to the class-
,

raom. The teacher can serve ab a good model for Positive stroking in

his or herd Communication with the ttudents. Discussion groups and class-
,

room dctiviri.es can be\ designed or adapted from already published meter-

this to stimulate the 'students' thinking about ways to give each other

strokes and /to obtain the strokes they need for themselves.

Intimacy-is the ultimate goal of TA., To be.O.K. is to be open

to the,O.K.ness of othiTs. This is to touch the relationship of Inti-

macy. Intimacy is the ability to give of oneself to another and to al-

law the other person to give back. It is learning to unlock each other's

lives by sharing oneself. ri

Intimacy is the process developing the capacity for being able

to take off the mask and increase awareness of the adult, keeping in

touch with the joyous spontaneity of,the,Child. Al ,a person travels

the road toward intifacy, games are, dropped and the risks of coming intoi

another person'st"space" are accepted. The risks are recognized'as



possible hurt, rejection, or possession but the person feels capable o
I .

handling theiewilling to take the risk for the sake of an experience

with another person which defies description.

s

4

CA
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Part II,

isychologiCal Education
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School counseling is being given, away. School counselors fuw4ionitg:

as consultant-trainers And psychological educators are transferring

counseling skills and funtions to students, parent's, teachers, families,,

and members of the community (Pine, 1974). There has been evi/ice of
. 4

this movement for some time, although it has not been specifically

identified. The Parent.-Effectiveness Training (PET) and Teacher Effect-

ivelss Trafhing (TET) progiamsdeveloped by Gordon 11970,.1972) used .

,basic interpersonal communications techniques that are taught ixt counselor

education programs. The Human Resduce Development (HRD) approach of .

Carkhuff (1972) and the microcounseling.techniques of Ivey(1972) have

been used to train noncounselor personnel\eg. teachers, nurses, correct-
\

ional staff.' Ivey, and Alschuler (1973) proposed that we demystify the

nature of helping. They said:

We must help individuals and instituti bY,4irectly
facilitating growth, health and intentionali . We need
to pass on this knowledge as 'rapidly and coherently as
possible.° Psychological education offers an important
way to demistify our profession and reach these goals. (p. $97),

Psychologists have been acknowkedging the same need. Using the schools

to turn psychological knowledge over to the "unwashed" was promoted in

1969 by the American Psychological Association president, George Miller.

He suggested that the schools were an excellent place to give psycho-

logy sway as A means to promote hilman welfare. Counselors and psycho-

logists have, come to realize that the greatest payoff in'terms of helping-
,
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people to achieve their human Ootenqai is

Psychological knowledge and human relat

psychological knowledge to a form that ca

4

to shard and proliferate

ns skills. By translating

by teaching counseling skills: to teachers,

ionals, and

be used i"fiaily living and

parents, students, paraprofess-

community lay peopll, the 'greate

served with greatest effectiveness. Pine (19

t,nuraber 4.f people can be

4) noted:

Under affedtive or psychologicaleducati n we are witnessing
the return of the teacher-counselor as assroom teachers are
being trained to use and implement, the echniques of gestalt
therapy (Brown, 1971), reality theia (Glasser, 1969), sensi-
tivity training (Hunter, 1972), ra onal-emotive therapy (Ellis,
1972), transactional analysis (Fr ed, 1971), client - centered
therapy (Rogers, 1969), Teacher Effectiveness Training (Gor4oi,.
1972), and behavioral therapy (Krumholtz & Krumboltz, 1974).
(p.. 96)

Pine further stated:

The training, tools d programs are available. Some school
counselds have ready started delivery of pervices through
training. We cannot afford to wait any lonier. It is time
to give school counseling away.,(p. 97)

.4i
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A Psychologida Education Curriculum

Personal development has become a central focus of education. 'Tb

achieve personal development, a curriculum component built around "psycho-

logical education" is needed to systematically teach and relate basic

1

concepts regarding the understanding of human behavior to all students.

The mainstream of schooling should inClude,a curriculum of personal.

growth that alls behavioral science to be integrated with purpose

rather than as an ancillary or incidental condition.. The focus of the

school curritulum can be broadened td include basic hunlan development

goals to enhance` the growth of4pdlObnali aid human relations skill.

As`education yes back to the hasits, behavioral science,should-also

become badic to the personal growth of every individual.

Placing behavioral science withn a curriculum perspective will

require that the psychological. education content and proc ss 'of instruc-
.

":tion'be examined and implemented with equal comprehensiy
..

ess and

'-attention as with other curricular objectives. Likewise instructional
.

.4,
\

skills, resources, and materials will need .to be develoP'ed to achieve' the

specified objectives,

There.haVe been some significant efforts directed toward psycho-

logical education (b h vioral science) curriculum development and

instruction. The Program for teaching causal thinking developed -by

Ojemann (1967) in the eariy'60s.is the most energetic effort undertaken

in the elementary schools. The elementary lihool'level program was

1
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intent d tolhelp children understand some-of the general'piinciples

of human behavior including their own.4. The
(

causal thinking approach

focused on the "causes" of behdvior. This was an attempt to provide an;{
(

explanation of humin behavior from a complex; multiple causation point

.))of view. This view was contrasted with'an arbitrary, judrental.and,
.

. .

-,
.

,.

often simplistic explanation, that most teachers a,i paients teachinci-

dentally in our every day living. The causal thinking curriculum relied

-1
t

on an open ended, mon judgmental perceptionof,human b . Many of
.

' 4(
.

,

, .

the methods and probedures rrentlY-assocsatedWith valu clarification

utilize the same basic tenents.
.

Can.. children be expected to understand human behavior, iciples?

Even though the elementary-school aged child is. cognitively. -(concrete

'..operations in terms of Piagetian levels, of develOpmen4, available evi-A

dence indicates that children can think about human behavior as a series
4'

of causes ankbein-to appreciate some of the complexities of-mot ation"
""(11

both in themselves and others '(Ojemann, Haxey and Trader, 1965). art'

of the teaching skill in such a curriculum requires that the teacher

prevent premature 'closure by concrete thinkers. Likewise, children

need help in going beyond the obvious in understanding surface behavior

and the more complicated dynamics of why people

(Sprinthall and Ojemann, 1973).

ave in certain ways

Students in the progri become more aware of people's feelings and

ideas and more able to experice viciliously the feelin s and wiaewpointli.
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of others. They also become more proficient in understand g and appre-

ciating their own development needs; Thus understanding s if 'and other's

represents a duet objective. The program is concerned, with such topics -

as

. Why people act as they do.

/
Wfere people get-their ideas,,, attitudes, and values.

/3. How different expetiences affect people.
(,

-4. What the human potential is.

The program has, two aspects. One aiipect invaves helping teachers,

administrators, other school perSonnel, and parents tb extend theif
.

un4erstand ng andsappreciation of human behavior so they .c)an provide,
. ,

thr gh daily interaction, demonstrations of what it moans to work -with

people in an understanding way.

The second aspect of the p gram.involves teactling the human behavior

cur icular materials to all children. AP scope and sequen)e chart has been
I

develope4A that outlines the program beginning in the preschool years and

buildin, sequenli ly through the senior high school. AnOther earlier

programmatic .viewpoint was presented by Roen (1965). Roen began appli-

cation of his behavioral science curriculum program in 1963-64 with a
kiN

class of advanced fourth grade students. He taught weekly lessdns in

applied and experimental general psychology along with some sociol gy

and anthropology. Roen found his students to be o not inhib

by preconceptions', and eager to experience and learn more about them-
,



selves wildlife around them. He also became convinced that they were

indeed capable of.grasping these concepts Of psychology, sociology,

and anthropology and able to put these concepts'Into their. own-

and within their own frame of reference.

(", f

Roen has exp )iored how, such behavioral, science curriculum can

. regularly be incorporated into the classroom. 'He poses. questions about

who aht11114Kteach-such a curriculum; the reorganization of teacher prepa-
.

ratibn, and the reactions of administrators, teachers, pupils, and

parents. He has found, for example, that personal questions and self-

concept concerns are more central to grades four through six than. the

earlier elementary school. By the fourth grade there is a definite

need for materials and teaching methods to respond to those needs.

Another major issue is the need for a continous curriculum fot ter
k.

grades through possible high school--a curriclium that could take simula-
;

.tion and discussion and enable the student to make it relevant and use-

ful to his own life and development.

A program by Long (1971) uses behavioral science as a framework
.._,

for teaching upper elementary school students. Long emphasizes that

this could become a means of establishing a program of mental health

1

education within the schools. This would be a means of systematically

*1$ leading the children to positive self perception rather than continuing

to all that levelopment to occur haphazardly, if at all.

The format\,,that she found moat Successful was one based on exper-
t



y)

ience and action. Students conducted unique psychological experiments

planned for them by the teacher. After experiencing the principle, there

was discussion to examine outcomes of the experiments and how the phenomena

r
would apply to

psychology and

real. life.' Subject, matter. was demelopedlrom experimental

social concepts, e.g.., communication, social facilitation,

social pressure..

A final example is the developntal guidance experience (DGE)
,

approach (Gum, 1973)°created for the elementary school grade levels.

DGE's, are structured experiences based on Havighurst's developmental

/
tasks and designed to promote healthy sociopsychological development,

Gum believes that these development=al tasks may nerve as a bridge'between

an individual's needs and societal demands.

DGE's are designed to. encourage open, frank discussion about all

sides of ethical. or value issues

impose some "official" view on

help stud ecome more

pressing them. The total framework of

hensive network of imp4rtant
4

related-to developmental tasks rather

studen4s. DGE's are also intended to

aware of their feelings and et practice ex-.

such tasks provideb a compre-

pSkchos learnings essential for

healthy individual development in o ciety.

than



COMMUNICATIONS TRAINING

The quantity an4 quality tf our' interpersonal relatiOnships greatly

influences our whole life experierice. Assuming that each of qg wishes

that life experience to be successful, fulfilling, and productive, it is

important to consider what contributes to satisfactory 'interpersonal-

'relationships.

Communications skills, the ability to listen and respond effectively

to others, are at the core of the relating process. Through'communications
. .

we are able to share our humanness and to facilitate one anothers' personal

growth. Communication is more complex, however, than hearing and talking.

Hearing words aid talking does not nedessarily mean-communication is

ocduring. There are key elements wHich comprise a genuine act of commu

\L'hcation. ese are the skills that us cultural competence.

Cultural Competence.
)

L. i .

--The concept Of cultural competence (Ivey, 1977) is central to the

notion of psychological education. Aclording to Ivey,'the person who

'

is able to relate with self, and others, and%ociety is-the individual

who has "cultural expertise" (Ivey,1977, p. 297). His model. provides

a way of measuring the effects of psychological education.--

as well as a taxonomy of skills necessary to the culturally doMpetent

pergon. An outline of the Ivey Taxonomy of the Effective Individual

follows:
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1. Basic Skills of a Culture.

These are necessary for minimum operation. in a given culture

and include suchAehaviors aspre contact, body language, voice

tone and speech tate.

.2. CommunicationSkills:

People ho 844Ully'active wil be able to listen to others

V--
and tffiuence their behavior. They can also use these skills,

stening and influence, on themselves.
1

3. fualitative Skills.

The quality of the use of the various listening and' influencing

skills may be determined. 4

4.' Focus Skills..
,

A'
. Focus refers to the subject of "a sentel(cje. Effective persons

41%.404.

may use such subjects, as self, other, topic, a groups, etc.,
' .

in their communi'ations.

The'behavioral indicators of achievement of thinimal level of func7

tioning-as' a culturally competent person are defineOelow. They are

Organized around attending, listening, aria responding or influencing

skills. Definitions of significant communication behaviors are given

alongrwithan dample. of the behaViot being disctfssed. The definitions

are closely related to the level three responses 'of some of the Scales

for Assessment,of Interpersonal Functioning fouqd in'Appendix B of

Carkhuff, (1969).



, " Basic Cultural Competency Skills

Attending: Tattend to anothei person means to give full attenti4n and

- consideration to him or her both physically and psychologically. Physical N%

attending means each person in the interaction demonstrates by body

posture, eye contact, and facial expression that-he or she is interested

and involved. Specifically it. means facing the other squarely, main-
c

A

taining good eye-contact, maintaining. an "open" posture (uncrossed arms

and legs), leaning toward ihh other4and remaining rertitlely relaxed.

Psychological attending means being aware of and understanding the other

person's verbal and nonverbal behavior. Nonverbal messages are carried

by the person's tone of voice, silences,.. pauses, gesture's, facial

expressions, and postures. Verbal,messagesPare the actual words the

other per:3On is using. ,

-40 Minimal Levels'of Attending

Empathy: Individuals'are_able to givelOck the meaning and emotion

of another's messalee in their own words.

Exam Paraphrasing the speaker's statements demonstrates listener

attentiveness and inderstanding. AIt also "feeds back" to the speakezpi

message he or she is sending and allows him or her to examine and clarify

the message.

Joey: "Last week dad was complaining about my hair and the way I

dressed; this week I heard himOtell someone how nice I look.

He yells at my sister for somethings that he iglores when



my younger brOther_Aoes them. I just don't understand him."-

\Reflection of Content" "Your dad is so inconsistent that you'can't

really understand him."

Brenda: "I just finidhed-all my homework and my household chores.

It's .great' to have free time."'

Reflection of Content: "you ve. finally.gotten everything tOken care

of.so you dan,huve :for yourself."

Respect: Individuals are Able to conve a-positive regard for

anothlt through body posture,:faciS1 expression, and verbal

communication.

ExiNmpie: MAintaining eye contact with the speaker and showing

interest through leaning forwatd and nodding or saying "yes",

"hmmm", "you seem to understand that;" etc.,are all ways of

conveying respect. I
Sue: "1 went,bowling for the f1irst time over the'Week-end and

4

thought the balls we,/ye just too heavy foi kids."

Janet: "Yes" (lookingeue and shoWinl interest).1
f

Sue: "for the first half hour I thought I would never want to go

a
bowling again."

Janet: ."Hmmm" (looking' questioning and surprised)... .

Sue: "After a while, I got interested in keeping score and learned

how.:- got good enough

score for them!"

1 f
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Janet: "It sounds like you really understand that."

Listening: Listening is an active and concentrated process. Total

listening means listening (1) for the content of the message, (2) for the

person's feelings and (3) for Vossi hidden messages. The content of _
c

the message is the actual words that the person is using the thoughts,

ideas, opinions and feelings he or she is talking about. The feelings

are the emotions that the person is experiencing as he or she is talking.

Johnny: "Tommy won't play with me today. He won't ever do what I

want to do!"

Content: Friend's refusal to play.

11Feeling:
Anger at friend.

Linda "I hate school: It's terrible: Everything is tuo hard . .

the teacher must think we're in high school ur something.

Content: Hatred of school; difficulty of academics.

Feeling: Discouragement, fear of tailure.

Sometimes a communication has an underlying r hidden message. The
qa4

message is not spaken outright or directly but reveals itselt in the

tone of voice, emphas I and manner of expresion.

Herman: "Those guys think that thov're -;() cool ',, II 1 thinl,

thev're teAlly dumb: Who'd want !,) n i,w1H fltip like

t hat .

Hidde,t1 Message: "I'm tePliiw :eft out .

In ordet to under-;t and ,t her
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meaning of their communications the receiver must attend to and listen

for all three levels, 16ntent, feeling, and hidden message.

Genuineness: Individuals are able to attend to flirl respond approp-

riately to another's message.

Example: In order to respond appropriately to another person's

. communication, it is necessary not only to attend but to listen. 'One way

of showing that one is listening is to respond on the same topic or to

answer in a way at shOws one is listening.

Jackson: "I went to the baseball game Saturday and almost caught a

foul ball."

Billy: "Hey, that's great. I was at that game too but didn't see

you there. Where were you sitting?"

Concreteness: Individuals are able to encourage another person to

speak in specific terms about feeling and\concerns.

Example: A person who is listening to another person very carefully

is able to encourage the speaker. to be oleaer and understand the fuller

meaning behind what is being said.

Sharon: "1-- got 41orne bad grades on my report card and T realLy.don't

want to take it home."

Tanya: "You're worried and maybe a little atraid of ;bowing your

Tony:

report, cit rd at home...z" on

"My mom lust told me some great news' She (hIcideld to

marry Jim. He's such A neat guy I really like him!"



Phil: "You're excited and pleasedabout having Jim in yout family."

Responding or Influencing. Responding can be done in different ways

Ilik
and accomplish different purposes - r negative ositive. Some

:b
i

ways of responding close off communication and can create withdrawal,

rejection or hostility. Dr. Thomas Gordon, in Parent Effectiveness

Training (1970), describes twelve categories of responses which can

cre *te negative results:

1. Ordering, Directing, Commanding

"Stop Complaining!"

"Don't caTriike that!"

2. Warning, Admonishing, Threatening

"If you do that, you'll be'sorry!"

"You..4 better not do that if you know what's good for you!"

3. Exhorting, Moralizing, ?reaching

"You shouldn't act like that."

"You ought to do this. ."

4. Ad'Oising, Giving Solutions or Suggestions

"Go mike friends with some other girls."

"The best thing to do is talk to your teachei About that.

5it Lecturing, Teaching, Giving Logical Arguments

"Children must learn how to get along with 4each other."

"School is a wonderful opportunity for riching your Iii'

6. .Judging, Criticizing, Disagreeing, Blaming

"You're not thinking e(learly,"

C)
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"That's the Most ridiculous idea I'Ve ever heordiu
.

7. Praiging, Agreeing

"Well, Ithink you're right:"

"I think you're right."

8. Name calling, Ridiculing, Shaming

"Ok littl baby."

"You're a smiled brat."

9. Interpreting, Analyzing, Diagnosing
\

"You're just saying that to bug me."

"You feel that way, because you're not doing well in school."

10. Reassuring, Sympathizing, Consoling, Supporting

"You'll feel different tommorrow."

"Don't worry, things'll work out."

11. Probing, Questioning, Interrogating

"44'ho put that ideal into your head?"

"How many other people-Move yoktold about this?"
Amik

12. Withdrawing, Distracting, Humoring,_ Diverting

"Just forget gout CL"

"Come on let's talk about somethin more pleasant."

This is not to imply thc-iit none of the al4ve types of responses are

ever appropriate and should not he used any circumstances. Caution

should he used, however, in evaluating the communication situation. If

the goal is to encourage further communication, to build understanding

460 -'
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an shoW accepta(ice, other techniques are more suitable.

Minimal Levels of Responding
fl

Self-Disclosure: Individuals are able eo add personal information

of interest to another person in keeping with the topic at hand.

Example: A culturally competent person is able to judge when

bringing 'personal material into a conversation will enhance it and make

communication or understanding easier.

Bev: "I really get tired of having my brother blame me for things

that go wrong."

Lori: "My brother used to do th7at but I just quit paying attention

to him and it's better now."

Confrontation: Individuals are able to recognize and question

discrepancies in another's message or behavior.

Example: There aye times when another person is disturbing us or

infringing on us and we want something to be done about it; often this

confrontation with the person occurs in a way that results in his or her

feeling put down and having negative feelin4g. Dr. Thomas Gordon has

developed a technique of communication for such situations that is less

likely to provoke resistance and hostility. This technique is called

using an "I-message." An "I-message" communicates the effect that a

certain behavior has on you without suggesting that there is something

bad about the person because he or she is engaged in that behavior.

"I-messages" also place the responsibility within the person for modifying

a



his or her own behavi'r.

t Situation: You are very tired from a'full dAy's work andiybu need to

sit down and rest awhike. Your five-year-old son keeps

pestering yotf to play with him, getting on your lap,

pulling on your arm.

Ineffective Response "I-message"

"Why don't you go outside and play?" "I don't feel like playing when I'm tired"

"If you don't stop, I'll scream" "I cannot rest when someone is crawling'

on my lap."

4
"You are being very thoughtless" "I'm feeling very tired and need some

time alone."

The ineffective responses imply an evaluation (I the other person and

are likely to evoke a response opposite to that desired. An "I-message",

on the other hand, is a statement of fact and communicates that you

trust the other person to handle the situation constructively and to

respect your needs. While this technique will not resolve every situ-

ation satisfactorily, it can have remarkable results and is an invaluable

communication tool.

Immediacy: Individuals are ablevgto recognize the current dynamics
0

between themselves and another person.

Example: Being aware of the comfort or discomfort, good feelings

or bad feelings that are going on at the moment as two or more people

interact is a responding skill that denotes cultural competence.



Brent: (as Brent and Ed work together on a model plane) "I really

now working with youNbecause we seem to knew what the

r is going to do next."

Self-Ex lora ion: Individuals are able to introduce appropriate

if

personal materialithat may lead to new understanding of their feelin s,

their world, or thselves.

Example: Being ab e' to appropriately self-disclose can lead to more

/)
effective responding, ommunication. Opropriate self-disclosure

hinges on the,06, what, and where of1the disclosure or exploration.

rghModerate se O isclosure seems to be a good indicator of effective cultural

7
competence.

Child to a teacher in private: "I am having trouble learning to

multiply. I thinklit is because I can't study at home when my

brother crys all the time."

,1r
An effe tive person in any society is able to communicate well with

others. Good communication involves many skills; these skills can be

taught and learned. Relating to others requires efficient communicatiAn

skills.Comunicaro) tions trail'ing can help children ),e. more culturally

competent which includes being able to attend, listen, and respond to or

influence others.

The following small group lesson is included to illustrate a specific

goal, specific objective, and accompanying performance objectives and

how they may be taught to children in an interesting, organized, sequen-
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tial manner.

.

A complete listing of goals and objectives for communication trainiikg

for grades 4, 5, and 6 completes the discussion of communication ag

relates to psychological education. .

*
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A Can of Feeling Makers
t

Goal: C. Individuals will develop skills in effective verbal expreSsion.
\

Developmental Objective: C.1.3 a.b.c. Individuals will be able to demo-
strate appropriate self-disclosing
techniques in interpersonal inter-
actions.

Performance Objective: a. Individuals are able to identify their own
immediate feelings.

b. Individuals are able to appropriately verbalize
their immediate feelings in a variety of inter-

,personal interaction.
c. Individuals are able to indicate their immediate

feelings appropriately in a nonverbal manner
in a variety of interpersonal interactions.

Materials and Resources: 1) A Can of Feeling Makers for usd in a verbal-
non-verbal game of identifying feelings.
(the feeling makers may be cut apart and-
placed i a large tin can that has been
covered th fabric or adhesive paper.)

2) log sheet for partners to fill out on friagds.

Procedure: 1. Discuss hidden messages. Be sure io have the situation in
which the hiLddentessage occurred described.

2. Discuss the "why" of the use of hidden messages and the
effect they Wave on communication between people.

3. Reviel\some feeling words before doing the Can of Feeling
Make;d activity.

4. Have the cDildren form a circle on the floor with the Can
of Feeling Makers in the center. A volunieer 'may select 1

a slip of paper from the Can, read the situation and express
khe immediate feeling he or she might have in that situation/
either Verbally or non-verbally as indicated on the slip.,

5. Have each child choose a partner to whom he/she is to
express feelings for the next few dolays. ,The partner is
to keep a log of feelings expressed by his/her friend;
that is, the partner writes down the situation and the
feelings expressed, either verbal or non-ver al for his/
her friend over the course of a few days'. e logs are
to be used n the next group meeting.

I,,Ealuations: Built into t e game.



Situations for a Can of Feeling Makers

Someone calls you a bad name during recess.

How do you fedi? (verbal)

Your father comes up the drive with a new
bike for you.

How do you feel? (non-verbal)

Someone tells you you did a nice job on
your English report.

How flo you feel? (verbal)

Someone tells you to shut-up.

Your

How do you feel? (non-verbal)

dog gets hit by a car. \\

How do you feel? (verbal)
,,,,

It

1
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S-tuations for a Can of Fueling Makers

The ball game is stopped just as you
come to bat.

How do you feel? (non-verbal)-

c

Your drawing is selected for display
tnthe main hall.bullentin board.

(verbal)How do you feel?

ft

Your brother wins a prize as. best broad
jumper in hi grade.

How olou feel? (non-verbal)

Your best
and bring

riend sees you
his/her mother

How-dh you feel?

in the store
to meet you.

(verbal)

Plans for your'family to visit-an
,amusement park are cancelled.

(non-verbal
ir

How do yOlu feel?

Jo'

t

-st

1

1

4:7

a



g

Situations fir A,Can of Feelilg Makers;- concluded

The new pup tears up your favorite
Apace poster.

How do you feel? (verbal)

Someone y6U,know from school sees
you but ignores yoq.

How d2 you feel? (non - verbal)
N

C22:9
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LOG SHEET

Td be filled out by a partner on the fvlend11
`'wh chose him/her.

Name Of F end Name of Partner
(pb E#d) r (ob-ser ot)

N

- -

Situition feelin: ex' vdtbal, non verbal

/
Example: fell off swinc

dcraped knee
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COMMUNICATION TRAINING
"

Goals and Objectives
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4

_50MMUNICATION TRAINING

A. Individuals will develop basic cultural skitls necessary to effective
communication.

Grade
Level 4

Grade
Level 5

1.1 Individuals will be aware of appropriate, physical
behavior nocfsdary to effective communication in
a group.

a. Individuals are able to define physical behavior.
b. IndivOuals'aire able to recognize appropriate

voice levels in ,a classroom and' on a playground.
c. Individuals are able tto recognize appropriate

speech rate-in a group.

1. Individuals will understand appropriate physical
behaVior necessary to eifeCtive'tommunication in
asgroup.

a. Individuals are able to.provide'examples of
appropriate physical behavior in a group.

b. Individuals .are able to interpret physical
, behavior as appropriate or inappropriate in
an example situation.

Grade 1.3 Individuals will demonstrate appiopriate physical
Level 6 behavior necessary. to effective communication in

a group.

3a,

Grade
Level 4

a. Individuals are able to use appropriate voice
level in a variety 9# group situations.

b. Individuals are ableAkto use appropriate'speech
rate in a variety of1T6Up situations.

c. Individuals are ablt to 4se appropriate physical
posture necessary for effective communication
in a group.

2.1 Individuals .71.11 be ware of ways of attending and
responding in a group situation.

a. Individuals are able to name ways of attending.
in a group situation.

b. I duals are able to name ways of responding
° in a group situation,

4



c. Individuals are able to recognize when they".
someone else is attending to a speaker in a
group situation.1 _

d. Individuals are able to recog4ze when someone .',
is maintaining eye contact witit thlkm

e. Individuals are able to iecognize.when they are
maintaining eye contact with,someone else.

f. Individuals are able to recognize body posture
that denotes attending. I.

Grade 2.2 Individuals will understand ways of attending and
Level 5 responding in a grouppituation._

ig. Individuals are able to provide examples of
'fkeys of attending in a group situation.

b. :Thidividuals are able to provide examples of ways
df responding in a group situation.

C. ,Individuals`are able to explain the meaning
4P

of eye contact in attendPng during a group
situation.

d. Individuals are able to provide examples of
physical attending and responding behavior
in a'group-situation.

Grade
° 2.3 Individuals will demonstrate ways of attending andLevel 6

responding in a group situation.

!.
a. Individuals are able to ube eye contact when

speaking to someone and whe:1 being spoken to
in group interactions.

b. Individuals are able to use attending postures
while listening during group interaction.

c.. Individuals are able to.use appropriate responses
during group interactions.

Wade
Levei-A

3.1 Individuals will be'aware of their own respOnse
and contribution to'rrouP interaction.

a. Individuals are able to define response.
b. Individuals are able to define. contribution.
c.4. Individuals are able to recognize verbal or honz

verbal responses they give during group interactions.



Grade
Level 5

Grade
Level 6

. Individuals are able to recognize a verbal or
nonverbal contribution to group interaction.

3.2 Individuals will understand their own responses and
contributions to group interaction.

a. Individualisare able tq provide examples of,their
own responTes to a group situation.

pb. Individuals are able to provide examples of their
own contributions to group in4vaction.

3.3 Individuals are able to demonstrate responding and
* contributing during group interactions.

Ta. Individuals are able to resind, ppropriately in
a vasiety of group situation

b. Individuals contribute positively to group inter-
actions in a varietly of group situations..

B. Individuals Will develop active listening skills necessary
effective interpersonal interactions.

Grade
Level 4

Grade
Level 5

1.1 Individuals will be aware that they can listen
to what another person is saying.

a. Individuals are able to define listen.
b. Individuals are able to recognize the basic

content of what another person is saying.
c. Individuals are able,to recognize when a person

has not oorrectly repeated the content of what
another person says.

A
1.2 Individuals will understand that 'theY4Acan listen to

what another person is saying.

a. Individuals are able to interpret in their own
words that basic contant'of whg4 another person
is saying.

b. Individuals are able to provide.examples of
situations when a person does not correctly
.remer the content of what anoeher'person says.
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4Grade 1,3 ` ;Individuals will demonstrate that they can listen
Level 6 to what another person is saying.

a
a. In a vafiety of situations, individuals are

A able to repeat the basic content of what another
person is saying. .

._

b. In a variety of situations, individuals are able
to verball/ indicate when a.person has not
correctly repeated the content of what another
person s ys and what was incorrect in the repe-
tition,

grade 2,1 Individuals will be aware that a speaker may express
Level 4 'feelings:

a. Individuals are able to identify the speaker in
interpersonal interactions.

b. Individuals are able to identify whether a.
speaker is expressing fe( Ilpgs of being happy
or of being upset.

c. Individuals are able to identify whether a
speaker is expressing feelings of happiness,

4 sadness, anger, or fear:
d. Individuals are able to identify a variety of

words that describe the feelings a speaker may
be expressing.

4
Grade 2.2 Individuals will understand that a speaker may express
Level 5 feelings.

Grade 41r,

Level 6 c-

a. Individuals are able to interpret whether a

speaker is expressing feelings of being happy
or of being upset.

b. Individuals are able to interpiet whether a
speaker is expressing .feelings of happiness,
sadness, anger, or fear.

c. Iridividuals are able to provide examples of a
variety of words that describe the feelings a
speaker may be express in

2.3 Individdals will deMonstr.ate t at they cin listen fpr
a speaker's feelingA.

4



a. For a variety of situations, individuals are
able to indicate 1) ,whether a speaker is ex-
fressing feelings of being happy'or being upset
and 2) the reasons for their decisions. -0

b. For a variety of situations, individuals are
oable to indicate 1) whether a speaker is ex-
ressing the feelings of happiness, sadness, anger,
or fear and 2) the reasons for their decisions.,

c. Indikriduals are.A.Ne to present a variety of
wprds that describe the feeling a speaker may
biltpressing.

Grade 3.1 Individuals will be 'aware that speaker may express
Level 4 hidden messages in a communicaeion.

a. Individuals are able to define hidden messages.
b: Individuals are able to recognize when a speaker

is sending hidden messages.

Grade 3.2 Individuals will understand that a speaker may express
Level 5

Grade'

Level6

et

I

hidden messages in a communication.

a. Indiyiduals are able to explain what, s meant
by 'hi n messages.

b. Indivi als are able to provide examples of
situa ons when speakers were expressing hidden
messages.

3.3 Individuals will.- demonstrate that they can recognize
hidden messages in a,speaker's communication.

4-4:*

a. In a variety of situations, individuals Are able
to indicate when a speaRerwis sending hidden
messages.

b. In a variety ofisituations, individuals are
able to state'tite,edden mes4age a speaker is
sending.° :

C. Individuals will,develop skills In effective verbal expression.

Grade
Level

Individuals will be aware of appropriate self -\
disclosing teChniqUes in interpersonal interact\ons.

Ot

1
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4

Gracie

Level 6-

a. Individuals are able to define self disclosing:
b. Individuals are able to recognize that identifi-

cation of their feelings is preliminary to self-
disclosing techniques.

c. Individuals are able to recognize verbal self-
disclosing techniques.

d. Individuals' are able to recognize nonverbal
self-closing techniques.
Individuals are able to identify situations
where and when it is appropriate to disclose
their feelings.

Individuals will understand appropriate self-disclosing

_ techniques in interpersonal interaction.

a. Ind vials are able to explain why identification
df 15-61r. feelings is preliminary tQ,self-disclosing
teigkniqas.

An;

11?
Indfviduals are "able to provide examples of verIl
self - disclosing techniques.

c. Individuals are able to provide examples of
nonverbal Self-disclosing techniques

d. Individuals are able to prdKisle'exampli4f sit-
uations where and when it OappropriaCe%to dis-
close tAeir feelings.

ti

1.3 Individuals will:be able to demonstrate appropriate
self-disclosing techniques in interpersonal interactions.

a. Individuals ire able to identify their own immediate
feelings.

b. Individuals are able to appropriately verbalize
their immediate feelings in a vatiety of inter-

Joy.
personal interactions

10.1

c.i Individuals are able to indicate their immediate
feelings appropriately in a npli'Verbal' manner in

a variety.bf interpersonal interactions.

grade \2.1 Individuals will be aware of appropriate techniques fo);.

LeV4l 4 reacting to another's communications and to their own
feelings and thoughts in interpersonal interactions.

p
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Grade
Level 5

a. Individuals are able to recognize that stating
the feelings of another in their own words is
an appropriate reaction, technique.

b. Individuals flre able to recognize that communi-
cating concern for another's feeling, statements,
and uniqueness as a person through integration

11;ofiody posture and accurate verbal response is
anappropriate reaction" technique.

c. individual-Er are able to recognize that helping
others discuss their feelings in concrete
ways is an approprlate reaction technique.

d. Individuals are able to recognize that the Volun-
teering of personallnformation can be an appro-
priate reaction technique.

e. Individuals are able o recognize that responding
in a manner that communicates understanding and
respect is an appropriate reaction technique.

2.2 Individuals will understand appropriate techniques for
reacting to another's communications and to their own
feelings and thoughts in interpersonal interactions:

Grade.

;,evel 6

a. Individuals are able to explain why stating the
feelings of another in their own words is an
appropriate reaction technique.

b. Individuals are able to explain why communicating
concern for another's feelings, statements, and

1
uniqueness s a person through integrations of
body postur and accurate verbal response iS an
appropriate reaction technique.

c. Individuals are able to explain why helping
others dis
is an appr

d. Individual

uss their feelings in concrete ways
priate reaction technique.
are able to explain why the voluntee -

ing of personal information cAn be an appropriate
reaction technique.

e. Individuals are able to explain why responding in
a,manner that communicates understanding and re-.
spect is an appropriate reaction technique.

2.3 'Individuals will demonstrate appropriate techniques_
for,reac'timg to another's conftunications qnd to 'their'

'own, feel'ftki andipoughts in interpAon4L1 inter-:
actions. 1/04
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a During a variety of interpersonal interacttbn,
individuals are able to state the feelings of
another in their own w

,b During a variety of intetpersonal interactions,
individuals are able to communicate concern for
another'slitelitigs, statements, and uniqueness
as a persoftthrough integration of body posture
and accurate verbal response.

c. During a variety of interpersonal interactions,
individuals are able to help others discuss their
feelings in concrete ways.

d. During a variety of interpersonal interactions,
individuals are able toliblunteer personal
inforMation. f

e. During.a variety of interpersonal interactions,
individuals are-able to respond to a situation
andfeeling'ip a manner thatgommunicates under-
standing and respect. .. !!),'

.47) 1-

Grade 3.1 Individuals willbeailare of th_ tasic ability to
Level 5 question or refuge, oe.cha,llenge, another in inter-

sonal interactions.*

a. Individuals are able to recognize that there
are times when it is appropriate. to questipn
another in.terms.ef "when' and "how".
Individua s are able to recognize that there
are time when it is appropriate to refuse
another's request.

c. Individuals are able to define "I-messages".
d. Individuals are able to recognize that there

are times when it is appropriate to challenge
another by stating their' own feelings and posi-
tion in'the for' of an "i-message".

_Gtade -43.2 Individuals will underftand the'basic abilit)yiii
Level 6 question or refuse, pr challenge another in inter-

personal interactions,

a. Individuals are able to provide examples' of
times when it is appropriate to question, another
in terms of "wheterand "how".

b. if During Ar:variety of iNterpersonal interactions'
individhals are able to appropriately refu.se
another's tilvquest.

J
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c. During a variety of interperso
individuals'are able to approp
their own feelings and poditi
an,"I-message" to another.

0

al'interactions,
ately st4te
s by giving
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UNDERSTANDIBEHAVIOR

When children are asked rand ply what special problems they might

like to discuss with a counselor or in a counseling group, they frequently

ae "Why does- keeplhitting me? How can I get them

to stop? or What maked keep bothering me in class? 'or.,

I wish people liked to be with me. How can I make frienxid? Children are

begging for an efficient means of understanding behavior ancran effective

way of responding to misbehavior. This second part of psychological

'education attempts to help children understand why others, particularly

their peers, act the way they do and eventually why they, themselves act

the way they do. A section on understanding behavior should not stop at

that point, hoever. Children can be given the means to understand how,

they contribute to misbehavior and how they might change their actions

from fostering the misbehaving person's false beliefs and eventually

encourage that person toward more positive behavior.

Understanding Behavior: Adlerian Style

It has been found that of the many explanations:of behavior, the

Adlerian-based philosophy is most helpful and effective for. children.

This viewpoint explaind.behavOr in terms of patterns and purposes

rather than in terms of cgUse and effect.' The search for causes in
4

past experience to explain current behavior seems neither useful nor

1



.

productiva% The-curAt tlehavlb
,

,-

rre individual provides ',the expla-

nation for the a tion since it points toward Or achieves something for

the person; it brings about a certain benefit. Fidd the purpose., the
.

goal or benefit, and you will Oderstarid why a person is behaVing in
A

a certain way. _fecogniabn j that .,all behavior has a purpose develops from
, .

the fundamental belief.Abat,we are all social beings whose main goal in

o
Life is to belting. Eachof us' strives continually to find and-maintain

A place where we feel significance, In our search, we select beliefs,

feelings, and behaViors that help us feel worthwhile.

Another important tenet of Adlern 13aychologlp.that everyone
1

is equal in human worth and dignity. This is not to say that everyone

is the same. We vary in physical abilities, knowledge, experiences,

....

.

opportunities, and responsibilities. However, we all are equally entitled

. .,

to respect and are neither superior. to, nor inferior to, any other person

regardless of age, sex, race, or social status. '''

, .

In summary, the key elements to remember in using this psychology

to understand human behavior are::. ,

. The main goal in4ife is-to belong to and
maintain'a place of significance.

. All behavior has a purpose and is directed
&lard that goal.

I

3. Everyone is equal in worth and dignity.

Applying these principles to individuals, people choose behavior

1
with the conscious or unconscious belief that it willbr&gthem a

,



feeling Of s ficance or importance. Generally, positive behavior

is the first avenue of choice. If, however,' individuals find that they

d9 not experience significance through positive-behavior, they become

discouraged and may begin trying negftive behavior to achieve feelings,
1

of Worth. The belief, consciously or unconsciously, is "I can't make it

by being good,'so I'll make it by being bad." .Thi( develops into a

faulty perception that, they can belong, have a place of significance,

only through negative behavior.

Identgication. of the goal or purpose ofl child's behavior is

necessary in. order to understand the behavior, and to develop alter-

1.1

datives for making behavior changes. Since all behavior serves a purpose,

goals are revealed by the consequences, the results, that they bring.

.Two techniques can be used. in goal identification:

f

thserve your own reaction to the child's
ehavior. YOUR FEELINGS point to the

child's goals.

2. Observe the child's reaction your attempts
at correction, THE CHILD'S RESPONSE TO
YOUR BEHAVIOR will also let you know what he
child's after. 7

1. In summary train yourself to look at the results of behavior rather

thSejust the behavior. The results of the behavior reveal its purpose.

182-
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Dreiku,s, a prominent psychiatrist, has translated this information

-into a practical format for underktanding the misbehavior of children.
, , 44;

He has classified misbehavior into four broad', gories or,goals. 1

These goais'remainpresent ip the behairr of .o children and adults,

1

but additional purposes.lnfluence Misbehavior as aerson Mat4es.

,:k Goal of Misbehavior: Attention
2

The first goal Dreikurs identified is the goal of ati6antion.
All children desire attention nd Prefer to get attention in
useful way's; but ey cannot get it that way, they seek'
attention in useless ays. If a altilld believes that' one can
only belong byreceivi g attention, the child will prefer

o.p negative attertion to being ignored,

To_help attention-seeking childrfflh.fogus on constructive
behavior and either ignore the misbehavior or pay attention to
it in unexpected ways. Att4tion- seeking hiidren should come
to experiencq, through our responses, that they canachieve
significance through useful'contributions rather than through
useless for attention or service.

;

'A Goal of Misbehavior: Power

The goal of power is sought by children who believe they are
., significant only.when they are boss.i Cdnsequently, they do only

what they want do. When dealing with power-seeking children,
it is important to disengage one-Self, from the power struggle and
to refrain from getting angry. Children with this goal must come
"yo realize that power is not,a solutionAr attaining significand'e.
Using power tactics to counter their bids for power only reinforces
the children's power-seeking. They become impressed -with the values
of power and their desire forit increases.

A Goal of Misbehavior: Revenge
4

Children who seek the goal of revenge are convinced that
they,are not loveable and -are signficant onlYhwhen they are
able4to hurt others as they believe they have been hdtt./They

, r
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find their place by being cruel and. disliked.
, .

.,
'

. , .

, .

To help the revengeful child, avpid'tstaliation, remain.
...

,
calm; and Sfiow good will. It is-imPortant'to build a-goOd
relatloriship with the Ch4sf that the bir, she can,chhftge the

--self-image of "unloveihkenessi. ThiSN.does.not Mean. approval.
of the 'behavior, but communicating acceptance and Oncern.fot
the childin-sof it.

A Goal Of Misbehavior: Display of Inadequacy.

ChIldreerwho display inadequacy, disability dr helplessness
Are extremely discouraged. Theyhave=given up; they believehey,
have no hope of-beingsuccasful. They attempt to keep.others
from ,expecting anything,of them either. This may be .ttne in all,
-or some specific areas.

;

In order to help Children who feeljhadequate, .con4dence
must he reinitilled. 'This- is oloneby avoiding criticism or

. ridicule and encouraging the children through recognition of
assets .and strengths.

.41.

Summatizi the Gdal of Misbehavior

The

Effective Parenting (DinkmdYer and McKay, .976),summarize'the.41
kfolloWingchatt, taken from Syst a Traiiing for1p

Vaulty beliefs children may acq2ire about thariselyes, the goal.
served by the misbehavior, the Teefidg and reactions of others
to the misbehavior, the typical response of the children
attempts,at correction, and alternative for the adult.to

,
. ..-consider. .

.
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Child's Child'

NultyBelteif Gbal

THE GOALS. OF "kiSBEHAVIOR-

7
I?'

'

Adults Feeling-2 Co Adults' At Cempts ;Alternativ-ss

and Re a e t ion at, Corre.ction , fOr -Adulists'

belong only
hen I ambein
oticed or
eryed.

Attention FEELING:

Anni5yed,,,

REACTION:

I

Tendency to
remind and co

TempoWily'StoPs
belfaVior,,t Later resumes

same.behav;iar or dish`
Xurbes in argit6T %ley.

I nofe misbehavior
w ea p.assibLe.

ivee attTtutiOn for
positive behaviOr
Whechildis not
ii'laking a bid for

Avhd undLie
Realize

that remincling.
punishing, reward-

aoaxing, and
serr' cey are undue

attention.

belong only Power

when I am in
control or am
boss, or when
I am proving
no one can boss
me!

-.-

FEELING: ,

Arygry; provoked;

as if one's
authority Is
thteatened

REACTION:
Tendency to fight
or to give in.

Active- or PasAVe7-
aggressivk,ness ipis

behavior is intensified,
pr child submits with
"defiant comolianee,

With ,raw frqm
coryflict. Help
child how to
use-pow-2r construe-
.tively'by-appenling
for child's help
and enlisting
cooperation.
Realize that
fighting or giving,
in only increases
child's desire for
power.

I belong only by
hurting others'
as I feel hurt.
I cannot be
loved.

Reverige FEELING:r
Deeply hurt.

REACTION,:

Tendency to re-
talial,e and get

even.

I belong only by
convincing
others not to
expect any-,
things from me.
I am .unable; I
am helpless

Display
of

nade-
q

FEELING:
Despair; hope-
lessness. "I

give up."

REACTION:
Tendency to agree
with child :that
nothing can be

Seeks further revenge
by intensifying mis-
behavior or choosing
another weapon.

Avoid feeling hurt.
Avoid punishment
and retaliation:
Building trusting
relationship;
convince child that
she or he is loved.

Passively responds or
fails' to respond to
whatever is done. Shows
no improvement.

Stop all criticism.
Encourage any
positive attempt,
no matter how mall
focus on assets.
Above all, don't_ be
Booked ipto Wy,
and don4t give up.



the Goals of Positive Behavior

Children also need to know that behaviors which are helpful to

themselves and others are goal oriented. The emphasis on.paaitive behaviors

is encouraging in itself. For children who are beginning to recognize
t

goals of positive behavior repre-

be concentrated on. The four

why their-misbehavior takes place, the

sent. concrete replacement behaviors to

goals of positive behavior are summarized- in the following chart.

Belief-

is

elief

-THE GOALS OF POSITIVE BEHAVIOR

Goal Behavior
How to Encourage
Positive Goals

I belong.by contri-
butingf- '

Attention
Involvement
Contribution

Helps.

Volunteers.

Let_child know the
contribution counts
and that you
appreciate it.

J.
.

I can decide and be
responsible for my
behavior.-

.,

Power
----

Autonomy

Responsibility
for own behavior
4 .

Showself-disci7
pline.

Does own work. .

Is resourceful.

Encourage child's
decision making.

Let child experience
both positive and
.negative outcomes.

Express confidence
in child.

I am interested-in
cooperating.

...,/

Justice ..

Fairness
..-

,-,

Returns kindness
, for hurt.

.

Ignores belittling
comments.

Let child know you A
-appreciate his or
her interest in
cooperating.

I can decide to th-
draw from conflict.

,

Withdrawal from
conflict

Refusa' to fight

Acceptance of
others' opinions

Ignores provoca-
dons.

Withdraws from
power contest to
decide own be-
havibr.

Recognize child's
effort Ito act
maturel) ,

- 1_861(1



Guiding Students in Understanding_ Behavior.

The key to teaching the previously mentioned theories and beliefs

to students is to intersperse discussion sessions with activity-
,

oriented sessions. This will encourage high interest and enthusiasm.

The imagination of the leader is the only limit. The charts describing

the goals of behavior may be adapted to the students' language and level

of understanding. "Homemade" games based on such examples as the

Ungame or the Can of Squirms can be developed to reinforce the goals

of behavior or to learn about encouragement. Role playing can also be
Rp

especially effective in reinforcing this type of learning. As students

become mgre and more familiar with understanding behavior, they may be

given homework assignments where they can apply what they have learned

during group session.

Students usually follow a predictable pattern when learning about

why people act the way they do. They are enthusiastic about this new

knowledge and often are,able to supply examples of misbehavior. Even-

tually they learn to examine the behavior closely, describe the goal the

person is seeking, and what the best way to respond to that person

would be. As time goes on they/are able to practicethat response with

7' more and more ease.

CharacteristicallY, however, it is always easier to look at the

other person than at ourselves. A skillful leader is able to guide the

stUdents in an objective and noncondemning way to take a closer look at

1
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their own misbehaVdis An atmosphere of acceptance and care will soon

put most students at ease and enable them to be candid with themselves

and others.

Practical Applications. Teaching students a model for understanding

behavior is really not enough by itself. The'maXimum benefit will be ex-

perienced when such preMises as equality, cooperation, realistic expect-

ations, and encouragement take place in the Classrobm, in group meetings,

and hopefully ithe home. How much more will students allow this new

knowledge to become a part of themselves if they are able to see it

actually working, in their world around them.

Practical Applications: Equality. Mutual respect is basic to

dexleloping feelings of equality in human worth, and dignity. In the cla7s-

room it means More than seeing a person of vane as a resource to be

. developed. Mutual respect means treating members with respect, recog-

nizing the worth of-their ideas, accepting their plans and contributions,

and also,' when necessary, rejecting some contributions as being of no

value in a particular situation,' while at the same time trot rejecting

the contributor.

Re4pect implies that the other p rson has something to offer as

well as the right and,ability to offer t. Mutual respect is based

upon acceptance of the,quality of human bsing, independent of indivi-

dual differences, of knowledge, information, abilities, and position.

The following suggestions promote a posture of mutal respect and

- 188
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foster reciprocaY equality behavior in others.

1. Disclosure of feelings demonstrates faith and trust in the

relationship and in the strength of the other person.

Genuine fear and concerns can be shared along with optimism

and'belief in the person's ability to overcome ptoblems.

2. Commitment of time and effort implies worthwhilenesp. A

willinghess to take away time and effort from some other

pleasureable or desireable activities demonstrate6 caring and

respect for the relationship. This willingness to invest

also relieves the pressure for instant success and expresses

confidence in future growth.

3. Exploration and risking together develop1 a sense of belcing_44g

that comes from struggling together. Exploring situations,

problems, and tasks together exposes humanness (imperfections)

and integrities (strengths).- This shared exploration builds

the founda on for nonthreatening fnvolvement in other situations.

An accomp shment reached together also ppz)vides evidence of

strength and justification for further involvement.

4. Providing opportunities for choice manifests confidence 3/n the

ividual's ability -to behave responsibly. 'Indiyiduals are (

pe mitted, within limits, to, make, decisions and to be account-
41

able for these decisions.



A
5. faith in the benefits of personal and social interest encourages

. 4

acceptance and appreciation of the uniqueness of individuals.

Approaching individuals with the attitude of "what is there about,

this person that-I Can find interesting" results in natural,

honest, no- manipulative reaction. Faith inthe premise that.

every human being'is interesting and worthwhile allows relation-

ships to be'natural and role free.

'Cooperation, an Alternative to Competition.

The belief in the quality of all is often distorted, If not com-
.

pletely destroyed; by the highly competitive nature of the educational

system. .Competition is. usually justified as a necessary means to motivate

children'eo learn and to perform. Competition does motivate; it serves

to motivate the elite -few eo higher achievement and 'reinforces the

Students' toncert for selfish interest's, personal glory and status, and

disregard for the next fellow who is pushed down by the ambition of the,

successful. On the other hand, competition.motivates the loser to with-

draw, avoid, hate school, and drop out.

'Grading, promotion,Janking, tracking, and labeling in schools all

pits one person against another. This competitive relationship is not

necessary in order to educate children and, in fact, may be detrimental

to the education and mental health of the majority. The'failure exper-

ienced in competition leads to

problem behavior and-further dibu,

, in turni leads to

emenf Feelings ofsmist'rust,

ti



hate, and suspicion are reinforced.

Cooperation is an alternative to competition. In the classroom

this means consideration\for the rights and interests of others while

standing up for One's own rights. It also means accepting responsibility

for one's own behavior and achievement, regardless of what otl rs do.

In a cooperative classroom, teacher and students plan and work

toward indiyidually established goals. Achievement is measured through

eindividual child's rate of progress rather than through _comparigiOn
.

with other children. Labeling and rank-ordering are eliminated andA

mistakes and "wrong answers" are Teplaced with a nonjudgementa/l "try again"

.climate. Children are encouraged to be-supportive and helpful.to each

other -and are given opportunities to assist one another.
4

A cooperative atmosphere develops feelings of trust, respect,

commitment, and confidence. In such a climate, ildren find significance

in positive behaviors such as involvement, cont ibution, and responsible-

-ness. In contrast, if we permitcompetition to be our primary means of

motiation, tae will eventually pay the price in persons attempting to bez

significant in non-productive ways such as illness, vandalism, suicide,

dropping out, and drug abuse.

Practical Applications: The Right to Make Mistakes

The concern for perfection leads to discouragement and often to

problem behavior. Intellectually may acknowledge that perfection i

not possible, but practically we continue to expect it, and strive after"
4
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it especially in our schails' This unrealistic expectation manifests

itself in the fear of making, mistakes. Making a. mistake is interpreted,

as a,sign of inferiority, not being good enough, and not measuring, up.
4

This leads to feeling degraded, a lose,of respect for self and lose
.

belief in one's own ability. A preoccupation with the importance of

0
mistakes dev elops, and we'cah no longer take errors in stride4 Con-

seciUentfy, we become more prone to *king mistakes. Our oVeiconcern
. g

with'iaking a mistake and our.fear that we might make a mistak , set

thd stage for doing so, reinforcing the probability of mistake making

in the ,future.

Intentionally"or unintentionally,'the routine of our schools rein-
...,d

rF

forces these false beliefs. In the majority.of tests given to students,

the final mark.does'not depend on how much the student knew, but on how

many mistakes were made. If a mistake was made, the student is expected

to focus on it regardless 'of how much was contributed on other

parts of the examination. Mistakes determine,the value. Both at home

and.at school, children find that what they did ong and what they could ,

do wrong are constantly being pointed out to them. We impress uaon

them their deficiencies and their limitations while at the same we wish

to drive them on to be much more than they can be. In this way v?V_Ify

wittingly add to the already tremendous discouragement of our children.

For every one child who studies and 'growskand learns and applies,hith-

self, driven bx this fear of not being good enough, there are literally

) )
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thoUsand wholgive Lip trying to be goad anardmportant as parent and teacher
-:,

. -. . .
,

.

.
,.

_ .

[ want, and switch.Aaz,useless behavior. Sacieti'vafTer the consequences.
4 I

in vandalism, lailurei'violence,'noninvolvement, and crime.

- 0

A qbarke'of focus is needed to'offst thisproblem. Wehave.to

minimize the mistakvi that'childrenmake.and emphasize all the, good

t.

6 /

thinga, not which they could da,.but which they do*do.--.1Children need to
i

provided with ample opportunities to experience their own strengths,

InadditiOnl. teachers and other adulti 94n proMote positive attitudes''
I, -

toward mistakes though personal example and thaugh direct teaching.

When an adult is:unafraid to adknowledge his or her own mistakes and uses

them as opportunities..for-further "learning, children may learn to acceptv'
,the4r oWli.more readily and.tolkake advantage of them. This philosophy

v 4,

should else, J fostered through teaching t1e concept hat mistakes ere
.

.

teppin4stones fargiow'fh;\they indicate. tl e appropriate direction far
.

f°

futur/e learning. When-this philosophy cha cterizes teacher -child inter-
( , . )

.:, .,

.actions, and when teachers use the process f encouragement in the
. .

,
.

classroom here will be less failure And fewer behavibr problems.

1 rz-
, ,

4 I
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4' BEHAVIOR, 'CHANGE

Psychological Education provides children witp th tools to get
12.

alo with others,'to understand their own and others' behavior, and

hange their aril! behavior.. In. order to_t these latter tale; oVet

o children for their
I
own use we AS'educat s need to understand the'

3:

'techniques of behavior change.

, .

-Behairior change is a major foen-of education. For example4, we

r

-51

attempt, to change children's behavior toward books by teaching them to

'read. We change their attitude.toward the world.around them by teaching

them gaence. We also attempt to teach children to behave differently

toward each other, ourselves, and toward the tasks we ask them to try.

,This'lacter kind of be viOr change is often the most difficult to accom-
:, ,

plith. Exampleg''of,this i,a of behavior change would be encouraging a
I

Child to stop fightingi to stop lying, to b in doing homework, to sit

in A chair long enough to complete a written assignment, lid to uge

non-foul language.
.

. '

.

Whenever we attempt to change a child's behavior? we are modifyifig

-!-

avior.' The means.by which we,dothis is really behaVtor modific tion
f

(; '

,'"" f.'\.whatever else we'-might call e.g. teachin g, reward, punishment, etc.\\\
In order to be,,really effective. behavior changers ourselves, or'to be

4
,

.

,

.- b.
. effeCtive behavior:changer teadbers, we need, the basic hderstanding of4-

A

I

soMe,behavior change or modiification,concepts.

No atteinpt is made here to tompletefy explain behavior modification; ("7
a
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4,

thepe frre many good .sources of reference.for the person Who:Wents.a total

t

ttkiory and techniques. What isdiscussion of behavior modification
. '

presented here represents the basic understanding necessary for th4 edu-

cator who wishes to use and teach behavior change techniques to children

9.
Reinforcement

-, -

';\

,

The terboureinforcement"-is broad since it'. refers toany'process.

.

or consequence of a response That is likely to affect its future occur-

rerice. There are several kinds/Of reinforcement: positive reinforcement,

uyi are pshment, and negative reinforcement. -There ae rimarY and seconda
. .,.

.

reinforcers and self-reinforcement.

Positive reinforcement occurs when a reward i presented fQ1lo4ing

a desired,behavicir. -/

Punishment' occurs when reward' iswiti6drawn or when punish

spanking, is presented. A

7 Negative reinforcement occurs when punishment is withdrawn.
4

Primary reinforcers:ar0-§ubstances or activities that meet/iologicaL

needs such as food, water, freedom ofMa1vement, etc.,

Secondary reinforcers are kibgtanees or activities that have acquired

I 'reinforcement (alue. --Illese can be anything since any stimulus that

is paired lith and ocurs prior to a primaryrreinforcer can acquire

reinforcement vale. Money is a good example of e secondary'

'

g
reinforcer.

I,

Self-re pforcetent refers to images, thoughts,, and ecalled e5cper-

A ,

1 kJ
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iences that have positive an' negative associations. for.
4

dusk

e following sectioron punishMent may help to make c r the,distinC- ,

. 4

rtion between positive and negatiVe reinfoicement and punishment.

(Punishment

Punishment or the threat of punishment'is viewed' by.most pdt.entli,r
andvfeadhers as a bonafide method to be urd tomOtivate

<-._ -/this maybe tne expresdedC purpose for usinit punishment molt
1
benertts of--

lo
- 4,

punishment relate directly to tSose d4ng ehernishIng.T Following ate
_ . . . .p.

I

hildren. While

some direct benefits for teachers'andk parg,Itgi- to use punishMent:

f from current discomfo5tC.
(1(

see immediat e effects.,

-We relt.

-We.gan

can take less time.

-We get a feeling of bein$ in cOntrol.
v-,

r 1, '

-We have a simple, concrete action plan.

:1117Paren'ts and teachers get Teinforced f r4using punishment becave

prvides temporary relief from uncomfortable 'situations and it allows
.,

*)

to maintain a fee144g of worth as we becoMe 41 '40. ary locus of con-
,). , ..._ , .

t 61. .Often we use .punishment as a of"gett).n even (retaiation)
,. ,

and threat that we adults are siAferingfir` the pain, frustration,

What does punishment -or tithe threat of punishMent do for the child?.,.1101,

Imagine the situation of the-parents who try to teach their, child mainly

by scolding rather than,by- encouragement. Theghild misbehaves, they

catch him or Yr And scold him or her,'and he or she stops for now.

4. 4
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Scolding_and criticizing Seem to 174k. The parent is reinforced fur

scolding. by the child stopping his or her misbehaviorfor awhile.

Parents are being reinforced for scolding. The very same bbhaviors tbey

do not want'may be incx'eased. Ittwill then,be necessary to scold'more.

Hollering, nagging, and screaming are ways that parents are paying

attention to their child. If the 'child wants "attention", and nagging

t

is "attention", then the child is being reinforced for his or her mis-

behavior. This fulfills the child's purpose. Remember, all behavior,

whether' appropriate or inappropriate, if reinforced, will tend to be

repeated.

There are other negatives associated with the punishment process.

Negative reinforcement results from the threat of punishment. Negative

reinforcement is when a person does something to remove the possibility

or existence of an unpleasant experience. If you say to the child,

"Stop that or I will spank you" and the child knows you mean it, he will

stop whatever he or shealla
1NV

doing to avoid the unpleasant and painful

experience of spanking. Negative reinforcement encourages avoidance

behavior. If the child knows the threat of punishment exists for a cer-

tain behavior the child w.111 avoid behaving that way; he or she is thus

indirectly reinforced for this avoidance by not having to experience un-

pleasant consequences.

Negative reinforcement is obviously different from positive rein-

forcement. The former encourages avoidance behaviors which may or may



wit be good if the child avoided the unpleasant consequences by run-

"ning away from home this would not be good); the latter encourages thec.

des .red behaviors because of predictably pleasant consequences which en-
/

,courage the behavior to 'be repeated.

Negative reinforcement is the result of the threat of, punishment

while'punishmeni is the actual presentation of an unpleasant consequence

far inappropriate behavior. Punishment leads)to escape behavior (i.e.

after spanking, the child_may decide to escape the whole affaii by running

away t withdrawini$ from social contact to another part of the house or

neighborhood). Now both negative reinforcement and punishment can lead

to snother,undesirable conseAmence=defensive reaction by an individual

(i.e. the `Child may learn to lie or blame others).

Thus,,the wrong use Of negative reinforcement, or punishment can lead

to:

1. avoidance behavior

2. escape behavior

3. defensive reactions

Parents and teachers should avoid physical punishment such as hitting

their children because they want to teach their child to come to them when

he or she needs help or has problems. The major effect of punishment is

to teach children to avoid and escape from those who punish. Some of the

avoidance and escape behaviors learned by children are:

CHEATING: avoiding the punishment that goes with being wrong.

ti

TRUANCY: avoiding or escaping the many punishments which go with
school failure, poor teaching, punitive achinistration of
school.
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RUNNING: escaping the many. punishments parents and teachers can use.

LYING: avoiding the punishment that follows doing something wrong.

SNEAKING: avoiding being-caught "misbehaving."

The use of vt aical forms pf punishment shows a child how to be

"aggressive to others, Children imitate or model what they see adults

doing Scientists have shown that childrep whose parents show tuch

aggression toward them in the form of punishment are more aggressive

with other children. In summary, punishment teaches negative attitudes

(hate and fear) toward the punishing person, as well as teaching children

to avoid persons in the future.

Reinforcers

The use of reinforcers with children in behavior modification

techniques in schools is mainly concentrated on secondary reinforcers.

These reinforcers can be concrete objects such as toys, gum or candy,

praise or affection, or a generalized reinforcer such as money or

tokens which can purchase concretereinforcers of various values or such

non-concrete rewards as time with a person, ptiiticipation in.an activity,

etc. The Lollowing examples of use of reinforcers to change childrep'
4-

behavior make use of both attention and tokens for behavior change

purposes. Examples of the use of reinforcers in changing children's

behavior follow,-

. ) ,,
A- I
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Modification of Aggressive and Disruptive Behaviors

Purpose: To divert attention to the children who have been assaulted.

Age/Grade.: 4 and 5 year old youngsters.

' Description:

Materials: A card to record a boy's frequency of hitting, kicking,
spitting, and running off with other children's toys.

Method: 1. On the first day of modification the teachers were instructed
to give'their undivided attention to the child who had been
assaulted, while keeping their backs to the misbehaving boy.
Nine episodes of aggressive behavior were tallied on this day.

2. During the next 11 sessions, there was a marked decrease'(an
average of three per session).

3. During/the twelfth session there was an upswing to seven-
. episodes. There was then a gradual decrease.

4. A zero rate was recorded for the remainder of the session.

a, -
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Token Reinforcement Program

'Purpose: To reinforce the class.rules, quality of parti)-
ipation in clasd discussion[ and/or accuracy of spelling and
arithmetic work.'

Age/Grade: Applicable to many agelgroups by changing types 9f reinforcers used:

Description:

Materials: 1., Points or tokens for each child.
2.' A variety of reinforcers such as candy, pennants, dolls,

comics, etc. so that at least one item would be a reinforcer
for each child.

Method: T.1. Establish classroom rules rd work standards to be reached.

2. Child chooses reinforcer he wants to work for.

3. Performance rated at set times during the dai.

4. Points or tokens given according to rating achieved.

5. Child is given chosen reinforcer if he has earned it or goes
on to work for more points or iokenS.

Comments: Before instituting this procedure the teacher must establish
methods she will use in evaluating behavior, values to be'given
tokens and prizes and times during the day when ratings will
be taken and reinforcers awarded. A chart stating all the
terms involved might be posted to avoid confusion. Care will
need to be taken to avoid as much subjectiveness as possible.
Token reinforcement programs are more effective for some children
than for others, but they are relatively easy to modify to
meet different situations and differedt groups.

4 , )
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Token Reinforcer System

Purpose: To improve reading still

Age/Grade: Junior high age. /.

Description:

7

For each readi g lesson successfully completed the student
is rewarded with tokens. Three types of tokens suggested!
Blue: 1/10 c
Yellow: 1/5 dent 0
Red: 1/2 een.

Tokens may bs used to purchase desired rewards: candy bars,
r soder fruit, /free time, library time,'games, etc.

Materials: 1. Tokens
2. Reading lists or words to learn-(flash cards)
3. Stories using words learned from reading lists

Method: 1. For each new_yrd learned: blue token is given.

2. For each word used in sentence correctly: yellow token.

3. Each reading lesson successfully completed: 10 red tokens.
. : \

Comments: As the word list becomes more difficult, a greater number of
tokens may be/given as a bonus. Caution should be taken to,
specifically defin what is meant by "learned." For example,

eA/it might m n that the child recognizes the word on a card
five days in a row. Be certain the teacher and child agree
on what is expected of the child in order to ern he token.

1
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Self- reinforcement

Self-reinfotcement meets the) goals of psychological education the

best of any kind of_reinforcement since it turns the power of control

over to the person being controlled, the child. In addition, it appears

to be effective in that seleadministered reinforcements seem to increase

or inhibit the performance of behaviors. ResearAers have shown that self-

administered reinforcements may be more influential, in some situations,

than externally administered ones. An effective means of teaching 'self -/

reinforcement strategies to children is through identifying rei

Pf

orcers,

charting behavior, and contracting with groups, individuals, and self.

Step one

Identifying reinforcers is accomplished by several means:

1. haversomeone obserlYe the child to determine what he or she will

work for

2. have the child 'erve" him or herself to what he or

she likes to do or will work for

3. interview the child to determine what or who rei, ')rces him or her

4. interview the parents or anyone who spends time with the child

concerning his or her preferred rewards

Step two

Identifying behavior to be changed is the next step. This can be

done by allowing the child to set a goal or by allowing a peer or adult ,

to make suggestions for behavior that needs changing. Then the behavior

must be charted to determine how often it occurs and whether or not the

- 203



reinforcement is working., Sometimes merely charting the behavior will

decrease it.

Charting is done by determining exactly what the behavior is and by

counting its occurrence over a specific period of time. The following

lesson 4n charting will serve to illustrate fps use:

(2

it 1

r
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Counting Behaviors That' Occur at High Rates

Description: (1) Categories should be definediahead of time as concrete
or obtervable behaviors.

Cpncrete Behaviors

(a) tardy to class
(b) , not completing ass, gnments
(c) throws away incomplete papers
(d) talking out
(e) banging on desk
(f) gets out of his seat '..-

(g) throwing paper
(h) poking others
(i) smart talk

Not Concrete

(a) day dreaming
(b) SloppY work
(c) frustration Ct.

(d) inferiority complex
(e) lazy
(f) insecure behavior

k

(2) A'specific time during the day is set up to observe
behayiors. (Accurate recordings can be made by recording
the first five minutes of each hour, fifteen minute
blocks three times a day, or 1/2 hour each day.)

(3) Recordings of the number of times,,e4aviors are taken
during this specific time. This is/done for several
days (baseline recordings) and aie,recOrded.

(4) Tr22Anent procedure is used by teacher.

(5) Recordings are aigain_taken and rate is computed to
determine'if tbor count is lower.

)

,)
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Directions: Think
WETMEW-Tomething
gOod job. lie sure'

. diked to cont how
ifig others, hitting
down, being bossy,

When you have chose
when you can:Watch
bAiS rip, etc, . If

be very helpful.,

I

of a peIrs0 you see often either at° school or 4thote 4

that seer to interfere with being liked or ding a
to.select Ibehavior you can see because you 'will be
many times ,it hgppens. Examples might be:, interrupt-
, making faces, talking back, arguing t Putting people
being.bodsed by others, 'etc. -i .---.......-

n a person and a behavior, choosd.a time of the day:.
them every day; ths&Qould be at -recess, teqltime,
you can find more than.one time day4 that would'

.

What you are learning to do is take a baseline of-the person's one in-,
effeictive behavior-. Remember, you can only deal with one behavior at
a time.

2Watch the person during the times you have chosen for at least 10 times.
Make.a mark in the box for pie observation,ach time your person'does
the thing you are watching for. There is an example done for you.

EXample: Person being dbserved Jim

A
I

f

I II III
-----1-

VI'!! VII

I j

Behavio/ hitting

VIII IX ' X
f

4
The next step is to make a baseline chart like the one shown below.
Simply record the number of times your person did the behavior you are
observing:on the graph and connect the Lines. You have a pattern of
the person's ineffective behavior.

10

9
8

7

6

00 5

.r.9 4

4.,1 3

M 2

1

Baseline Chart

111411___
WISLIINIMAIIIMINIA

1111111=1
111
MIMI

WAMIIVAIIIIIMINVI

immloorminMMINIFIDTANIMMINII
-4/111

0 2 3 4 5 7 ;8 9

Ob'ie'rvation 'umber

If)
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Contras ing (or behakiorange.an be acLMiilishecUthrough imak.pg

an agreement witfi a group,"wIth another individull, or with:one's sel

The latter type ti contracting is most consistent adith tpd\ goals o
/ 4'

ipsychologiCal
,

education but ft is efficient to use tie others to each

cOntract4n,to stpdents. The support of a, group effort iatorten advan-
f ,_ : y

.

. \,

tageaits in,"motivating studentS:,t2
r
enter into contracts. Once the student

e. . --7--

understands the power and control he or she has ov his or her on be-
"

rhavior such supportive motivation is usually not neceSsary.

o 04'
The sample group

)
contract is included to illustrate the use of

A
group contracting and group sap ort for behavior change:

\

're-;
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e
r Sample

,i .

GROUP CONTRACT FORM

1 '

C

0
,

agree to times n minutes. ,

, 'limbet(- #

ct

I agree to
s i

,

, II

im.....-

minutes.
,c, Membeel

.
, 0

,

,

f agree4to tima.in m1tes.11MI.P.
A!..n.k

Member

!

agree to

Member

agree to timeein, minutes'.

agree to. times in minutes,

Member
)

10\

timed ininute,

We'understani that when each pf us completes hisher agreement, helping others complete

theirs is expected. ,We undelitand that if eac

r

f us complets his/her contract within

4"

the time agrees upon, we may all

\
'Name the agreed upph rei forcer here,

, agree to provide group reward which lhe gioup will
Group dir

II
,

dhoose when all have completed their contracts within the stated time. The duration of I'
,

.

4

the reward time is
I, minutes. f



The followig

"14. in performance

tradting.

contracting lesson. and Kit spegify goalSof contract-

terms and provide the mater41s7ior:grrying out.Con7

°` The main criteria-to

.

reMeMber for contracting are stated in the Kit

and are the keys- to SnctesSfulcontra4ing:F011Ong fhe
. -

lesson and Kit is "a sample self, h.contract -ihset

0

N

1.4

copstriKt.malcAng,
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Contract Making_in Small groups

Goal; C. individuals will-devilop wri ing heh vior.changa -
ontracts with groups, with anothe in ividu ,.and,for self.

11V A

DeveloPmentaI Objective: .C.Z.3 liqdiyiduals.w111 demo strate ways to
wr4eibAkairior Chang Ontracts with
anoeher individual.

f

'Performance _Objective: .d. Individuals' will whether they will
take onehe roles of cd tractee or contractOrs-
in a,behavior change co iract with allotber

b.
T\

Indiyiduals are able to( identify a specific
behavior to,be`changed and Write ,that as part
of a behavior change contract with'another
individual.

l-c. Individuals are able to identify specific
reinforcers and write those as parts of a -

behavior change contract with another indiViduel.
d. Individuals are able to set specific frequency

limits and time-limits and write those as
parts of a behavior change contract with
another individual.

e. Individuals are able to set periodic contract,
review sessions and write those as,part of
a behavior change contract with another
individUal.

f. Individtials are able to successfully carry'
out, either as contractees or contractors.,
the terms of the behavior change contract
written.

Materials and ResourcesF 1) Agreed upon reotrd for group contract
completion.

2) ContraCt-making Kit.

Procedure: 1. Hay each-person decide whether to be a contractor or
contractee in writing a behavior change contract.

2. Pass out the Contract-making Kit'to each pair of
students. Explain the contract making process step by

asststep and assio.4" the students to prepare a contract and
carry it p6ugh in the next week to ten days. That is,
the 'ontract they make needs.to be a short-term contract.

()
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i

ptations: If group members show sufficient understanding of and
enthusiasm foi the contracting idea, the leader may want
them to each enter into a.contract as a contractor and

'as a contracts*. Slower students may need to meet in
pairs with the leader for guidance in constructing con-
tracts.

Evaluations: Evaluation/of the material in this lesson will be in the
successful completion of the contract by both contractor
and contractee.

V".

0
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Contract-Making Kit

Needed: One contractor or person who agrees to help another person make
a contract to change behavior or do spmething he/she wants to do.

One contractee or person'who wants to make a contract to change.
behavior or do somebhinghf/she wants to do.

Steps to follow: tifc

1. Choose a task, behavior, or activity that the c1ontractee wants or
neisdet.,to..-diftfirciider to be more effective. or to get along better
etc. Be very specific.

2. Choose a reward. The Self-Reinforcer Identification,Sheet or the
Interview; Format from Seminar, III, Group Meeting 2, might be useful
in identifying the reward for the contractee.

3. Write the Contract, using one of the sample forms found in this Kit.

4. Follow these rules if you want to succeed in contracting:

Take time to write the contract down; that way no one can claim
lack.ofunderstanding and it will help both contractor and con-
tractee remember what was agreed to.

b. Be yERY SPECIFIC: Check here

Contracted Behavior agreed to?
Who?

'0 What?

When?
How well?
Are exceptions stated?

Rewdrd agreed to?
Who?
What?
When?
;Vow-much?
'Review date set?

ti

Yes' No



c.. The contract should be stated in terms of- If Joe does this,
. he gets this. NOT If Joe does not do this, he does not haVe

$o stay in on Friday night.

d. The reward should be fair and should be giveh on time.

e. Both the contractor, and the contractee shopld only sign the
contract IF they'are certain they, can deliver what is promised.

f. If the contract is not working, CHANGE IT!

Good Luck!

O
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(I/We),

CONTRACT

(who)

(I/WO will

does what)

This job Will be considered successful

.4.

hereby declpre that

4

(how well)

(signed)

For the successful completion of the above job you may

(rew rd)

Date Signed

Review Date

Date Cothpleted

4

15igned)



CONTRACT

ar..1=

Who I

TASK

rmarn
What:

When:

I

4.1

llovi Well:

J.

Who:

What:

When:

liEWARD

4

How MucL:

ign Here:

Sign Here:

Review Date r

TASK RECORD

e,)

Date:

%ate:

4

) , )
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I, Jack CassidV,\a student in the fifth `grade at Kennedy' School
.

agree one MOndiay,#,Febtuary 28,.1977, to'acceOt completely the terms of
thiscontratl for purposes of improving my spelling grade. '

.
.

,

In.or4ei to reach this.'goal, 1 agreeoto study my spelling lessons
by using the? following fiire. steps:, /

4,1

-k. I will look at the word, pronounce it co4ectly, and use it fin
a sentence.

/

a) Positive Reinforcement: Each time I do this step -for,:,a
word I will place a check mark in the appropriate box.

) Negative Reinforeement: Each time I do'not do this step
for a word I will not be ableto place a check mark in
the box, and I must repeat thiststep to myself.

2. I will say the word syllable by Syllable,'4ellthe word orally,
and trace the word in the air.

a) Positive Reinforcement: .Each time I go this step for a word
I will place a check mark in the box.

Negative Reinforcement: Each time do not do this step I
will not be able to place a 'check ma in the box, and I
must repeat this step to myself.

3. I will close my eyes and see the word in my mind's eye. I will I)

spell it orally, then open my eyes to see if I am correct.

a) Positive Reinforcement:. Each time I do this step for a word
I will pla4e a check mark in the box.

Negative Reinforcement: Each time I do not do this step for
a word I will not be able to place a Check mark in the b9e,
and I must repeat this step to myself.'

4'. I will write the word correctly from memory, then check to see
if I am Correct. ,.

.4.-
... A .

.

a) Positive Reinforcement: Each time I do this step for a word
I will place a check mark in the Vex.

b) Negative Reinforcement: Each time I do not do this step for
A word I will not be ableto place thArk in the box,
and 1 must repeat this step to myseil.af.
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I will cover the word-and then write it. If I,am correct, I
will, cover it and write it two mare times.

a) Positive Reinforcement: Each time I do this otep for a
word I will place a,check mark in the box.

.

b) Negative Reinforcement: Each time I do-not do this step
for a word I will not be able to place a Check mark in
the box and I must repeat this step to Myself.,

When a page of five words is completely checked and I am able to
spell correctly each page of, filie words, I will be able to spend twty
(20) minutes during school time anyway I like.

When I do not.have a CenrAetely checked page, or I am not able to
spell all five words correctly, I must repeat these words accordingly
to the f(ve steps until all are rechecked and I can spell them correctly.

.

My teacher, Mr. Min(); grees. to -veiify the spelling of each page
o five words, and to alio me to spend my twenty (20) minutes zany way
\I like. ,

. .

,

This contract, will last for two weeks, terminating on Monday, March °
13, 19770 and will be re-evaluated,at the end of this time to determine
if I shduld continue working on my spelling'or start working on another
school subject.

r
e.

. i
.

\-.
.

) Signed:

Signed:.
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Once children understand how to get Slowith alhers, and under-
.,

.

.i

stand their own and others' behavior, they can learn to change their

own behavior.

ing with A g oup, self, or others. In order to do this, reinforcers

must be Idsn fied, th behavior to7be changed must be identified,

that behavior' t be counted and]Charted, and :enaaitzactneeds to be

'effective way of changing behavior is through don ract-

written and agreed to. \\

-;-4")A compleOlsection ofiriis and objectives relevant to changing

behavior.follows and completes this area.'of psychological education.

I
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. .Ihdividuals will develop basic skill inAdentifying neffective -
behaviors and more effective behaviors to replace t em'both in

. selves In4 in others.

1.1 Individuals will be aware,of ways to indenflfy-in-
effective bth#ior.

1

a. -Individuals 'are.' able to define ineffective
- behavior as behavior that elicits feeling of
,annoyance, anger, a need tolget even, hope-
, lessness or wanting to give up.

'jib. Individuals are able .to recognize ineffective
behavior.

. / Individuals are. able to define cbaseline-chart
as a pictUre graph of,the number of times some-

. one performs a specific ineffective behavior.

4
d. Individuals are able to recognize a baseline

chart_when they see one.

A
tirade.

LSVel.

Grade:.

Level,

y. 5

Grade
Level

6

1.2 Individral will ,understand ways to identify in-
effective behav r. 4

a. Individuals 'are able' to explain how_t determine
when a behavioi-is ineffective. , =

b. Individuals are able to provide examples of
ineffettive behaviors.

c. Individuals are able to explain how to create a
baseline chart.

d. Individuals are able to provide examples of
hypothetical baseline charts.

1.3 Individuals will demonstrate ways to identify in-,
effective behavior. ,

e

INP

a. Individuals are able to pinpoint specific
- ineffective behaviors that others perform. -

b. Individuals are able to count the number of
times another person performs,a spetific
ineffective behavior.

c. Individuals are able to create a baseline chart,
graphing the number of times another person .

performs a specific ineffective behavior.
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dl Individuals are able to pinpoint Specific
ineffectiVetehaviors whibh they.theelves
perform.

e. 'Individuals are able to 'count the number of
times they perforM a specific ineffective .'

/.behavior. .

f. Individuals are able' to create a baseline chart,
graphing the number oftimes their own in-
effective behavior occurs,

s
Grade:.. 2.1 Individuals will be aware of more effective behavrox5
Level to replace ineffective ones.

4
40'

Grade
Level q replaceineffective-Ts.

a.

6

iIndimdualp.argable to identify an inef ect ve
behavilorL ,

b. Individuals are able to identify a more effective
behovior that Is incompatable withan ineffective
behavior.

2.2 Individuals will unde7istand more behavfors

5 .
(: a. ,Individuals are able to provide example of

ineffective beha lors.
7-.

b. Individuals are ble to provide examples of
more effective ehaviou that are incomp table
w th the ineffebtive, lehillis.

Grade. 2.3 Indio duals will demonstrate' identification of more
Level- -

effective behaviors to replace ineffe6tive on =...

6 a. IndividUals are able,ixo pinpoint specific
ineffective behaviors in others-a d themselves.

b. Individuals are able to specify eeffective
. behaviors that are incompatable with ineffective

behaviors in others and themselves.

B. Individuals will develop skill in identifig specific reinforcers
for selves and others.

Grade
Level

4

1.1 Individuals will be aware of ways df identifying
specific reinforcers for others.

,



Individuals- are able to define reinfqrcers as
things, activities,.positive'inferac,xiops, and
elings of---werth-and-esteem-that-enourage a

rson to repeat A specific behavior.
b. I' ividuals are able to recognize the two

typ of reinforcers:
,' 1) concrgte (i.e., tokens,-food, toys,
l activities, efc.):'

2) encouragement' (i.e., focusing on assets
and Strengths to-build self -donfidence,and

*- self-esteek.)
c. 'Individuals are\able to recognize that observing

is a way'Of identifying reinforcer's.
d. Individ als are able to recognize that inter-. -,

?

. , viewing is a way !f identifying reinforcers.
*,

"-Grade'
Laves.

5-

se

Grade
Level

6

A , -

1:4. Individuals will understand-ways of identifying
aQecific reinfOrcers for others.-

. -

a. Indi iduals are able to provide-examples of
reinf rcers.

b. Indi iduals are able toNexplain that there are
two types of reinforcers:
1) concrete (i.e., tokens, food, toys, activities,

etc.)
2 encouragement (i.e., focusing on assets and

strengths to build self-confidence and self-
esteem.)

c. Individuals are able to provide examples of\
observation

'

as a way of identifying reinfOrceka,
d. Individuals-ar able to kovide'examples of'

interviewing aq a way of identifying reinforcers.

1.3 ,,Individuals will demonstrate ways-of idAtifying
specific reinforcers for olhers.

a. "Individuals are able to obser47e others as a
means of identifying their reinforcers.

b. Individu is are able to interview others as
a means f identifying their reinforcers.

c. Having list of specific reinforcers foi
anothe person, individuals are able to divide
the re nforcers into two categories: 1) concrete
reinforcers and 2) encouragement reinforcers.
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Grade

Level
2.1 Individuals will be aware of ways of identifying

specifie.reinforcers themselve

4 a. Individuals are able to recognize that writing
dovn things they like, things they do, Enkd:
things they -like others to do for them are
ways of identifying reinforcers.

,b. Individuals are able to recognize that their
own reinforcers Can,be identified by asking

A (others to Observe -them: .

1

Grade

Level
2.2 Individuals will understand ways of identifying.'

specific reinforcers fpr themselves,

. 5

.1.

a. Individuals are able to'provide examples 6f
ways they can identify their own teinfoMers.
(i.e. writing down things they like, things
they do, and things they like other to do ,

for them.)
..5

.

( Individuals are able to proVide c.amples of
1 observation by others as a means of identifying

-

7 ,
their own reinforcers.

ter ' '
f (

2.3 Individuals will demonstrite wayepf identifying

.
specific reinforcers4for themselvv. , .00

a. Individuals are able to(( identify their own
:teinforcers by wiitinedown things they like,
.things they do,'and things7 ey like others
to do for thmd.,

b. Individuals are'able to ask others to obseiVe
thed as a means-of identifying their own re-
inforcers.

.C. ,Individuals will, develop skilllitwritin; behavior change contracts
with groups, with another individual,/ for eelf.

_
-

Grade

_Level./
1.1 Individuals will be aware of ways to write behavior

change contracts with groups.

4

C

a. Individuals are able to recognize that identi-
fying a specific personal behavior to be changed
is part of writing a behavior change contract
with a group.
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Grade

Level

5

Grade,

Level

fi.

i'b..'vAndividuals are able to recognize that helping
to identify a specific gronp reinforcer is part
of writng a hehavior Change contractth.,agroup.

c. Individpals aie'able *o recognize thatlelping
others reach-their goals is part of writing a

9 behavior change contract with a group.'
d.( Individualsare t © recognize that setting

specific frequency limits anditime limits are
parts ofilirritiN abehavior change contract with-

.."11 group. I..

1.2 Individutals .will'ulidersttyld ways' to writer behavior
change contracts Wilth groups:'

a. Indivi.duals are able to explain why ide
cation. of apecific.personal behavior an
important art of writing a behaidor change

I- contractiwi h agroup.
Indtv ual are able to explain why identifi--
catio la specific group reinfc.:cer is an
ha cart orwr tang a behavior change
nt c with a grow .

'individuals are able to explain why helping
others reach their goals, is bn important
part of writtfg-a behavior change contract with

,a group. Yk

a. Individuals, ail able to explain why setting-
. specific frequency limits and time limits are

important parts of writing a.behavior change
contract with a group.

F.
; c,

1.3 Individuals will demonstrate ways to write behavior
change contract with groups.

a. Individuals ate able to identify' a specific
personal behavior to be changed 'and write. th4/t ,

as part of a behav or change contract with a
, .group.

b. Individuals are'able to pinpoint a specific
group reinforcer and, write -that as,part-of a
behavior change contract With a group.-

4
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gkede
,Level

4

Grade
Level

c. Individuals tire able to specify how they can
help othars reach their goals and write that
as part of a behavior change contract with a
.group..

d. Individuals.are able to set specific frequency '
limits and :time limits and write those as parts

,,of a behavior change contract with a group.
Individuals are able to successfully carry (),t
the terms of the behavior change contract
written.

.1 vd4als will be aware of
cha )3e contracts with snot

..
s to write behavior,

ndividual.

"A.

a. Individ are able to recognize that they
may talaritt in a\behavior changelco tract
with another individual in one of two ways:
1) as contracteeswho are changing behaviors
or 2)- as the c ntractors who are reinforcing
another's be vior change.

b. Individua are ablito recognize that tdenti-
fying a specific behavior to be changed Is part
of writing a behavior change contract wITh
another individual.

c. Individuals are ableto recognize that the
.

identification of specific reinforcersjs 'part,
of,writing a'behavtor change contract with r

1another individual.
._

d; Individuals are able to recogn ize that setting
specific frequency limits and time limits are
parts o writing a behavior- change contractlist\

with anot er'individual.
_

e. Individuals are able to recognize that?the
setting of periodic contract review sessions
is part of writing a behavior change contract
with another individual..

2.2 Individuals will,understand ways to write behavior
. change contraFts with another individual.

a. Individuals are able to provide examples of
the two different ways they might take part in a

- V
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behavior change contract with another individual:
1) as contractees who are changing behaviors or
2) as the contractors who are reinforcing
another's behavior change.

b. Individuals are able to explain why identification
of a specific behavior to be changedmis an
important part of writing,a behavior change
contract with another individual.

c. Individuals are able to explain why identification
of specific reinforcers is an important part
of writing a behavior change contract with
another indiTuai.

d. Individuals a e able to explain why setting
sp4cific frequency limits and time limits are
important parts of writing a behavior change'
contract with another individual.

e. Individuals are able to/explain why setting 4
periodic contract review sessions is an important
part of writing a behavior change contract' with
another individual.

Grade 2r3 Individuals will demonstrate ways to write behavior
Level change contracts with anothei individual.

6 a. Individuals will determine whether they will

41 take on the roles of contractees or contractors
in a behavior change contract with another
individual.

b. Individuals are able to identify a specific
behavior to be changed and write that as part
of a behavior change contract with another

p' individual.
c. Individuals are able to identify specific re-

inforcers and write those as parts of a behavior
change'4contract with another individual.

d. Individuals are able to set specific frequency
limits and time limits and write those 4s parts
of a behavior change contract with another
individual.

e. Individuals are able to set periodic, contract
review sessions and write those as part of a
behavior change contract with another individual.
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Grade
Level

4

f. Individuals are ableto -successfully Carry out,
either as contiactees:or contractors, the terms
of the behavior change contract written.

3.1 Individuals. -tri e aware of ways to write behavior
change contractss°' or themselves.

a. Individuals are able to recognize that identi-
fying a specific personal 1?ehavior to be changed
is part,of.writing a behavior change contract_
for themselves.

Individuals are able to recognize that t*e.
identificationjof specific reinforvirs is part
of writing a behavior change contract foi-
themselves.

c. Individuals are able to recognize that setting
specific frequency limits and time limits are -

parts of writing a behavior, change contract for
themselves.

/
d. Individuals are able to r cognize that the setting

of periodic contract revie_ is. part of writing
a behavior change contract for themselves.

0
Grade 3.2 Individuals will understand ways to write behavior
Level change contracts for themselves.

5

Grade
Level

6

a. Individuals are able to explain why identification
of a specific personal behavior to be -changed is
an important part of writing a behavior change
contract for themselves.

b. Individuals are able to explain why the identification
of specific reinforcers is an important part of
writing a behavior change contract,for themselves.

c. Individual& are able to explain why setting
specific frequency limits and time limits are
important parts of writing a behavior change
contract for themselves.

d. Individuals are able to explain why netting
kperiodic contract reviews is an important part
of writing a behavior change contract for themselves.

3.3 Individuals will demonstrate ways to write behavior
change contracts for themselves.
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a. Individuals are able to identify a specific
behavior to be changed and writ that as patt
of a b4havior change contract f6r)'themselves.

b. Individuals are able to identify specific
reinforc'ers and wrIte those as parts of a

-,kbehavior change'contract for themselves.
c. Individvals are able to set specific frequency

limits And time limits and write those as parts
of a behaviot change contract for theMselves.

d. Individuals are able to sl4t. periodic contract
reviews and write those as parts of a behavior
Change contract for themsklves.

e. Individuals are ablieo secessfully catty
out the terms of the behavior change contract
written for themse
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ACHIEVEMENTOOTIVATIOW4 RESPONSIBLE ASSERTIVENESS
4.

.

Once children have acquired the tools to get along with others,

to understand whatever, and to change behavior, they are ready to

learn to integrate all of this into responsibility for their own be-

havior and control with it. This is the, next step in psychological

and deals with achievement Motivation which is accomplished

hrough re onsible assertiveness, rational emotive saderstandings4

elaxation t ining, systematic desensitization, and understanding
3

non-verbal communications as well as the six specific steps to achieve-
,

-ment motivation.
T

Ass7rtiveness Training Goals.
6

This facet of psychological education is based on the premise that

people can be of help to others only if they respect and care for them-

selves., PersonA who are responsibly assertive have learned how to

erbally_and nonvgrbally express their feeling,_ needs, or thoughts. The
A ,

responsibly assertive person, however, would never allow this' self-

expression to be at the expense of someone else's dignity'and self-respect.

Examples of assertiveness include knowing how'to give and receive

compliments, to express an opinion, to socialize comfortably, and to

sa9"no" when it is appropriate.

Persons who do not:demonstrate responsible assertiveness react to

others either non-assertively or aggressively. According to Cotler and

Guerra (1976), people:who reactFeither way often suffer from high

r)
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°. levels of anxiety, guilt, or deficiencies'An social skills. Non - assertive

persons hold emotions nside and as a consequenct'are often depressed,
0

have poor self-images, and see themselves at the,mercy of others. React"

ing to others in a non-assertive pattern often prodUces the followi

""*., tyRes of b aviors: (1) frequent insincere apologtzing, (2) diffic ty

in stating \n opiiiiion,or expressing an unmet need,' (3) difficulty in

accepting ongiVing a compliment, (4) uneasiness while socializing, and

(5)*uncomfortableness while expressing or owning thoughts and feelings.

v An aggressiie person may react in much the same way as the non-

assertive person, for a while. The aggressive individual "dams -up"

emotions and strong feelings. After an accumulation of such experiences,

however, the aggressive individual willlremove the dam and allow the

hostile feelings to.exnlode the next person who upsets him or her in

any way. This explosi, often physical as well as verbal. It is

true that the aggressive individual often gets more needs met than the .

non-assertive person; the differenc is that the meeting of those needs

is almost always at the expense of someone else's dignity and self-'

respect.

Bill of Rights for Childr-e Teaching children and letting them exper-

ienceience responsible assertiveness, that it is acceptable=#and even desire-

able to respect thems, yes and care for and about themselves, implies

that children as well as adults have specific right's. The following

list for children describes what c 41dren, as well as others, should be

z
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expect in then lationships with others.'
9

Thb right to be treated with respect.

The right to have, and express your own feelings and opiniqps.

-` The right to be listened to and to be taken seriously.

The right to get what you pay for..

The right to ask for information from professionals

The right to make-miStakes.

The,rightto choose not to assert yourself.

Also/With.maturity and,further training, children will be able to learn

how to accept the responsibilities that go with the next three rights.

The right to 'set your own ptioiities.

The right no say no without feeling guilty.

The riglokask for what you want.

itetermining Appropriateness of'Assertive Behavior. Among the rights

mentioned previously, was the right to choose not to assert oneself. An

important aspeCt of assertiveness training is that the student learn how

c.

s.

determine when it is appropriate to ure responsible, assertive be-

haviors.

The child needs gUidance intle4ning hOW to evaluate a situation.

If the occasion calls for encouraging more open and successful communi-

caion, expressing feeling of love or appreciation, reducing interper-

sonal tension, or increasing feelings of self-respect and dignity in

confrontations with others, then responsible assertion would be appro-

12.
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priar If, however, that behavior would demean the self-respect,and

dignity of the other person in any way of if the consequences of such

behavior wouldvield results that would be considered too punitive by

the assertor it would not be appropriate. Teaching children to asses§

a situation and estimate the possible consequences of assertive behavior

essential skills to develop in children when the emphasis is,on

responsible assertiveness.

Evaluating Present Assertiveness Behavior. To emphasize the personal

relevancy of responsibly assertive behavior in the lives of students,

a self-assessment of present assertive behavior needs to take place.

Such an inventory could be created easily by the group leader in one of

two ways.:

1) Statements describing characteristic behavior patterns of the

non-assertive person, the assertive person, and the aggressive person

could be listed. Next to each statement could be a series of boxes,

of which the student may check one. The boxes might be labeled "How

many times do you act this way? Never Sometimes Often Always"

1 1 1

2) Statements describing characteristic behaviors of a responsible

assertive, person could_be listed. The descriptions would range from

those assertive'behaviors_which require little risk to those which

require a much greater amount of risk-taking. A series of three boxes

cord be placed next to each statement and they might be labeled "I am

f ) ,
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uncomfortable with this,! I am somewhat comfortable with this, I am very

comfortable with this.)'-

If the Students have proceeded through the hi erarchial approach to

psychological education, e.g. communications training, understanding

-Pr-
behavior, changing behavior, they will be able to practice many of the

skills that-were learned in the previous phase concerning changing beg7

havior during training for responsible assertiveness.

Emotional Blocks,to' Assertive Behavior

I
There.are many philosophies as to the causeol emotional hlocks to

'behavior, but the one that seems to speak most effectively for the

purpose of this phase of psychological education is Albert T. Ellis'

tional Emotive Therapy.

Rational-Emotive Therapy is based upon the belief that emotional

disturbances are produced by our illogical, or false beliefs about how

we should behave in the social world. These false beliefs are indulcated

within us as a result of our ability to symbolioapy (linguistically)

introject our parents' attitudes and id--' 'Fv10, elves with the-, as well

as to introject the attitudes about ,ehave from those

ificant others'in our social envir, ot.

Much of our emotigns take the form of self-talk. The intensity of

our feelings and the directions that we take are determined by the kind

of self-talk we employ. That is, we usually employ either logical or

illogical self-talk. The self-talk is based upon the kinds of assumptions

9
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-Irsotts.

or beliefs we have about our conditions in the world and how the world

should behave in relation to us. Much of-what we call emotions, are

nothing more than a certain kind of bruised; prejudicial, or strongly

evaluative kind of thought about some event which directly or'indirectly

effects us.

Achieving control of our emotion& can be accomplished by rigorously

challenging our in;ernalized sentences and replacing them with more

ones. This entails changing our irrational belief structure and

replacing it with a more rational and relatively impersonalized belief

structure.

One way of startineto apntrol our emotions is to recognize the

maw-
irrational beliefs which usually lead to self-inhibiting and self-limiting

behavior. Once these irrational beliefs are recognized they can be

challenged with their \logical equivalents.

After students have realistically evfligated them.lveL, conching

their responsibly asset-Live behavior, they need to determine what

additional assertive behaviors they want to exhibit more frequently in

their daily living. The children then should be led through a close

examination of why these behaviors might not be allowed to show them-

selves in their lives. They learn to appl9lipthe ABC theory of emotions.

A Activity, action, agent

B Belief about the activity, action, agent

C Consequences of behavior and belief

tr

c)
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Children are asked to think of a situation (A)'.where they feel

unassertive - scared, frustrated, angry, helpless, etc. Label that

situation "A" and the feelings "C". Then, think about wh*at they say to
4

,make themselves scared or frustrated or angry.or helpless, etc. 'These are

the (B) beliefs that are keeping them from asserting themselVes.

The children can then fill in cartoon balloons with 'Scarifying

thoughts" and with "encouraging thoughts". In the Pit tion mentioned

above, students are able to think of suclrncouragineg thought8 as

"She-may be mad today, but she 11 forget about it tomorrow." Students

practice findtng "encouraging thoughts" in other situations in which

they wanted assertive. situations are ien ,le-played%

Relaxation P aining.

Psychological education groups R re ixat

.s

fining for respon-

sible assertiveness would then be involved in a two-fold learning pro-

cess: learning the art of relaxation and learning the process of imagery.

Children experience some degree of ttnsion. at one time or anothtr

in the elementary grades. This tension canieange from an'"uptighe

feeling right before given at oral book report to a generalized\ension

and worry throughout the day. Some children experience discomfort

during specific.subject matter periods, others when beginning a new

task, while others become upset after a correction from the teacher.

Pressure to succeed, to always be right, to be liked, to have appro-

val, or to cope with family Problems can produce tension in a child.

f) A ')
A.
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Taking a report card home foe parental approval May be an example of a

, .

A tension-producing

)(. Relaxation exercises des geed especially for children can help )
.

them'to become aware of,the feelings of body tension and provide skills

to reduce it. Childrah can be taught how to reduce their muscle tension;

this Efeems :reduce anxiety as wall.

gelaxation training can take place during individual or group

counseling sessions, in physical education classes, or in ,a regular

classroom setting.( Once children develop the skills, they.can relax,

ingi ,ier and thereby implement a higher degree

of self-control. If successful mastery of academic tasks. results from

relaxation training then perhaps a case could be made its effect on

improved self-conceptsas well.

.

The baglc relaxation mOthod itholves tensing the various muscle groups

of the body as kightly ap one can, holding and concentrating on the

tension for a few moMents, and then releasing and notintr the change.

While tensing any one area of thetbody, the rest of the muscleershould
4

remain as 'relaxed as possible.` With sufficient practice over a petiod

of time, the individual will be able to fully relax at will withinive

t&.ten minutes.

'.The relaxation exercise includes a general loosening up of the

major muscles, a tensing-concentrating-relaxing procedure involving the

different muscle groups, and deep breathing. The following, in order, is



ft,

a list of the muscle groupings included in the tensing- concentra g-

relaxing process. Even though these are labeled in groups, the actual

tensing procedure is done part by part i.e., face: brow, eyes; lower
a

facial - Muscles, lips , tongue .
fi

1. Hands, Arms, and Shoulders

2. 'Neck, Face, and Shoulders

3. Upper Back, Chest, Stomach, and. Lower tack'

4. 'Lower Back, Hips, Thighs, Calves, and Feet

tr ining children to relax various muscle groups, it is not

necessary that,theybe able to identify andalocate them. The use o

the child's fantasy can be incorporated intoithe instructi

manner that the appropriate muscle groups will automatically be used.

*Although'children will agree that they want to learn holy() relax,

they will not want to practice their ntly acquired skills under the

watchful eyes of their classmates. Fortunately, several muscle groups.

can be relaxed without much gross motor activity, and practice can go

unnoticed. It pleases some children to perform these exercises in class

and relax themselves without drawing the attention of those around-them :7'

The effects of this type of training can extend beyond the classroom.

Below is a relaxationjtcript designed for children in the intetme-

r.---
diate grades. This script is similar in design cAthose used with adults

(Carkhuff 1969; Lazarus 1971) but is intened to be more apikling to

children. It As likely that the scripts is equally appropriate for

() A
t
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children in the primary grades. Counselors are encouraged. to experiment

with it and to revise: and .extend it to include specific ftterests of

ch,ildren and nCorporate other muscle group's. Eight muscle group are

,inc14110 here. Other exercises can be developed to'work with upper

well as the flexing muscles in thefetand extending muscl s in the

thighs, upper arms, and different muscles around the face a d

le ,

neck as

I a

\a;

hands.

".>

In working with this script it is recommended that no more than

fifteen minutes be deyited to the exercises at any one time. In the

initial training sessions dren are leSrning a new concept and

('
new material. Two or three s cri't sessions per c4eek will help to estab-

lish these new behaviors. Aside from theoretfcYal considerations, it is

-//
just too hard for some children to keep -their eyes closed for more than

fifteen minutes. Later sessions serve more to maintain the skills and

provide a foundation for work in other areas,. This kind of /Lssion can

follow a weekly pattern with ten or fifteen minutes devoted to relax-

ation, the remainder of the time to be spent on other things.

It should be noted that many of the; instructionsshould be repeated

many more times than are indicated in the script and that such repetitions

have been intentionally deleted. Each child or group of children is

unique. Timing and pacing must follow the individual' pattern created

in the specific situation. One word of caution requires consideration:

Children tend to "get into" this type of experience as much or more

(
A
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than adults, and they are

ends abruptly. Preparing

O

likely to be a bit disoriented if the-session

children to leave the relax/ ed state is just as

impprtant as proper introduction and timing.

/
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A Relaxation Training Script

Introduction

Today we're going to do some special kinds of exercises called
"relaxation exercises:" These exercises help you learn.how to relax
when you're feffilliag uptight and help you get rid of those butterflies-
in7youri-stomach kinds of feelings. They're also kind of neat, because
youcican do some of them in the classroom without anybody noticing.

In order for to get the.best feelings from these exercises,
there are some rules you must follow. First, you must do exactly what
I say, even .if. it seems ,kind of silly. Second, you must.try hard to do.
,what I say. Third, you must pay attention to your body. Throughout,
these exercises, pay attention to how your muscles feel when they are
tight and when they are loose and relaxed. And, fourth, you must
practice. The more you practice, the more relaxed you can get. Does,,
anyone have any questions.'

Are you ready to begin? Okay. First; get ,as comfortable as you
can -in your chair. back,. get both,feet on the floor; and just l
yOu drip hang loose.. That's fine: Now dose your eyes and don't open.
thenruntil.l say to. -,Remember to follow my instructions very carefully,
try hard, and pay attention to your body. Here we go. ,

Hands and Arms

Pretend you have a whole lemon, in your left hand. Now squeeze it
hard. Try to squeeze all the juice-mit. Feel the tightness ,in your
hand and arm as you squeeze. Now drop the lemon. Notice how your muscles
feel when they are relaxed. Take another lemon and squeeze it. Try to
squeeze this one harder than you did the first one. That's right. Real,
hard. Now drop yqur lemon and relax. See how much better your hand and
arm feel when they are relaxed.. Once again, take a lemonlan your left
hand and squeeze all the juice out. Don't leave a single drop. Squeeze
hard. Good. Now relax and let the lemon fall from your hand. (Repeat
the process for the right hand and arm.)

Arms and Shoulders

Pretend you are a furry, lazy Cat. You want to stretch. Stretch
your arms out in front of you. Raise them-up high over your head. Way
back. Feel th4 pull in your shoulders. Stretch higher. No just let
your arms drop back to your side. Okay, kittens, let's stretch again.

oho

f) ---.
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Stretch your arms out in front of you. Raise them over your head. Pull
them back, way back. Pull hard. Now let them drop quickly. Good.
Notice how your shoulders feel more xelaxed.- This time let'S have a gieat
big stretch. Try to touch, the ceiling. Stretch your arms way out in front
of you. Raise them way up over your head. Push them way, way back.
NOtice the tension and pull in your, arms and shOuiders. Hold tight, now.
Great. Let them drop very quickly and feel how good it is to be relaxed.

Shoulder and Neck
4 a

pretendpretend you are a turtle. YOu're sitting out.on a rock by a
nice4ipeaceful'podd, just relaxing in the Warm sun. It feels nice and
warm and safe here Oh -oh! You sense danger.. Pull your head into your
house. Try to pull your shoulder up to your ears and push your head
down i to your shoulders. Hold irOtight. It-isn't easy to be a turtle
in a sh 11. The danger Is past now. You can come out'in warm
sunshin , and, once again, you can relax and feel the wa suna ine.
Watch out now: Morevdanger. Hurry,-pull your headlmc
house and hold it tight. You havetto be closed in ti4it
yourself. OkaYs;you can relax now. Bring your head out a you
shoulders relax.' Notice how much better it 'feels to be-relaxed than .

0 to be all tight. One more tire now, Danger:: Pull your head in.
Push your shoulders.way up-to your ears and hold tight. Dod't let even a
tiny piece of your head show outside your shell. Hold it. Feel the
tenseness in your neck and shoulders. Okay. :You can come out now. It's
safe again. Relax and feel csmfortable'in your safety. There's no more
danger. Nothing to worry about.. Nothing to° be afraid of. You feel
good.,

Jaw

a

46.

You have a giant jawbreaker bubble gum in your mouth. It's very hard
to chew. Bite down. Hard! 'Let your neck muscles help you. Now-relax.
Just let your jaw hang lore. Notice how good it feels just to let your
jaw drop Okay, let's tackle that jawbreaker again now. Bite down.
Hard: y to squeeze it out befween your teeth. That's good. You're
really t aring that.gum up. Now relax,agaln. Just let your jaw drop off
your e. It feels so good just to let go and not have to fight that
bubble gum. Okay, one more time. We're really going to tear it up this
time. Bite down. Hard as:you can. Harder. Oh, you're really working
hard. Good. New relax.. Try to relax your whole body. You've beaten,
the bubble gum. Let yourself go as loose as you can.

Face and Nose 11

Here comes a pesky old fly. He has landed on your nose.- Try. to

0 A
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get him off without using your 'hands. That's right, wrinkle up your nose.
Make as many wrikles in your nose as you can. Scratch your, nose up real
hard. Good. You've chased him away. Now you can relax your nose. Oops,
here he comes back-again. Right.bailk in the middle of your nose. Wrinkle.

.up your nose again. Shoo him off. Wrinkle If up hard. Hold.,if just as
tight as you can. Okay,'he flew swap. You can relax yRur face. Notice
that when you scrunch up your nose that your cheeks and your mouth and
your forehead and your eyes all help you', ancr,they get tight, too. So
'when you relax your nose, your whole face relaxes too, and that feels good.
Oh-oh! 'This time that old fly has come back; but this time he's on your
forehead.) Make lots of w les. Try'to catch him between all those
Winkles? Hold it tight, now: Okay, youtcan let go. He's gone for
good. Now you can rela Let your face go' smooth, no wrinkles anywhere.
Your face feels nice a.. smooth and relaxed.

Stomach

,

Hey! Here cotes a cute-baby elephant. But he's not watching where
he's going. He doesn't see you lying there in the grass, and he's about
to step,on your Stomach. Don't move. 'You don't have time to get out.of,
the way. Just get ready for him. Make your stomach very hard. Tighten
up your stomach muscles real tight: Hold it. It looks like he is going
the. other way. Yousclan relax now". ,Let your stomach go soft. Let itbe
as relaxed as you can. That feels so much better. .Oohs, he's coming this
way again. Get ready. Tighten up your stomach. Real hard. If he steps
on you when your stomach -is hard, it won't hurt. Rake your stomach into
a rock. Okay, he's moving away again. You can relax now. Kind of settle
down, get comfortable, and relax. Notice the difference betWeen a tight
stomach and a relaxed one. That's kow we want it to feel nice and loose
and relaxed. You won't believe this, but this time he's*really coming
your way and"no turning around. He's headed straight for you. Tighten up.
Tighten hard. Here he comes. This is really it. You'ye got to hold on
tight. He's steppingson you. He's stepped overyou. Nola he's gone for
good. You can relax completely. You're safe'.' Everything is okay, and
you cAn feel nice and relaxed.

N,
This time'imagine that you want to sqUeeze through a nari;;Flence

and the boards have splinters on them. You'll have to make yourself
very skinny if you're going to make it through. Suck your stomach in.
Try to squeeze it up against y ur backbone. Try to be as skinny as you
can. You've got to get throug . Now relax. You don't have to be skinny
now. Just relax and feel your stomach being warm and loose.' Okay, lets
try to get through that fence now._ :Squeeze up your stomach. Make it
touch your backbone. Get it real small and tight. Get as skinny as you
can. Hold tight, now. You've got to squeeze through. You got through

0
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that skinny little fence and no'splinters. You can relax now. fettle .

back and let your stomach come back out,w ihere it belongs. You,can feel
really good'now, YOure done fine.

Legs and Feet

Now pretend that you are standing barefoot in a bi t mud puddle.

/.64
quish your toes down deep into the -mud.' Try to get your feet aOwn.to the

... bottom of mid puddle. You'll probably need your legs'to help you push.
Push down, spread your toes apart, and feel the mud squish up between.your
toes. Now step out of the mud puddle. Relax your feet. Jet your toes
gop:oose and feel how nice that is.. It feels good to be relaxed. BA9k
into the mud.Ouddle. Squish your toes down/ Let your leg muscles bet')
push your feet down. -Push your feet. Hard. Tfy to squeeze that mud
puddle dry. ,Okay. Come back'out now. Relax your feet,'relax'your legs,
relax your toes. It feels so good to be relaxed. No tenseness ere.
You feel kind'of warm and tingly. . ,

A Conclusion

Stay as relaxed as'you can., Let your whole body go limp and feel
all your muscles relaxed. In a few minutes1 will ask you to open your'
eyes,,ana that will be the end of this session. As you go throrugh the
day, remember how good it feels to be relaxed. Sometimes you have to make
yourself tighter before you can be relaxed, just as we did in these ex-
ercises. Practice these exercises every day to get more and more relaxed.
& good time 'to practice is at night, after you bAve gone, to bed.and tke
lights are out and you won't be disturbed. It wdU help-you to get to
sleep. Then,'when you are a really good relaxer, you can help yourself
relax here at school:' JuSt remember the elephant, or the jaw breaker, o
the mud puddle, and you Can do our exercises and nobody will know.- Today
is a good day, and you are ready to go back, to class feeling very relaxed.
You've worked bard in here, and it feels good to work tiara. Very Slowly,
now, open your eyes and wiggle your muscles around a little. Very
good. You've done a good job. You're going to be a super relaxer.

Adapted from "Relaxa an Training for Children" by Arlene S. Koeppem,
Elementary'School Guidance and Counseling, October, 1974.

r)
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Systematic Desensitization

As students learn and practice the art of deep(muscle relaxation,

they would also be involved in-learning about thtechnique of imagery.

-Getting children to use their imaginations as a mental form of role

playing can enable them to "practice".their belay rs and, along witp

,relaxation, become desensitized to the anxiety some of those behaviors

might create.

The students, mt.L first determine what situations cause them to

react with either nOassertive or Aggressive behavior rather than

responsible assertiveness. *ey then should create .a hierarchy of mini-

-ituations which range from a related event that causes little anxiety to

he even which causes the greatest adount of anxiety- In order to have

4
a common ground of communication when discussing the amount of anxiety

a person is feeling, a special, scale was dev loped by Wolpe (1966)

called "Subjective Units. of Disturbance" )SUDS). A with a sups
s'I'

,

value of 0 is one which provokes no 'anxiety and one th a SdDS value

of 100 is-a scene which provokes the most extreme an ety an individual

`can-feel. This type of scale (which one may want to evise to a one-

to-ten scale for children) enables the leader and gro p members to keep

track of the developme9t of the hierachy of imaginative exercises.

-Systematic desensitization utilized the central2concept of reciprocal

inhibition and a guided imagery procedure of imaginling scenes of anxiety

producing objects'or situations in a hierarchial order (according to risk
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,::.. A
invelvedrelation to the perbtin:while he or sheis.relaxed..-

. c..

Assertive Behaviors and Congruency

As students learn to relax and learn to replace their fears with new

ideas concerning -self- respect and dignity, they should be led into' iden-.

tifying specific behaviors characteristic of responsible assertiveness.

Many of these behaviors were introduced during: the co nications .phase

of psychological education. They should be reviewed and reemphasized at

this point when the studenteare searching for more effective replacement
0

behaviors.

Nonverbal cdtmunication needs to be closely examined. Such things

as-physical4tance, muscle tensian,'eye contact, and personal "space"

needs tc'!) 14i-a;Mpared for those persons dharacteristicallyshowing nonasser-

tive behavior, aggressive behkior, or assertive behavior. Verbal

c'assertion and the tone of voice used also need to be reviewed and studied.
J., :

Students should continue to practice giving feeling sttements ancLvarious'
,

1cind4,"-OcI7:11:ssages.not only in their group but also,intheir daily lives.

Congruency between nonverbal communication aid verbal communication

is an especially important topic that deserves'emp sis.-, A student

may learn to say the correct assertive words (feeling tatement; 1-

messages, compliments, and so on), yet his or her st rice, tension', voide

tone, and eye cock act may "shout" nonaesertiveness or aggjession.

Learning to coordinate responsible assertive nonve al cues to,respon-

sible assertive verbalizations needs to beveracticed for the variety of

Or-
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circumstances in whie the students might experience anxiety:
.

Practicing Responsible Assertiveness
I

Each individual child will have his or her own Veri special areas

of anxiety - .special areas wheie responsible assertiveness behaviors need

to be practiced. -There are seven major ares, howeVei;.tdiat seem tot

concern'many children and those areas deserve special attention and

. .

special practice within the psychologicalgducation context:

1. Stvdents.should stare outwith'a founua .being_able to

recognizethepositive-worth inbotti)sif and others They.Can learn
,

how to specificaily identify what they like about themselves and what

characteristics and abilities they like.ifi'others, bothIchildren and
4

adults.' After tBe students are able to recognize 'an41, understand that
A

everyone ha positive qualities, then ,they are ready verbalize'
4

those acknoyl gements through -the process of giving and receIvin

compliments. Learning to:give'and receive cbmpllents should be
.

.

.. .

emphasized concerning both other children and adults
,..., .

2. Another experience. in responsible assertiv ness that may seem
i .0--

Isomewhat more thr atening to students is the method of expressing an
..,

f
opinion. Here againi expressing. opinions to boti other children and

adults should be practiced. Prepare the adult e ronment (parents

and teachers) so that stith expressions will get positively reinforced.

r
3. Ekperiences wit h childflen have shown that they fell most-om-

fortabie in anxiety producing situations if they can have some standard

)r )
_)
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verbal statemet(s) to draw upon. Helping students create such effective

Standard statements is partially the purpose of practicin these next

three ,tension - causing areas.
Ar

\ Children want to learn better ways ,of responding to tealing4rum
peers and adults.

Children should be guided in learning,how to respond to failure. If a
person has the right to make mistakes, then how should that'person respond A

to others who do not recognize that right.

The'third response need *olves.identifying and-deiling with_peer pressure
tactics. Children with low ielf-esteem may easily be led.by peers to

I act-against their conScierkes. Threats:of "I won't be your friend if you
don't" and "C'mon, don't be a,sissy" ape poWerfill factors in the behavior
appropriate responses to such pressuri'tactics by peeri.

Spec fic situations should be identified and thehelperpshould

Model res onding alternatives (verbal and physical). Ta lor the responses'

to thethe specificepvironmental conditions`. Explain' hift over reacflion to
* fI

reinforcfs the occurence. .Many.teasingstat ents of others (teasing)

tatement can be ignOred.

belpful'to draw uponl. 4
.

hort "acknowleeedent type" response may

)

Example: Being teased about poor performance -

"Thats right, I dropped the

"I did ncti play well."

Example: Being pressured to follow

"That'sointeresting"

"That's your opinion I have not 'decided."

Understanding Albert Ellis' philosOphy of emotions, understanding

the decision- making process,. recognizing pre ure tactics, nd havitlig
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something to say will help many students go from a feeling of helpless-

ness to a feeling that, "I have something to say whdn . . ."

4. The last araltor practice is one that many times loaded with

tenskonland risk for- children: 'responding to adults (i.e., teachers and

pArents) with neither submission nor hostility. Although close involve-

inent with teacher's and parents during a psychological education program

caul** a difference-for children, the students,heed to take both an
A

ideal look at their relationships with adults and a realistic look at

their,relationships with adults.' The emphasis needs to be kept on what

theistudent can do to affect the situation, not on fault-finding'or

blaming. 4.

If possible, parent' involvement can be beneficial. For example,

ask parents to give the child four compliments each day. child should -

be instructed to write down their responses. Likewise, the child can be

instructed to compliment the parent by practicing "I-messages.", Similarly

"feeling" statements and "opinion" statements can be practiced at home and

some record kept. These approaches lend themselves to an operant rein-

forcement system.

ImplicationsImplications for Education. Responsible assertiveness training may sound

overwhelming at first.- Yet the benefits for teachers, parents, and

especially the child will far outweigh (the tittle and involvement requtred.,

(
\

What _dult has not wanted the'children they are working with to be
44

.

'res onsivein a positive way,163 show appreciation, to like and feel
M

)
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sfos.
i

good about themselves, to become mature decision-make, to be relaxed
0

instead of tense, to be realistic in the expectations of other and

self? Yet can we elpect our children to haphazardly acquire this

knowledge'-in,thie changing world around them. Guiding students through

--

the prodess of learning these attributes is what responsible assertive-

ness training is all about. .

Once the groundwork'of psyetglogical education hat-be established

through experiencing training,, understanding behavior, changing behavior,

and assertiveness training, the responsibility of personal' growth can A

shifted somewhat from adult to child. 'An achievement motivation syndrome

can now be developed with assurance of some measure of success.

oe
Achievement Motivation. Achievement motivation emphasizes shifting the

responsibility of-personal gopl setting and goal attainmeilt from school

personnel to where that responsibility belongs, with the student.

Encouraging

segueh a of

ttudents.t8 accept thi responsibility is done through a

educational interaction which allow students to experience

the consequences of.their'own problem solving. Problem-solving, personal

decision-making activities help s udents actually see themselves. They

are able to see how they are mak

more efective ways of appro

eeisions as well as_ to learn new

problems.

There are six major steps in achievement motivation development:

tending, experiencingoliceptualizing, relating, applying, and nter-

lizing.
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i Attending; or getting the Students' full attention, is by placing
44P .

the program. outside of the participants' daily routine, environment. The
k

next step, experiencing, is a major key to achievement motivation

teaching. The students experience, through a fame or roleplay, the

behavior, thinking, and feeling that is associated with the achievement

syndrome. For example in a ring toss game, the scoring system of the

game is usually bet so that a su cessful toss from a great distance is

,worth a phenomenal number of po nts and the reverse is true for a toss

from ust a few feet away. Th gaMe becomes a means of simulating the

real life issue of decision-making and risk - taking. It has been shown
. .

that those who play it excessively safe in the game tend-to approach

general Problem-solving the same way. The same is true for the person

who alWZr`h, plays the long shots. Students are taken through a process
.

i* of analyzing their experiences d4ring the game. It is through this process

of analyzing that students automatically go on to the-third step,
',--=-.

. .,.

N.,

conceptualizing. They learn to,label-the thoughts. feelines. and behav-
.- ,

iors that relate to achievement motivation by usingxaapecial vocabulary. i
1

ic

This vocabulary helps students organize their observations into a

conceptual whole.

The last three steps involve the students' adopting the achievement

syndrome. Step four, relating, allows the stu4enta ,tO explore what

relevance this new knowledge of motivation has to theiren:life values,

goals, and behaviors. In step five they are encouraged f6;apPly this
,`,
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knowledge to lives. IThe finAl step, internalizing, involves poi:have

acceptance and practice. If the Students see the achievement syndrome

as important and releyant to them, they will apply it consciously and

voluntarily to their every day endeavors.

Achievement motivation emphasizes student self-knowledge and

control. It 9n be ,a useful tool for youngsters in gaining more respon-

Yibility an ntrol over their livesF-ind increasing_their ability to

take a po lave direction in acting on their enviroment.

1

a
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I

Guidance is an inehgral arlOcentral, but specifically identifiable
A

and accountable: part of the tote continuing education process. It ip

a comprehensive apd developmental'educational'progi-am responsible for

assisting all individuals in developing positive self concepts, effective

human relationships, decision-making competencies, understanding of

.At

current and'potential life roies,,settings and events and placement
-,

* .e1

competencies-to aidthem in tnsition from one setting-to another.

It also is Tsponsible for assisting all individuals to understand and

relate the meaning of the basic studies and occupational preparation-ee---_:

tAtir'present and fUture lives.,

'The first part of this definition emphasizes the centrality of

guidance in education. At the same time it stresses the fact that

guidances an identifiable and accountable program. This means that

I
guidance is a comprehensive developmental program based on individual

and societal needs organized around person-centered4goals and activities

r.

designed to meet those<yAs. More specifically, this mans that guidance

is a viable edufational program coMmen4rate with other major educational

programs id the school. Therefore, guidance is not the sole property

of the counselor. All educational staff should'have an interest and a

responsibility in the guidance program.

The se and part of the definition stresses the point that guidance
_

as a comprehensive, develo

individual development:

1 educational program places emphasis on

"an educational progfam responsible for assisting

- 25Z -
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all indtRiduals..." Individuals today face depersonalization in many
.o

facets of their lives as bureaucracies' and impersonal relations are

commonplace. They often feel powerlesa in the face of masses of people,

mass communAcation andeveryping else and need help in dealing

with these/feelings, not at tOtrexPense of society but in the context

of societ'. Their, feelings of control over their environment and their

own destiny and their relations with others and institutions are of

'primary importance in guidance programs. To this end, individual

4evelopment can best be facilitated by comprehensive, developmental-
.1:1rY,AI.

.guidance programs that begr with early childhood and continue,through-
A

,

out the &du-II-years. The developmental perspective for guidance does

Ikot eliminate or dfemphasize important traditional guidance practices

and processes used when workin with the pecific educational and

occupational concerns of indi7 duals at specific points during their

lives. Nor is it less responsive 'to any crisis-oriented personal-social

needs they may have., On the contrary, the developmental perspective

places these more immediate needs and concerns in the context of total

human development so they can be better underst6od and met. The develop-
1,

mental perspective recognizes that there are guidance related under-

standings and competencies which all individuals need as they grow and

develop.

The third part of'tbe definition identifies five specific areas of

human growth and developemntfor which guidance programs are responsible.

II
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The first area in the definition is that of assisting all individuals in
. .,

developin§ "positive self concepts And effective human relationships."
.

\
,

This means that a majoivemphaSis in.guidance pr rams is on individuals

learning about themselVes, learning about others and learning about

interactions between self and Others. The development in individuals

of self appraisal and self improvement competencies are a 719ary goal

of guidance. Through learnings in this area'individuals become aware

of personalcharacteristics such as aptitudes;, interests, goals, abilities,

values and physical traits and the influence these characteristics may

,ts;.have on the persons they are and can become. Being able to use se).f-xt
.

. \--

knowledge in life career planning and in interpersonal relationships

and to assume responsibility for one's own behavior are examples of

411 desired outcomes.

The second ar of human growth and development for which guidance

is responsible is the development of "decision-making competencies" in

individuals. Planning fdr and making decisions are vital tasks in an

individual's life. Every day decisions are made which influence one's

life career. Mastery of decision-making skills and the application of
,0

these skills to.life career planning are central learnings within this

area, of guidan&. A preliminary task to effective decision-making is

the clarification of personal values. The degree of congruence between

what one values and the outcome ofAecisions one makes, contyibutes to

personal satisfaction. Individuals learn within this area to identify
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the steps necessary in making decilions. Included ar(the skills for

gathering and utilizing relevant information. Understanding

influence of planning on one's lure and the responsibility one must

take fon/Planning are components of the life career Nanning process.

Life career planning is ongoing. Change and time affect one's planning

----- and decisions. A decision outcome that is satisfactory and appropriate

-N
.. 0

for the present may, with time or change, become unsatisfactory or in-

4
( appropriate. Thus, the ability to evaluate decision n view of new

information or circumstances is vital. Being able toilclarify personal

values, iden1steps needed to make personal decisions, gather relevant

information and apply decision-making skills to life career plans are

examples of desired outcomes iwi this area of guidance.

The third area for which guidande is responsible is assisting all
-, . s........., -; ,

'individuals in developing "unheritanding of current and, potential life

\

roles, settings and events." Bgause individuals over their life times
I

will be assuming a number co& roles, functioning in a variety of settings

and eiferiencing any events, learnings in this area emphasize, their

understanding of/t e various roles, settings and events which inter-

relate to form their life careers. The roles of family member, ciizen,

worker and leisure participant, settings such as home, school, community

and work, and events such as birthdays, educational milestones, iph entry,

and job change are identified and examined in terms pi the ii intlavnce

on lifestyles. Learnings in this area include deveOlal,ng understanding

of the structure of the family, education, work and feir,urc worlds. The
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interdependency arof individuals in vious roles knd settings is considered. --'

Individuals learn to relate their un que personalF
,

a
c

characteristics and

aspirations to specific family, educ ion, work an leisure requirements

and characteristics. The effect of change--natural as well as unexpected,

a

social as well as technological, in self as'well as in others--is a major

learning. Being able to answer effectilly personal identity questions

contained in the questions Who? (roles), Where? (Settings), and When?

(events) are desired outcomes in this area of guidance.

Guidance also is responsible for assisting all individuals in

developing "placement competencies to aid them in the transition from

one setting to anoth4." As individuals move from one setting to another

they need specific knowledge and skills to make such moves as effectively

as possible. Placement is defined broadly to mean that specific attentign

should be given to intra- and inter-educational changes as well as occupa-

tional tresitions. Personal competencies. are needed to make such tran-

sitions. Personal competencies include knowledge of the spectrum of

educational courses and PAgramsAn understanding of the' relationships

they may have to personal and societal needs and goals, and skill in

using thd wide variety of information alyd resources. It also includes

an understanding of the pathways and li kages between those courses

and proff-ams and potential personal goals. Closely tied to these com-
)A

petencies, and the program qlements required to develop and implement

them, are the follow-up and follow-through components of placement. Finding



out what, happited individuals as they'move from, one course, a program
,

of instruction or jobiocciiiitit,ion to another and, providing follow-through

assistance as needed, are important aspects of guidance.

Finally, guidance is responsible for assisting all individuals to

"understand and relate the meaning of the basic studies and occupational

preparation to their present and future lives." Some of the dissatis-
r-*

faction of youth with education stems from the feeling that what they

are doing in school is not relevant to their lives. It is a responsibility

of the guidance program to seek to create relevance in the schools and

to show individuals how the know4edge, understandings and skills they

are obtaining and the courses they are taking will help them as they pro-

gress through their life career.

Basic Assumptions

Once guidanceb is defined the next step is to identify and describe

important basic assumptions about the nature and structure of guidance

programs. This is necessary because these assumptions shape and direct

guidance program development and implemAtation.

Assumption 1: Guidance programs should help/revelop and protect

students' individuality.

Guidance personnel and programs have a major responsibility in the

educational system to help develop and protect the individuality ut

/ students. This means that assistance must be provided to all individuals
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- so that they can become aware of their needs and can develop and pursue

immediate and long range personal goals.

_1*

1-

Assumption 2: Guidance programs should be available tfiall students

at'all educational levels.

Guidance personnel and programs have the responsibility of serving

all students at each educational level, rather than only a selected group

of individuals at one level: This means that by design and operation,

guidance programs ate functioning effectively at each educational level

and are part of the educational program of all individuals.

4Assumption A: Guidance programs should be lifelong, dealin& with

developmental as well as prescriptive and remedial concerns.

Guidance peX.sonnel and programs have the responsibility of meeting

the developmental guidance needs of all individuals as well as those

needs which are remedial in nature. This means that guidance programs

'have a developmental focus which maximizes the prevention of problems

and a prescriptive emphasis to assist individuals alleviate continuing

concerns.

Assumption 4: Guidance programs should' be integrated /ith the total

educational process.

Guidance goals, objectives and procedures are integral, central but

eo,

yet identifiable components of (lie total educational process. This means

an equal and complementary relationship exists between the instructional

program and the guidance program. It also means that all educational
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staff have guidance responsibilities. Program
A
coordination is assumed

by the guidance staff in addition to their direct service functions to

students.

Assum tion 5: Guidance programs should be evaluated periodically

for efrectiliZness.

If gui nCe programs and personnel are to be responsive 'Vito the

guidance needs 3 those who are served, periodic program and personnel

ary. To accomp4sh this will require that guidance

progra e organized and implefilented from an evaluation perspective.

Since l educational staff have guidance responsibilities, they should

also participate in the evaluation process.

Program Standards

evaluation i

To insure that guidance programs are developed, implemented and

managed effectively and are accountable, pr9gram evaluation criteria

are necessary to serve as internal checkpoints for local guidance

program personnel and as external standards for outside evaluations.

1. Program plans are jeveloped from identified needs.

2. Priorities are established in light of resources available to
meet program goals and objectives.

3. Evaluation is carried out continuously tlo monitor the impact
of program activities and adjustments are made as needed to
insure reasonable progress.

4. Final evaluatiOn is conducted and the results are used in the
revision of next year's plans.

-{t
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A.

COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

COALS AND DEVELOPMENTAL OBJECTIVES

OVERVIEW

KINDERGARTEN THROUGH SIXTITI GRADE

DOMAIN: INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVE7SS

The students will be able/to recognize that their behavior toward
others affects other's behavior toward them.,

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of the various interpersonal
relationships in their lives.

The students win be aware of the different types of
'\ responses they 'thse in interpersonal relationships.

2-4: 1. The students will-understand the different types of
4esponscs they use in interpersonal relationships.

2. Thckstude4ts will he aware of how the actions of others
('afreet thfiL behavior.

5-6: 1. The stunts will, be aware of how their actions affect
the behavior of others.

2. The students will be aware of the relationship between
actions and responses.

B. The students will be able to('demonitrate an underAtanding of the process
of making and keeping fricnd)ships.

K-1: 1.

2-4: 1.

2.

5-6: 1.

11'

The students will be aware of the skills and characteristics
that make up /1 sfrien4fhip.' r p

The students will understand wht skills and clyaracteristics
make up a friendship.

The students will be'-aware of the process of making and
and keeping frieildships.

. 0
The students will' underst4nd the proces of making and
keeping friendships.
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2. The students will evaluate the effe'ctiventss of their
own friendship skills.

C. The students will be able to demonstrate an awareness of the
various\methods of expressing t eir7 opinions and beliefs.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of different types of responses.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of what constitutes an opinion,
a belief, and a fact.

2. The students will be aware that all people have
opinions and beliefs.

40
3. The students will be aware of the various methods of

expressing opinions and beliefs.

5-6: 1. The students will understand the various Methods of
expressing opinions and beliefs.

2. The students will evaluate their own methods of expressing
opinions and beliefs.

D The students will he able to i entify socially acceptable behaviors
occuring in a group situotion.

K-1; 1. The students will be aware' of various group situations.

2. The students will be aware of those behaviors that 41p
or hinder group cooperation and'effectiveuess.

2-4: 1. T4 students will understdnd those behors that help
or hindu group cooperation and effectiveness.

2. The-students will be aware that those behaviors which he p
the group to function include observing the rights of sell
and others.

5-6: 1. The students will understand the relationship between therelationship
rights of self and the rights of other in group situations.

2. The students will be aware of the characteristic behavior
patterns (roles) that develop as a part of group interaction.

3. The students )11 be aware of their A.A,91 b haviors in group
interactions.



E. The students will he able to recognize the effects of competitiveness
and cooperativeness with both peers and adults.

K-1: 1. The students will be awarelof what ccAlitutes cooperativeness.

2. The students will be awe of what constitutes competitiveness.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of the results of cooperativeness.

2. The students will be aware of the cults, of competitiveness.

5-6: 1. The students will understand-the effects of their
cooperativeness with both peers and adults.

2. The students will undeestand th ects of their coM-
pktitiveness with both peers and ults.

3. The students will be aware of the differences and similarities
between competitiveness and cooperativeness.

F. T1e students will be able to recognize the value slid process of
egtablishing an effective relationship with their families.

K-1; 1. The'students vi -be aware of the roles of each member'
of their families.

2. The students will be aware of their family relationships.'

2-4: 1. The students will abe aware of the process of establishing,
effectiv family relationships.

5-6: I. The stude ts,will _understand the procesa of es'abliShing
effectiVe family relationshipso.,

2. The students will,y6e aware of the results., that come from
having effective fOmily relationships.

C. The students will be able to achieve feelings of wort4rhilenesS.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of factors that distingud
self from other.

/
;

2, MP students will be aware of feelings and/their causes.

7-4: 1. The students will be-aware of the activities they perform
that make them feel worthwhile: .

/



41:- The students will be aware of persona]. characteristics
that make them feel worthwhile.

4
5-6: 1. The students will be aware of methods of attaining feelings

of worthyLleness in relation to other people.,

2. The students will understand their own feglingg of
worthwhileness.

ijo

r.
x

.

H. The students will be able to recognize that they'can e'ercise some y
control over themselves and their environment.

.
,1

1*
K-1: 1. The students'will be aware that they affect things and'

othdrs around them. -<t), I . ,,_,

. _
. A ,

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of situations who're they halve
0 some control over themselves:

4 The students will be aware of situations Where they have
some control'over their environment. - A- ,

5-6: 1.i The studerlts willbt aware of factors involved in the
-p-t ess'of controlling themselves and their environment,

/"'''
.,:.'4. " . z

I. The s uden will he able to demonstiate an understandin that all .in....dividual, including themselves, have different'and vac ing 4ersonal ,

char4cter tits and abilities Which distinguish th m ifrom one another,
arid, that deertain of these charaleristics a d ahil ties,maAchange.

.3
,:/-

G :)4from time to time.

1C-: Ili The students,will be attare of ways that people
and/or different from them.

are like

2-4: 1. The students willsbe aware of characoeristic behavior
tiatberns and *ilipies in other individuals a d in self.

5 -6:. 1. he students will, understand about ch;frig" occur in
characteristic be4aviors and abilities of self and/or
others over time. ,

DOMAIN: WORK AND LIFE'SKILLS

a ES

A. The students will be able to identify' consumer skills that art w;ed
'in daily living,

,
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4.
'K-14- 1. The students will be aware of what a consumer is-and

what he/she does.

2-4: 1. The students will. be aware of the-.consumer skills that'aley
use in their own daily 1i-::ring.

5-6: 1. Theistudents will understand the various consumer Nkills
that are used and needed by different consumer groulps.

B. The students will be able to identify the.relevancy of achool_subiect
matter and other'school experi c ses to community, home, leisure, 14N

and occupations.

K-1:, 1. The students will be atwe of the school academic and
4,4 social.experiences4it their grade level.

2. The students will be aware of how school academic and 9

social experiences relate to the activities of. family
members in the home.

2-4: 1. The students will
social experiencsJt their grade °1

aware of the a ,academic and

2. The students will understand how schoo&academic and
social experiences relate to the role of citizen in the
community.

5 -6: 1. The students will be awar .of the school academic erd
socia4,.ar6aa'at their gra level.

&,

2, Thetstudents will understand how school academic and social
areas relate to the role of worker on the job.

3. The sAludents will understand how school academIc, and
social areas relate to the leisure participant.

C. The students will be able to reoognize that others depend op t m
in helping perform a task and will be able to iden situations in
which people depend on each-othe to perform certain asks.

_

N-J

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of activities in which they
, can participate.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of activi eS in which others'
> need their help. ,
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5-6: 1. The students will understand situations where people
A.'
are

dependent upon each other to accomplish a task.

. The students will be able to iecognize.the value
which comes,from a task well\dMne,

K-1:

2-4:

personal rew rdsY

tV

are able 6,

NN

s;nd s wil

1. The students will be'aware of basks that they
accomplii.

be
the tasks they are able to accomplish, ,he
are of those they o well.

2. The\stu
success

nts wiaL be aware of their
sk accomplishment.

5-6i. 1. The students will understand t
4/hen a task is done well

personal crii for

personl rewa s available:

E. The students wi li able to r that to
that steps are follbwed in e a task.

The stu ents wi

9. The studc is wil
'carried o b) 0

2 -4: 1. The stu
and of

F.

he students 74111
out themsellio6

3. The students will
accomplishMent:

o
5-6: la -The students will

steps invclved in

ks have a urpostdand

e of tasks c rried out by

are Of the purpo
ves and others:*

111

of tasks

hemselves...

e of those' ks.

4k

out b

understand the purpose of those
and others.

.-

be aware of tie

es

carried

majok processes in task

understand the majzor\ processes and t
task accomplishment!'

The students will 1, able to
that are

2-4:

recognize
related cab job fields.

(\The students will`, 3e

. 1

,......----.! \ .. .

)

q(udent4 wil4, be

tudents will
i

be aware of various personal2characteristics.)
(.,.

tertlin persianal'ca cterist cs.

ex/are of vario s jobs.

aware of various job categories.
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')
3. The students will be aware of how some personal chal-allerisfics

- .
can relate to job fields.

,
,. _ . .

576: .1. The stud ts:will nndergtand,,howv,some,personal characteristics
reldt to loi fields. ',. -:

.-

2. The students will be

.. .

.

aware ofIthe -imp9rtan ce of
.

the're.f4tionship.
betty personalcharacteA§ties'anijob'choic

t: 111

)..

G. The students will be able'to distinguish between work and'ldiure time

activities.
-

, .? , .

--,,

K-1: 1. The S't4ents will_be aware of what work means.-

Pk

2. The-students will be aware, of what leisure means.

3. The'students will be, aware of\rarious work activities. c'ao

4. The sthdents will be aware of various leisure time activities.

2-4: 1. The students w 11 undkrstand the difference between work
)and leisure.

2. The studeneg will be aware of varions,work roles.
.

'34The students will be awdre.of variou4 leisure roles. ..

,,:...,;- .-
: ,i

'4. 'The students -will be,aware'9f bow.tlyeit'wak. and leisure
time activities have/are /and will change. 1

#

.

1*.

. .

5-6: 1. The st dents will understand t*similarities and
diffe ence._ s between work and leisure time.activities...\ .

H. e, The students wiilelp ab to'recognize that fespect is due to others
fo the contributionp they make in their various roles and when their

f. wp k is'well done, regardless of its nature. ,.,
.

..,

,
--, -

K-1 .1. The students w I be aware of the,wa-6roles-Of people

2-4:

around them:.

2. The studentS aware that each w rk role'has a purpose:

3. The students will be aware of hemeaning-of respect.

1. The students will be aware of he purposes of varlious work'
roles.

2#6
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2. The students will understand the effects of quality work.

3. The Students will be aware that respectis due others for
work that is well done.

5-6: 1. The students will understand the purposes of various work
roles.

2. The students will understand that :respect is due to others
for Work that is well done, regardless Of the nature of that
work. '44.

s

I. The students,will be able to recognize that all People perform some
type of work.

K-1: The students.will ,be aware of wbat work means.

2. The student::: will be atEare of various work activities.

3. The -students will be aware tha6 family"Members work.,

. The Atudents will understand what work means.

2. The students. v'.11 be aware of -how they and other students
work.

:5-6: 1. The students will understand various work roles and activities
perforated by others.

3. the students will be able to recognize that work roles may change during
one's career or that a worker may have multiple roles atthe same time.

K-17: 1. The studeas will be aware that change does take place
throughoththeirlives. );..)

2. The students will be aware 'what a worker is.

2-4: 1. The students wilf be awareof that a "work role" means.

2. The students will be aware of what constitutes a career.

3. The students will be aware that a change in work roles'san .

take place during one's career.
A

5-6: 1. 'The students will understand various work roles and
activiti4pleaormed by others.
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2. The students will be aware that a worker may tiple
roles at the same time.

K. The students will be able to recognizb that there are families
'(clusters) of jobs which relate to one another and that onesAnterestsr,
and abilities can relate to Several jobs as a,result. 4

K-1: 1. The students willbe aware of various jobs.

2. The students will be aware that some job fields relate to
other job fields.

2-4: 1% The'students will be aware of various job clusters.

2 {"T1 students will understand that some jobs relate to other
jobc't

3. The.stddents will be aware of how interests and abillties
relate to job clusters.

5 -6: 1. The students will understand how interests and abilities
relate to job clusters.

a
Z; The students will be aware that interests and abilities
:4 cart relate to several jobs.

DOMAIN: LIFE CAREER PLANNING

A. The students Will be able to.recognize tha° attitudes and valUes
affect decisions, actions, and life ,styles.

1, The'Students will be aware of what attitudes and values.
are.

4 0
2.

9
The Students'will be aware that attitudes and values exist
for everyone.

2 -4: 11 The students will understand what attitudes and values are.

2. The students will understand that attitudes and vales
e.O.st for everyone.

3. The settdents will be aware of how attitudes and values
'affect decisions and actions.

8'
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5-6: 1. The students will. be a4are Of various life styles.

2. The. students will be aware of how attitudes and values
affect decisions and life styles.

B. The students will be able to recognize that they make decisions and
that their lives are influenced by decisions made by themselves and
by others.

.

K-1: 1. The students wilike aware of what decision- making means.

2. The students will be aware that everyone makes decisions.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of the decision-making popcess.

I\
2. The studentd will be aware of how their lives are influenced

bytthe decisions they make.

4

5-6: 1, The students will be aware of how their lives have been,
are and will be influenced by the decisions they make.

2. The students will be aware of how their lives are .influenced
by decisions made by others.

C. The students will be able to recognize that there can be alternative
decision-making coursesp= with differing consequences.

K-f: 1. The students will be aware of what decision-making means.

2. The students will be aware that everyone makes decisions.

2 -4: 1. The students-will be aware of the decision-makft proCess.

2. The students will be aware of the r%lat4nship between
deCisions and consequences,

5-6; l'.Whe students will understand the relationship between
-1Slternatime decision- making co-consequences.

'2. The students will understand about the choices within ..

decision-making courses and their differing consequences.
' .

D. The students will' be4)16 to recognize that "planning" leads.to more
effective performance than'does chance or "trial' and error" approach
to a task.

K-1: 1. The students will be award of the planning procebs.

ti
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2 The stude;Its will lie aware of the trial and error approach-
toa iabk:

2-4: 1. /he -studients willAsndetstand the planning process.

2. The students will understand the trial and error approach
to a task.

3. The students will understand the similarities and differences
between the planning process and the trial and error process
in task apcomp shment.

5-6: 1. The students w 11 understand that the planning process is
A more affective approach for.task accomplishment than trial
and error.

E. The studep/ts will be abl'to demonstrate effective study and learning
skills.

The students will be aware of what constitutes effectilve
study and learning skills.

K-1: 1.

2-4: 1.

2.

-5-6: 1,

TIle students w411 understand what constitutes effective
stud)", and learning skills.,

The students will understand bow their effective study skills
apply in a study situation.

The students will be aware of how their effective study
skills combine to form a study system.

2. The students will understand th.-importance.of deveibping'
their own effective study system.

F. The student's will be able to employ listening and speaking skills
that allow'forjnvolvement in classroom discussions ancractivities.

K-1: 1. The students will be-aware of'listening skills and how to
use them in the classroom.

2. The students will be awai-e pf sP king skills and how to
use them in the classroom. 4.

2-4: 1. The students will understapd listening skiil°s and
0

how t
use them in the classroom.-

,01

0 ,
e
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at

The students will understand speaking skills and how to
use them in the.clasbroom.

5 -6: 1. The stuJents will understand the applications of ltstening
skills and how to use them in the classroom.

2. The students will.'"Understand the applications of speaking
skills and how to use them in the classroom. w.

G. ,The students will he able to realistically evaluate ability, progress,
and methods of imprrent in various ,subject areas

K-1: 1. The students will be awareof yelps methodsof
eValuation.

2 -4\ 1. The students will understand various methods of evaluation.

b The studentS-will be aware of various ffiethods of improvement
in subjectareas.

5-6: The students will understand how.tomapply various methods of
,:evaluatIonin determining ability, progress. and., the
,effectivenesiala methods of improvement in various subject
area!

H., The students will be able to recognize how individual abilities aid .

in4icomplishing different tasks:

K-1: 1. The students will'be-aware of the abilities of themselves
and others.

2 -4: 1. The, students will be aware of the development of abilities
in themselve and othera4 ,

2. The students will be gWVireApf how the abilities of them glues
and otters can contribLute the success Of daily out'ne.

5-6: 1. T e studente,will'undestand how individual ability differences
c ntribute to the completion of spbcific tasks. .

ents will be able to recognize that learning occurs n all
ypes of life situations. 1

-1: 1. The students will be aware of what constitutes'earnr4

2. The stjdents.will be
daily lives.0

aware that learning takes plate in 'their
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2-4: 1. The students will be aware of the various methods oft;

learning.

2. The students will understand about various situations in their
own lives where learning takes place by di'ferent methods.

5-6: 1. The students will understand the-learning process.

2. The students will be aware'of the learning that takes
-Place in the life situations of others.

.1: The students will be-able to appreciate the value-of clarifyiqg and
ekpariaing,their pterests and,capabilities.

,- The students gill be' aware of their interests and

capabUities.
v/Wqr

4

. The studelits will be aware of factors ehOt influence
'interests7liad capabilities.

2. The students will be- ware that interests and capabilities
an change.

I. ,4,'

"----, ,:. ):Argo .
- 4L-

5-6:N.1. The students will be aware of hovenntereSts aha capabilitieS

it..

can be expanded. T
,

3

41.
,-

The students will We-, aware of 'the consequences of expanding,,
interests and,capabilities.



COMPRENEUSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE
COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

Cross-Reference Chart
4114

The following chart presents a-cross7reference of the original Georgia

goal classification with the goal classification that is used in the Com-

prehensive Career Guidance Program. Under the Georgia Goal Classification

System column below, the numbered goals are'those used by the Georgia

Statewide Testing Program (Georgia Criterion - Referenced Tests). The lettered

goals are those that were added by the Comprehensive Career Guidance Project.

Domain

6W.

Goal Classification System' .Gedrgia Goal Classification
-__System

Interpersonal
Effectiveness

A
B

C
D
E
F

G

H
I

5

A
B
6_.

D

E
2

1

vis

Work 4
Skint-

,f

ire

A
B

C I

E

H
I

J

K

F

15

7

14

19

10

13

9

12

11

Life Career
Planning"

JyA

"

A

D
E

F

HA

AO.

273
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COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE
COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

it
Ovetvfew Chart

Kindergarten - Sixth Grade

1IF

Developmental
Level'' K-1'

.

,

2-4
. ,

5-6
'a

Interpersonal
Effectiveness
Domain

9 Goals
14 Ohjectivel, -

76 Competenclels

s, 4"
9f-toald'-

', 17 Obje ves
97 Competencies

9 Goals
18 Objectives

101 Competencies
.

Work and Life
Skills Domain

11 Goals
22 Objectives
55 Competencies'

11 Goals

,27.,Objectpves
75 Competencies

11 GoarST
17 Objectives
59 Competencies

Life Career
Planning
Domain

41

10- Goal's

16
%
Object ves

64 Competencies

1.0 Goals

22 Objectives
121 Competencies

10 Goals
17kObjectivAs,

116 Competencies

.

Developmental
Level Totals

30 Goals -

52 Objecfives
205 Competencies

a
20 Gbals

16Objectives,
293 Competencies

30 Goals
52 Objectives

2766pmpetencies,

s.
(

41: '

Total: 30 Goals * 1:70 Objectives *774 Competencies

SI

A
;
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SKILL LEVEL CRITERIA

Developmental Levtl
Kindergarten Through First Gr4de

a

, r

$4.
f**., .

14

, . ,
4
Note: *Th4-14 si *gars any DeVeloimeA13600itctife-indicete .vill# t

mhgrOs a am ltmeOlary activity_ in the GuiSaklp Acti
,,,seftz!of the ComOrhensilie ( reer'tuidsnce.mate_rials:
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DOMAIN: INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

A. -Human Relations Skil Behavior Affects Wavior

The students are able to tecognize that their behavior toward
others affects others' behavior toward them.

Interpersonal Relationships:, The students will be aware pf the
various interpersonal relationships in their lives.

The students will be able to:

'define interpersonal relationships.

identify interpersonal

identify interpersonal

identify interpersonal

identify interpersonal

identify interpersonal

relationships with peers

relationships with siblings.

relationships with teachers.

relationships with parAnts.

relationships with other adults.

2. Responses: The 'students will be aware of the diffei-enttypes-
of responses they use in interpersonal relationshipl.

The students are able to:

recognize v rbal responses.

identify verbal responses they use in terms of quiet or noisy.

'recog
stat

z'e verbal responses they u as-being questions,
ents, or exclamations.

'recognize that they use pleasant and unpleasant verbal
responsesi

'identify the verbal responses they use with peers.

identify the verbal tesponses they use with adults.

276 -9 r
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cognize honve6a1 respon4es:
.e. nodding head, clapping, waving, etce)

'identify nonverbal responses they use in terms-of quiet or
noisy.

..re4nize the nonverbal responses they use.

, redo:pate that they use pleasant and unpleasant nonverbal
respOOmes.

'identify the nonverbal responses they use with peers.

identify the nonveral responses they use with adults.

B. Human Relations Skills: Friendships

The students will be able toAmonstrate an-undeistanding of the
process ormaking and keeping friendships.

#1. Friendship Characteristics,: The students will be aware of the
skills and characteristics that make up a friendship.

The students are able to:

define what shariniomeans.

recognize that sharirig is a characteristic of friendship./

define ways to solVe problems between two people.

recognize that skill in roblem-solving is necessary.for
friendships.

)

C. Humat Relations Skills: Expressing Opinions and B liefs

The students will be able to demonstiate an awareness of various
methods of expressing their opimions and beliefs.

41)

#1., Responses: The.student.will be awarof different types of
responses...
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The students are able to:

define what a verbal response is.

identify verbal. responses in terms of statements, questions,
or exclamations.

recognize verbal response's that relate to the topic of
discussiOn.

define/a nonverbal response.

- 'recognize ways that silence can be used as a respo nse.

recognize ways that body,language can be used as a iesponde.

recognize that understanding the meaning of nonverbal responses
is important.

. Human Relations Skills: Acceptable_ ehaviors in Groups.

The students will be able to identify socially acceptable'behlyiors
occurring in a group situation.

(

Group Si uations: The students will be aware of varidus group
Situat ns.

The students areiabl to:

define the meaning of gioup.

iden" large groups of which they are members.

identify small groups of whisch'they are members.

identify peer, groups of which they are members.

identify mixed (children and its) groups of which
they are membeeS.

#2. Behaviors That Help or Hinder: The students will be aware
of those behaviorsithat help, or hinder group cooperation and
effectiveness.

14

1
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The atudents are able to:

''recognize that'listening he group. cooperation and
effectiVeneas.

recognize that taking turns helps gr p coopera5idn and
effectiveness. t, . . . f

, , .: - C .

. -'

)0fecognize that paying' attention helps grOup cooperation t -

and effedtiyeness.
x

, ;, .

recognize that participatiori'helplihroup cooperation .-.

and effectiveness.
' -\\

k..,
recognize that encourageMent"helps group, cooperation
and effectiveness. .4i.:'"

*(encourdgement: foCuslng on assets and strengths to build 'A-

self-confidence and selt esteem.).
. .

.

_ab,
:recognize that interrupting h/hders group cooperation
and effectiveness.

. (A
;recognize that not paying attention to otherd hinders group
Cooperation and effectiveness.

-Pt

recognize that not getting involve hinderd group cdoperation
and effectiveness.

recognize that discouragement hinders group cooperatidft and
- effectiveness.
* (discouragement: fogusing onmistakes and weaknesses tb

=erdde self-confidence 'and self-esteem; discouragement results
in negative-behavior.)'

1
d .

,

E. Relating With 'Significant Others: Competitiveness and' Cooperativeness

The students will be able to recognize the effects of competitiveness
and cooperativeness wtth:both peers and adults.

. .

Q..

7#1. Cooperativeness: The students will-be awlre of what constitutes
cooperativeness..

44.

I.
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The students areable to:

I Y.

',define cooper eiVeness.

*(cooperatiyene: working together toward a-commongoal-.).
. -,. 1-

... ,. .,,.
''t

recogniie from examples thOse-iituationp where cooperativeness:
igAtmonstrated.

. . .

2. competitiveness: The students will be -aware of what constitutes'
competitiveness.

4
'I

{lehe students are able to:,
.

.,.

o

'define competitiveness.
.

*(comP'etiti,veness: contending with others for. profit, prize,-i
or position; a contest.) = .

recognize froil examples those.situatiOnawhere competitiveness:
fe'demonstrated.,

F. Relating With SignifiCant Others: Family Relationships

The st dents will'he able to recogniaet e value an&the procesp-,
,

of est hlienIng an effective re1400.7phi with theiefamill*s.,4
.

,

1. Roles of Family.Members:*The stbdents will,be aware of
roles of each member of 'their families.

The students are able ,to:

,; ..
4.; 6 A AA,.

',. #2.' Family Relationships Their Itwn:. The studhnts%-will be Oare of',v
their family relationships - - .

.
',.I' It',,...

.

:-

'define family. . ,

*(include each member of a household;-mhether actually
related or not`.) .

list varioue-lfamily
*ii.e. baby, cook, helper, gardener,-etc.)

'iiftthe roles each mercer in the4
a a q:
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The students are able to:

describe their relationships With their' motbirrs.
e 4.

'describe their relationships with their fathers.

r

.474

41 .
t04;I:,

*describe their relationships with their brothers and sisters.,"

describe their relationships with Any other PereOns living,.
with the family, related or not. ' -. 0

'`recognize that relationships differ just as individuals dffeii

G. Self Validation: Worthwhileness

The students will be able to achieve feelings of wort

1. Distinguishing Factors: The students will be aware of factors
-

that diinguish self from others.

The students are able td:

*list physical factors that distinguish self from others.

'list emotional factors that distinguish self from others.
*(i.e. cheerfulness, teMper, shyness, etc.)

'list social and economic factors that distinguish self from
others.

'list intellectual factors that distinguish self from others.

#2. Feeling and Causes: The students will be aware of fedlings
and eheir causes:

The students are able to:

know that sadness is a feeling.

list what causes them to feel sad.

know that anger is a

c
eling.
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I
' list what causes theitO,feel angry.

41*

'% 'know that happiness is a feeling.

'list what. cauaisthem-to ieel happy.

that fear is afeeling.

. ".

'list what causes them to feel afraid.

know that being proud is a feeling.

causes them to feel-ptoud:

( ,H. Self Validation: ,Control Over Self and Environment
-

r-fie students will be able ft fecogniie that they-can exercise
.

some control over themselves and their environment.
4

#1. Affedting Th.nga and Others: The, students will be aWare that
they affect thing's and Others around them.

The students are able

,.describe how they'affect'things'and others in the classroom.

'describe hW they affect things and others in their homes.

4

',describe how they affect things, and others in ,their
neighborhoods.

I. -Self Validation:' Individual Differences

The students will be able to demonstrate an understanding that all
individuals, Including themselves, have different and-varying personal
characteristics and abilities which .distinguish them from one
another, and that Certain of these characteristics and abilities
may change from time to time.

#1. People:. Alike or Different. The students will be aware o
ways that people are alike and/or different from them.

r
.)
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.

The\studenta are-able tab:

defint like and different.

'identify some baste personal characteristics
*(i.e. eyes, mouth, hair color, height, etc.)

identcify Ways

personal.Characteristics of others.

they are like and different from oth

4
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DOMAIN: WORK AND LIFE SKILLS

A. Daily Living: Co sumer Skills

The students will be able to identify constgler skills that are
used in daily living.

-

111. The Consumer: The students will be aware of what a consumer is
and what he/8h does.

The'students ark able to:

define
*(consumer: *a person who buys or uses things.)

list what a consumer does.

recognize-themselves as consumers.

'recognize- family members as consumers.

B. Daily Living: School'itelevancy:

The students will be able to identify the relevancy of school
subject matter and the school experiences to community, home,
leisure, and occupations.

1. School Experiences: The students will be.aware of the scho
academic and social experiences at their grade level.

The students are able to:

list school social. experiences they encounter at their grade
levels.

'list school academic experiences they encounter at their grade
levels. .

2. School Relates .to Family: The students will be EtWare of.how
school academic and social experiences relate to the activities.
of family members in the home.

T

i

tn: Ille to:

441111111
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'list their family members.

'identify the, activities of their family members.

'identify a home activity they engage in which uses school
academic or social experiences.

'identify a home activity an adult engages in which uses,a
school academic or social experience.

C. Task ResponsibilttytEmployability: Dependency in Task Accomplishment

The students will be Ole to recognize that others'depend on them
in helping perform a task and will'be able to identify situations
in which people depend on each other to perforl certain tasks.

#1. Partidipaaon: The students will be aware of activities in
which they can participate.

The students are able to:

those acitivites in which they can participate.

'identify from examples those things they can do.

D. Task Responsibility/Employability: Value From Tasks Well Done

The students will be able to reoo ze the value (personal
rewards) which comes from a task 11 done.

1. Ability To Accomplish. Tasks: The students will be aware of tasks
, that they are able to accomplish.

The students are able to:

'list those tasks that they are able to accomplish.
N,

identify frOm examples those things they can accomplish.

define reward.

- 285
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E. Task Responsibility /Employability: Purpose and Steps of &-Task

The,students will be able to recognize that tasks have a purpose
iand that steps are followed in completing a task;

1. Tasks: -the students will be aware of tasks carried out by
themselves.

The students are able to:

'list those tasks that they carry out-themselves.

'identify from examples those tasks they can carry out
themselves.

#2. Task Pu ose: The students will be aware of the purpose of
those tasks carried out by themselves and others.

The etude is are able to:

recogni e the purposes oilthose tasks they can accomplish.

recognize from examples the purposes of chose tasks others
accomplish.

/

rF. Task Responsibility/Employability: Personal Characteristics and
Job Fields

The students will be able to recognize certain personal character-
istics that are related to job fields.:

, #1. Jobs: The students will be aware of various jobs.

The students are able to:

list severallobs perforMed in their community.

recognize that there are product-Oriented and service-
oriented occupations. '

identify some product-oriented occupations.
*(product-oriented pccupations: jobs in which work,
or repair things.)

4
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identify,some service-oriented occupations.
*(service-oriented occupations: jobs in which workers do

things foreus.)

G. Work.and Leisure Environment: Work and Leisure Activities

The students will, be able to distinguish between work and leisure
time activities.

#1. Work: The students will b aware of what work means.

The students are able to:

'define work. A

'identify examples of work from situations presented to
them.

*-

A

2. Leisure: The students will,be aware of what leisure means.

The students are able to:

define leisure (or free time).

'identify examples of leisure from4situations presentedto
'ihem.

3. Work Activities: The students will be aware of various work

activities.

-The students are able to:

, 'list work activities involving themselves.

list work activities perfOrmed by otherS.

4. Leisure Activities: The students will be aware o; various
leisure time activities.

The students are able to: L

'list leisure activities involving themselves.

)
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'list leisure activities performed by others. %

H. Work and Leisure Environment: Respect For Work Done Welk'

The students will be able to recognize that respect-is due to others
for the contributions they make in their various roles and then _their
work is well done, regardless of its nature.

1. Work Roles of Those Around Them: The students will be aware
of the work roles of'people around them.

The students are able to:

-identify various people with whom they are involVed.

-define work role.

-list work roles
/
of people around them.

*(i.e. teachers, custodian, cook, etc.)

2. Work Roles Purposes: the student's will be aware that each work
role has a Ourpose.

The stud4nts are able to:

-list the purposes of the work roles of the people around them.

-list the purposes of their work roles as students.

#3. Respect:" The students will be aware of the meaning >>f respedt.

The students are able to:

-define respect:

-recognize ways others show respect toward them,

recbgnize ways they may show respect -teeward oth4rs..

recognize situations in which respect is being given.
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I. ,Work acid' Leisure Environments:
.

All people:W..1i
e

The studelits will be able to recognize that all people perform.
some type of work. .

., ,

.

-->-:-

1. Work: The student will be awareof what work means.

The students Are able to:' 6

define work.
0'

e

'identify fromsituations presented to them exampl7s of work.

#2. Work Activities: The students will be aware of various
work activities.

T e students are able to:
.,-

,

list various work activities.
.

, .

I. i.
list work activities in which they are involved.

f

3. Family Members Work s The. students wild be aware that 'fami y
members work:

The,students are able to:

identify the members of the families.

-

-identify the Woft that each family member-
0

t*
.. s,

.

Jj Work and Leisure Environments: Wdrk Roles Chan e/ le Roles

.k
The students will be able -to recognize that work rol s bay change
during one's career or-tbat a corlEer may have multiple roles.
at the same time.

L)
. r,

.

#1., _Change: The students will be aware that change Apes take place
throughout their lives.

',4 N
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./1

The students are able. o:-

defineChange.

describes the c anges that have and are. taking place_Intheir
lives.

2. Worker: The = tudents will be war, of eat a worker is.
3.

The students are able 6:

define wbrker.

' identify workers from,examplei given to them.

R. Woland Leisure Environments: Interests and Abilities Relate to
Job Clusters

The students will be able to recognize that there are families
(clustera) of jobs which relate'to.one another and `that one's
interests -and abilities can relate to severe obh.ad a result.

1. Jobs: The students Will be,Otwre of variousljobs.

The students.are ahle to:
3

list several jobs perAfrmed sin their community.f
.

.

. / ,
.

.

#2. JobTields Relate:. .The students will be aware that some-job
fields relate t Other job fields.

4)e.The students a able to:

;recognize that
,

theke are product - oriented and service-
oriented occupations.

., .

idvntify some product-oriented-occupations.
*(product-oriented occUpstionaL jobs in>Olich workers make

1

or repair things.), . ,

.

;

:

,.
1

/
.:

-identify some service-Oriented:occupations.
*(service -oriented occupations: jobs in which workers do
things for,ms.) f

,--'
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liiitt some job .fields that are related (go together).
*(i.e. .doctors - nurses,' ark ranger-farmer, etc.)

a

1

fr

6

A
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A. Planning. Skills:
and Life Styles

9
The students will

-saffeCt decisions.2_,

/.

DOMAIN: LIFE-CAREER PLANNING

Attitudes and Values Affedt Decisions, Actions,

4
a

be able to recognize that attitudes and values.
_actiOns, and life:styles.

r

,1. Attitudes and Values:
and wills are. .

The students w/11-be

4

The-stadents are able to:

a

defined attitude.
-

*(attitude: a mood or feeling
posiiive or negative terms.

,

N.. .

def ine 'Value .. ''..'q e----
*(value: something that'a person values
is very important tothat persOd.)

? *

4

aware'of,hat attitude ,.\

toward something,
r

I I

is somtthing that

d
#2. Everyone Has Attitude, end hies: The.stude3nts,will be aware

'ghat attitudes and/values.eilst for` evvyone.

Ite students are able to:
ft,

'identify.
edbject-

. o

4
.,

4
tre-attitdles of'theicplassmates,Op-a particular

.
.

.t ..

. 'identifyth ir\oWnlatti des teNprd tht subject:

,o
,-

identify tote value pl &on an ohlect'by,their classmate,.
1 , , ..

wo

id tifyothet4alues th4 themselves place-on tbat object.

. Planning Skills:lbecisions Made By Self enethers

The students will be able' to recognize that they intake decisions and
that their lives are influenced by decisions made by-themselims and
by others. '.400

qt'
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1. vDecfsil-Making: The udents will be aware of what decision-
makiek

Cmeans.
\ .The studenti are able'io:.

'define' decidion-making

recognize frofii, examples. decision -making -satuations.

#2. Everyone'Makes Decisions: The students will be aware that
everyone-makes decisions.

The students are 'able to:

`list decisions that they make themselves.

liStAecisions that their parents make.,

'lift decisions that their teachers make.
I

'list- decisions that their classmates make.

C.. Planning Skills i3 Alternative Decision-Making Courses

The students will be able to recognize ,that there can be alternative
decision-making courses,,with differing consequences.

#1. Decision-Making: The students will,be aware of what decision-

making means.
*(This objective is the same as Goal B, Objective #1.)

The studentS are able to:

define decision-making.

recognize from examples decision-making situations.

2. Everyone Makes Decisions: The students will be aware that
everyone makes. decisions.

*(This objective is the same as Goal B, Objective #2.)

The students are able to:

'list decisions that they make themselves.
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list decisions that their parents make:

list decisions that their teachers make.

list decision§ that their classmates make.

D. Planning Skills: Planning vs. Trial and Error

The students will be able to recognize thatnianning" l ads to a more
effectilie Oerformance,than does chance or the "trial anyY error"
approach to a task.

#1. Planning Process: The students will be aware of the planning
process.

The students are'able to:

'define the planning process.

identify from situations,presented :to them examples of planning.

2. Trial and Error: The students will be aware of the trial and
error approach to a task.

The students are able to:

define what Is meant by trial, and error.

identify from situations presented to them examples of the
trial and error approach to tasks.

E. Educational Environment: Demonstrating Effective Study and Learning
Skills

The students will be able to demonstrate effective study and learning
skills.

#1. Study and Learning Skills: The students will be aware of what
constitutes effective study and learning skills.

- 29Y4 -
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The students are able to:

'define skill.

recognize that reading and, reading comprehension are effective
study and learning skills.

recognize that writing is an effective study and learning skill. 13

recognize that listening is an effective study and learning
skill,

recognize that attentiveness is an effective study and learning
skill.

recognize that the ability to question is en effective learning
skill.

F. Educational Environment: Using Listening and Speaking Skills

The students will be able to employ listening and speaking skills
that allow for involvement in classroom discussions and abtivities.

#1. Listening Skills: The students will be aware of listening skills
and how to use them in the classroom.

The students are able to:

'define listening (as opposed to hearing).

recognize that attentiveness is a prerequisite for listening.

'identify situations where attentiveness occurs in the classroom.

becognize that knowing when to listen and when to speak
(timing) occurs in the classroom.

'.identify situations where knowing when to listen and when
to-speak (timing) occurs in the classroom.

recogniZe that listening for the content of Ite speaker's
mesitagg is a helpful skill.
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idenify situations where listening for the content of
the speaker's message occurs in the classroom.

recognize that listening to remember is a helpful skill.

'identify situations where listening to remember occurs in
the classroom.

Speaking Skills: The student8 will be aware of speaking skills
and how to use them in the classroom.

N
The students are able to:

'define spdaking in relation to speaking skills.
*(i.e.,to express oneself, verbally relay a message, as

oppoSed to babbling, etc.)

'recognize that preliminary skills are necessary before actual
verbalization.
*(i.e. raise their hands to get attention, wait until their

turn to apeak, responding when spoken to, etc.)

i4ntify situations in the classroom where these preliminary
skills occur'.

'recognize that speaking distinctly is a helpful skill.

identify situations in the classroom where speaking distinctly
prolies helpful.

recognize that speaking with an adequate voice level is a
helpful skill."

*(i.e. not too loudly, not top softly.)

'identifying situations in the classroom where an adequate
voice level proves helpful.

'recognize that responding appropriately is a helpful speaking
skill.

identify situations where responding appropriately occurs in
the classroom.

recognize that contributing to the topic at hand is a helpful
speaking skill.

'identify situations where contributing to the topic at hand
occurs in the classroom.
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Educational Environment: Evaluating Ability, Progress and
IMethods of Improvement

"The students will be able to realistically evaluate ability,
progress, and methods of improvement in various subject areas.

#1. Evaluation: The students will be aware of various methods
of evaluation.

The students are able to:

define evaluation.

identify various ways of evaluating.

:recognize that evaluation takes place in their classroom.

recognize ways that evaluatipn.takes place in their classrOom.

H. Self Understanding: .Individual Abilities Aid in Task Accomplishment

The students will be,able to recognize how individual abilities
aid,in accomplishing different tasks.

#1% A lities: The students will be aware of the abilities of
hemselves and others.

The students are able to:

*define ability
*(ability: the power or skill to

%
do some speCial thing.)

*identify abilities fotrd in classmates

identify abilities found in themselves.
AQ4

I. Self Understanding: Learning, In Life Situations .

Theittudents will be able to recognize that learning occurs
all types of life situations.
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1. Learning: The students will/be aware of what constitutes
learning.

-,'

The students are able to:

define learning as being able to do anything they could not
do before.

identify,various learning sitautions.

#2. Learnin: In Their Li es: The.students.will be aware that
° learning takes plac in their daily lives.

The students are able to:

list learning situations that occur for them at school.

list learning situations that occurj'or them at home.

list learning situations that occur in-the community.

Self Understanding: Clarifying and Expanding Interests and Cap-
. algiities ca)

The students will be able to appreciate the value of-clarifying
.antiAxpanding their in rests and capabilities.

*

Let Interests and Capabilities students will be aware of their
;

6 1
interests and capabilities.

-04'
4"

I

4 e :students are ab_1_ Lu.

interests.
.*4

define capabilities.

'identify, from examplesthose situations which involve'
interests.

identify from examples those situations which involve
capabilities.
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SKILL LEVEL CRITERIA

Developmental Level
Second Through Fourth Grades

Note: The 0 sign before any Developmental Objective indicates that
there is a complimentary activity in the Guidance Activity
section ofiAhe Comprehensive Career Guidance materials.
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DOMAIN:, INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

A. HumariRelStions Skills: Behavior Affects Behavior

The students will be,abla to recognize that their behavior toward
others affects others' 'behavior,towards them.

#1, Type of RespOrAws: The students will understand the different
types of responses they tise_in interpersonal relationships.

The students are able to:

'-recognize that th ere can be verbal or nonverbal responses.

afine verbal responses.

provide examples of their quiet verbal responses.

provide examples of their noisy verbal responses.

interpret the verb71 responses they c
questions, or exclamations.

impare and contrast th rbal respo;
of pleasantness and unpleasantness.

They give in terms

'provide exampl s of the kinds of verbal responses they use
with peers.

provide exampl s of the kinds of verbal responses they use
with adults.

*define nonverbal responses in terms of silence, body language,
etc.

*provi (e examples of the types pf nonverbal responses they
give.

provide examples of their quiet nonverbal responses.

provide examples of their noisy nonverbal responses.

'compare and contrast their nonverbal responses terms of
pleasantness and unpleasantness.
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a

provide examples ofthe kinds of nonverbalresponses they
uhe with'peeree.

A.

prdVide:examples' of the kinds of nonverbal responses they
use with adults.

recognize.that any response is based, on the interpretation
of what was being communicated.

I

2. Actions of Others Affect Behavior: ,1The students will be
aware how-thesactions of others affect their behavior.,

The students areable to: .

list various actions of other classmates.

recognize how the actions
(ehotions).

others affect their feelings

;

recognize how the actions of others affect their decisions,

recognize how the actions of others affect their conduct.

B. liftman Relations Skills: Friendships

The students will be able to demonstrate an understanding Of the
i process of making and ke ng friendships.

1. Friendship Characteristics: The students will understand what
skills and characteristics make up a friendship.

The students are able to:

\ .....-1

'recognize thPt sharing is acharacteriPticof friendship.

..
0 t' r

give examples of situations where'sharing occurs in
friendship.

recognize that skill'in oblem-solving is necessary for
friendship. r
give examples of situations where problem-solving occurs
in friendship.

(
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'define trust. k,

S

g ive txample4 of situations where trust occurs a
characteristid'of,friendship.

. 'define genuineneSS.

give exaMpleS of situations where genuineness occurs in
friendship.

define loyalty.

give examples of situations where loyalty occurs in
friendship.

'42. Making and -Keeping- Friendships: The students/will be aw
of the process of taking and.keeping friendships:

The students Ire stile to4

7recOgnize tliat caring abaut oche'rsfis a basic key to making
and keepinefriendships.

recognize that a-desire for friendship is a requirement for
,making and keeping friendships..

list ways,they can initially act friendly as a means of
making new friendships. tr

*(i.e. speakinekindly, being genuinely interested; sharing
activities, experiences, feelings, etc.)

recognize that the develcfPment Of trust and the development
of loyalty are ways of keeping friendships.

C. Human Relations Skills: Expressing Opinions and Beliefs

The students will be able to demonstrate an awareness of the
various methods of expressing their opinion. and b -fs.

i
1. Opinions, Beliefs, and Facts:. The student: ill be aware o

what constitutes an opinion, a belief,, and t
1:

The students d'able to:

l

3
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`define opinion:

recognize from

define belief:

7recogniie frO6.

'define fact.
,

exampleg,4Which are opinions.

.1

examples which are beliefs.

are fat

Of feelings
ajfact.

recognize from examples which

'identify the relative strength
with an opinion, a belief, and

,-p ,,

2. .People Have Opinions and Beliefs: The
that allpeople have opinions and belief

. 101
The7student6s are able to:.

'Mit the opinions of several people on

tw

thai is. askqciated

st'dents will be aware

one topic,

'list their ownt-oP
)4

inions on that`Ametopic.

.1i =t the beljeA6 of several, people on one topic.

.1 st their own beliefs on that same topic.

t

#3. Met ods of E red ion: The students will be iNlire,Of the
vari us methods o expressing opinions and beliefs.

The students are abl

4
list verbal m- hods of expressing opinions and beliefs.

list nonverbal methods

;;recognize- met
rs to listen.

recognize those
to respond.

of expressing opinions and beliefs.

ods of expression which encourage

methods of expression which
1

-42

encourage others)

D.* Human Relations Skills: Acceptable Behaviors in Groups

The dtudeia will be able to identify
otcuiing Ain a group, situation.

ti
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#1. 'Behaviors That- Bei.p Or Hinder: The students will understanA
Onose_behaiors"thaf helpfor, hinder group cooperation and
effectiveness:

The students are,fle to:
1

,

..

,

explain how likening helps group coOperation'and 'effectiveness.

.

exp ain,why taking turns helps group :cooperation .and
;effectiveness.

/

expittin-hpw.paying attention helps group cooPeratiOn d
effesti'veness.- . .,

',

give exempligs :of_ ways thilt participation hells group c'sooperation.ofways
.effectilieness.

,

explain why encouragement helps group cooperation And
effeqci.venets. .

.' .

.

,

*(encMagement: focusing on assent and strengths to build
self-confidence and self-:esteem.)

explain why interrupting hinder6 group coopers
P

on and. l.
effectiveness.

/
'explain how ignoring others hinders group cooperationA
and effectiveness. 115'

A'.

"give exak
-g-

les of situations where not getting involved

14

hinders oup cooperation and effectieness,
it \

explain ho discouragement,hinders group -cooperation and
effectiveness. I.

*(discouragement: focusing .on mistakes and weaknesseii to
erode self-confidence and esteem.)

f.
2. Rights df Self and Others: The students will be aware

that thoOgibehaviors whiCh'help the group to function
include:observinitherights of self and others.

The students are able to:

define the rights of self in a speqfic group.

;define the tights of otherstin the same specific group.

lS
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,xecognize how observing
h 1ps group cooperation

'
. 1

the rights of self and others
and.effectivenesS.'

E. Relating With Significant Othets:
- Cooperativeness

:/,
Competitiveness afid

The students' will be-Oble.to recognize-the of
and cooperativeness with both peers and adults.

u '

1. E teqts, of Cooperativen'ess: Titeistudents will be aware of the
7 R results of cooperativeness.

The studenti are 41e to:
,?

kj

define cooperativeness.
*(gpoperativeness: working together toward a common goal.)

-.recognize some harmful results of cooperativeness.
/ * (ife. a-person not learningibecause others ate doing

too much for'him,'etc.)

competitiveness,.

recagnizesome helpful results of .cooperativeness.

#2. Effects of Competitixeniss: They students will )e aware of)
the results of dbmpefltiveness.

The -students are able to:

'define competitiveness.,
*(competitiveness: contendi
or position; a contest.)

recognize soMe helpful results

.

recognize some harmful results

th bthers for profit, prize, -.4e

of competitiveness.

of competitiveness.

4

Relating With Significant Others: Family Relationships

ihe students will-be able to recognize; the value and process
establishing .an effective relationship with'their families.

(
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#1. Process of EstabliWing Effective Family,Relationifilps.
.The students will be 'aware of the-proCess of eatablishing
effective-famlly rel4tionship.

The students are able 4L

7

:define an4ffective family relationship.

no

:identify the belief that all persons are. equal.; worth
and dignity as a- part of `the proceSs of est0iishing.effectiVe
family relationenips:°1

recognize that rpect is a part of theproceiie Of establishing''
effective family relationships,

3

'tecogniie that listening is a 'Part of the process of
establishing effective family relationships.

recognize thiq communicatio kills are necessary for the
process of esiWklishing e ect e family relationships.

recognize that cooperation is a part of the process of
establishing:efective family relationships.

recognize that regular family meetings can be a helpful
part of the process of establishing effective family
relationships.
*(reference: iRalsing a Responsible Child or the S.T.E.P.
Parent's Handbook, both by D. Dinkmeyer, and MCKay.)

G. Self Validation: Worthwhileness

r.

,The students will be able to achieve feelings of worthwhileness.

111. Activities:, The students will be aw, re of the activities they
perform that make them feel worthwhi .

The students are able to:

'identify those physical activities they(perform that make
them feel worthwhile.,t
*(i.e. during recess, during P.E.,\etcc)

'identify those activities tley perform at school that make
them feel..worthwhile.

%

'identify those Activities they perform at home that make
hem feel worthwhile.
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'identify those socia activities they perform that
make them fiel worthwhile.

2. Personil Characteristics: e students will be aware of
aersonal characteristics th make them feel worthwhile.

*
The students are able to:

\ideptify some physical;
characteristics.

'Y

ional, intellectual, and social.

list characteristics -that they,possess.

; 144'

'recognize which personal characteristics make them. feel
worthwhile.. `"

R. Self Validation: Control Over Self and Environment

The studentfi mill be able to recognize that they can exercise
some control over themselves and their environment.

'

Control Over Self: The student will be aware of situations
where they have someicontrol ovgi themselves:

The students are able to:

'define control.

'identify pituations where they have some control over
themselves physically.

'identify situations where they have some control over themselves
intellectually.

;identify situations where they bave_some control over. themselves
socially.-

'identify situations where they have some control over themselves
emotionally.

2. Control Over Environment: The students will be aware of situations
where they have some control over their environment.
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The students are able to:

define control.

'define environment.

identify situations where they have some control over their'
school environment.

identify situations where they have some Antrol over,their
home environment:

'identify situations where they have some control over their
community environment.

I. Self Validation: Individual Differences

The students will be able to demonstrate an understanding that all
individuals, including-themselves, have different and varying
personal characteristics and abilities-which distinguish them from
oneanother, and that certain-of these characteristics and'
abilities may change from time to time.

.' Behavior Patterns and Abilities in Self-and. Others: The
students will be aware of nharacterisfic behavior 'patterns'
and abilities in other individuals and in self

The students are able to:

define the term "characteristic, behavior patterns" as
the ways a person usually acts.

'define a characteristic ability a& something a person
does often and does well.
*(i.e. jumping rope, writing stories, drawing pictures, etc.)

'list some characterstic behavior patterns that are found
in others.

)list some characteristic abilities that are found in others.

list some characteristic behavior patterns that are found .

in self.

'list some characteristic abilities that are found in 'self.

308-
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DOMAIN: WORK AND LIFE SKILLS

k. Daily Living,: Consume Skills

V

The students will be able to identify consumer skills that are used
in daily living.

#1. Consumer skills They Use: The students will be aware of the
consumer skills that they use in their own daily living. t

The students are able to:

recognize themsel;ves as consumers.

.list the products that they buy..

.4

retognize that the ability to understand money and to make
c.11ange are consumer skill theyuse.

know that recognition of quality of merchandise in buying
a consumer skill.tIley use.

recognize that the ability to compare and contrast is a
consumer skill they use.

recognize that the determination of need or priority is a
consumer skill they use.

recognize that the ability to determtne the appropriate
place of purchase is aconsumer-skili"they use.
*(i.e. shoes from a.shoe store, food from a grocery store,etc.)

1. Daily Living: School Relevancy

The students will be able to identify the releviincy of school
subject matter and other school experiences toJcommunity,
home., leisure, and occupations.

o .

1. School Experiences: The students will be aware of the school
e

academic and social experiences at their grade level.
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The students are able to:

list the school academic experiences they encountered at their
grade level.

*list the'school social experiences they)encounter at their
.4. grade level.

#2. School Relates to the Citizen: The students will understand
how school academic and social experiences relate to the role
of citizen in a community.

The students are able to:

.listithe activities df a.citizen.
*(i.e. voting, buying, etc.):

'ditch school atienitC experiences to the citizep activities
where they are ed.

match school social experiences to the citizen activities
where they are used.

C. Tfsk Responsibility/Employability: Dependency in Task Accomplishment

The students will be able to recognize that others depend on
them in helping perform a task and will be able to identify
situations in which people depend on each other to perform
certain tasks.

#1. Others Need Help: The students Will be aware of activities
in which others need their help.

The students are able to:

'list activities in which others need their help.

'identify activities they can help others accomplish.
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1). Task Responsibiliei/Employahiity: Value from T sks Well or:
.

,

The tudents will be able to recognize the value (persona rewards)
whic ,comes from a task well dole. 0

r . A

1. Tasks They Do Well: 14 thmtstsks they are. abl to accomplish,
the students will be aware of those they do wel .

The students are able to:

list those tasks thatthey Are able to acc ish.

--'recognize the tasks that they are ab111)t do vte11..

#2. Criteria For Successful Ta k,Acc lish nt: The students'
will be aware of their perSonal criter for lifessful
task iccomplis Mt.

The students are able to:

define a job well done,onia p sonal level.
\

nit their personal.c a sed to determine whether or
not the job was well done'.
*(i.e. feelings, others, beauty,etc.)

E. Task Responsibility/Employability: Purpose add, Steps Df a Task

'The students will be ableto recognize t task; have h purpose
and that steps are followed in completing a ask.

1. Tasks: The students will be aware of tasks carried out by
themselves and others.

The students are, able, to: e

('list those tasks that Way carry out themselves:

-"I-identify from examples those tasks that they can carry out ,

`themselves.

'list tascs that are carried out by others.

'identify,from examples those tasks that are carried odt-
by"others.
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*2. Tisk Purpose: The students Will understand the purpose
/ of those tasks carried out by themselves and otheri.

The students are able-to:

explain the purposes of thdWe tasks they carry out themselves
*(i.e. tell why they do it, etc.)

_

.

.explain the purposes of those talks carried\eut by others.
*(i.e; tell why the tasks are done, etc.)

#3. Process In Task Accomplishment: The students will be, aware of
the major processes in task accomplishment.

*

The students are able to:

recognize that planning is a factor in the process of task
----raccomplishment.

recognize that acting or doing'is a factor in the process of
task aCcomplishment.

recognize that evaluating is a factor in the process of task
accomplishment.

*recognize that acting or redoing is sometimes a factor
in successful taskaccomplishment.

F. Task Responsibility/Elloyability: Personal Characteristics and
Job Fields _

The students will be aile to recognize certain personal
characteristics that are related to job fields.

:

1. Job Categories:[ The students are.aware of various7jop
categories.

The students arevAble to:

list thefour divisions of the U.S.O.E. Classification
System.
4
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"descrtbe the four divisions of the D.S.O.E. ClassificaO.on
System in their own language.

U.S.O.E. Classification System,

Divisions Clusters

1 -

SesvicelGroup _

/
,

.

.
.

CoMsumer Edu tion and Homelking

,

Public Servi es ._

Personal Services
Hospitality and Recreation

.

Business Group
.

Business and Office
7

.

Manufacturing
24arketing)and Distribution, -

Transportation'

CqZ8...ticlr
%I

Science.Group

.

Health
EnvirOblental Control k

Agri4usInees and Natural
Resourced
Marine Science

, .

' .

Communication Group Comgunications and Media
Fine Arts and Humanities

1.
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2f Personal' Characteristics: abs students .will be aware of vSjouS
personal characteristics. 1. :. 6

j The students, are able to:,
_ .

'define personal charac ristics as ways a person looks,
ways a pereon usually( ts, and ersonel likes and dislikes.

p

list some-personal charac sti of another peps,
*(i.e. in terms of ways he/she looks, ways he/s10 tally
acts, and likes and dislikes:)

list some personal char4cteristicS of.themselves.
*(i.e. An terms of they they look, the way they usually
act, and And dislftes.)

,

#3. Characteristics Relate to Jobs: The students will be aware*
of how some personal characteristics can relate to job
fields.

The students are able to:

list personal characteTistics that might 6 with a given job
in terms of looks, usual actions, and likes and dislikes.
*(i.e. construction equipment operator: (1) lOoke:.-

strong; (2) usual actions-physically 6bctive, li s to be
outside; (3) 'likes and dislikes - prefers working"With
machines, etc.)

7

Ark and Leisure Environments: 4Wctrk and Leisure Adtivities.

The students will be,able to distinguish between work and leisure
time activities. .

r

#1. Work' and Leisure: The students will understand the difference
,

between work and leisure.

The students are able to:
+re

explain what work is.

explain the purpose of work.

'explain what. leisure is.
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***Plain the= purpose of lais4ei

'ContrAst the smanings and purposes. of work and Leisure.

r
2. Woik 110.404 The studentawill be aware of various work roles.

The students ere able to.:

list their variout woAcroles.
:

'get some whisk it214m of others.

I

'ictemtify fromaxampte, those that reOrisent lark roles.

/.

-

N
' /

34. Leisure ROUE: The studeits will- be of various leisure
r414e.

The students
,
are able-tot

1=01M.

'list their vistioue leisure- roles.

)'list same leisure zoloii.of others.

"Idantify from exami,lesthoe4 that represent leisute roles.

4. Work and Leisure Activities; Change: The students will be aware
of how thelrwork and leisure time activities have/are/and
'will change.

rm.-
The students are able to:

'list their work activities at different age levels.

'list their leisure activities at different age levels.

recognize that elyingain work and leisure activities
has occured.

'list their possible future work activities.

'llet-fhtir possible future leisure activities.

recognize that change ih work and leisure activities
might occur.

I

3
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411. Work and Lei ure Environments: Respect for Work Well Done
if

.

The stud4hts 11 able to recupize that respect is due to
others for the contributions theAkake in their various roles
and When'their work is well done, regardless of it itature.

2 it41 t

i
1. Purposes of Work Roles: The students will be awa* of-the
7 purposed of various work roles.'

4t '41
The students are able to: ie

'list several work roles.
(

reoognize the purposes of some-work roles.

Effects of Quality Work: The studenti will understand the'effectS
of-quality work.

-The students are able to:

'define their criteria for determining quality

'give exampled of quality/
. ,

, . v r

explain about some of the effects of quality

/
w rk.

#3. Respect: The students will be aware that respect is das others
for work that is well done.

The students are able to:

'define respect.

recognize situations where people deserve respect.

'recognize situations where people deserve respect for work
well done.

I. Work and Leisure Environments: All People Work

The students will be able to recognize that all people perform
some type to -work,
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#1. *nit: The stuants will understand whit,wark means.

The: students are ableltOt

A
explain :the swing of the word' .

kiv/examplea of Work situations..

....- L

2. How They and Others. Work: The studentswill be aware of
how they and other students'work.

The students are able to:

\'41ist somi'work activitiesof other studenii that differ
from theiti:

-4

,J. Work and Leisure %&ironments: Work Roles Change/Multiple Roles

The students will be able to recognize that work roles may change
duffing one's career orthet a wor r mayhave multiple roles'
at the same time.

41
0_

. Work Role: Thelmodents wilibeavareof what "work role"
<loans;

The students ari.Ale

:define the ten work role.

/.)
list" their own work roles.

'list some worklroles of others.

2. Career: The students will be aware of what constitutes a

11

career;
,f

The studen s are able to:
t,

'define e word career. 1,

'identify careers from examples presented to them.
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°

-#3. Change-In Work Roles: The students will be aware that a
change in work role's can 'take place during one's career.

The students are able to:

'list changes that can take place in work roles during'_
a career. -

recognize some situations Where work ibleShave,changed
-during a career:

K.' Woik and Leisure Environments: dntetsts anAbilities Relate
To Job Clusters

il,

i:The atudents_Will be able to. recognize that there are families.
-.(clusters).of'jobs whath relate to one another and that-one'
int'ereatatand abilities can, relate to several jobs as a; result.

1. Job Clusters:
clusters.

The students' will be aware -Oevarious job
p 4

The students'aceable to:

.!recognizajobs' related to
job cluaters of. the U
*(See the U.S.O.E. Clasai
-F, Objective 1.)

2. Jobs. Relate to Othigr Jobs:I The
that some jobs relati-tO other jobs.

he four,di4isiona ana fifteen
.Claasification System. .

ation'System Chart under Goal '1;

1Y4

#3.

students will understand'

Tie students are. able to:

name several jobs that are in the same cluster.

'explain why and how these jobs are related

Interests and Abilities Relate to Jobs:
be aware of hoW inteSests and abilities
clusters.

The students are able to:
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°list souse interests andAilities-Of people who hold
jobs in various clusters,:

.

identify some intersitslind abilities of people who
held- jobs 'Within the toss cluster. ,7

.

',
). .

---Irecognize7,tbat interests and abilities are related
to job clusters./ '4

9 D

J

7
r.

V

. AR
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DOMAIN:' LIFE CAREER PLANNING

_ 4 f-__--.° .
.

A. Planning Skala: Attitudes 'and Values Affect Actions,:
end-Lifq.Styles , .

*

J.

1The students will be able to recognize that attitudes and values
. affect decisionslections, and life styles.

r
)

@.;-' 4/ ? '1. Attitudes and Values: The students wil understand what
attitudes and values are. ..

41-
The students are46ayle to: -

f 'd

-:
(

.

efine attitude.' f t J

*(attittdd: way of ,thinking, aciing, arr.. feeling.)

J

.
t.,

, .

define 'willies-. ,-
...

.?
*(something that is valued can be an idea or thing that

\

is considered to have worth, excellence, and importance.)

. .

'provide some examples of attitudes.
(

'provide some examples of varies.~

'''compare and canter:1st the concepts of attitudes and values:

2. Everyone Has ttAtudes and Values: The students will under-
stand-that a titudes and values exist for everyone.

The students are able to

compare the attitualeL4 several peopld Onthe same topic.

,compare their own attitudes on that same topic.

!compare the values of several people on the. same'topic.

cbmpare their own values on that same topic.
4

a

#3. Attitudes and Values Affect ,;Decisions and Actions: The
students will be aware of-how attitudes and values affect
decisions and actions:

1



The students are able to:

'recognize the relationship between decisions and actions.

recognize that attitudes affect decisions.

'identify decisions that were influenced by attitudes.

recognize that attitudes affect actions.

'identify some actions that were influenced by attitudes.

<` recognize that values !pact decisions.

identify some decisions that were influenced by values.

recognize that values'affect actions.

identify some actions that were influenced by values.

S. Planning Skills: Decisions Made by and Others

Alhe students will be able to recognize that they make decisions7-
and-that their lives are influenced by:decisions made by them-
selves and by.Others.

1. DecisiOn-Making Process: The students will be aware of the
decision-making process.

The students are able to:

define the decision-making process as a series of
sequential seeps leading toot decision.

'recognize "identification of the problem or goal" as
a part of the- decision-making process.

'recognize "information-gathering" as a part of the decision-
making process..

'recognize "determination of values and opinions (likes
and dislikes) that relate to ifie problem or goal" as a
part of the decision-making process.

'recognize "generating and reviewing alternatives" as a
part of the decision-making process.
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'recognize "reviewing mssible consequences" as a part of
the decision-,Making process.

recognize "choice of an alternative (making the decidion
part of the-decision-,making process.

# 2. Decisio in Their Lives: The students will be aAre of how
their ives are influenced by the decisions they make.

The students are ible to:

identify a perional decision.

examine the short range effects ,.0 that personal
decision.

examine the long range effects of that personal decision.

C. PlanningSkills: Alternative Decision-Making Courses

The students will be able to recognize that theie can be alternative
decision-making courses, with differing consequences.

k

# 1. DeciSion-Making Process: Th* students will be aware of the
decision-making process.
*(This objective is the same as Goal B, Objective #10

The students are able to:

-:'define the decision-making process as a series c sequential
steps leading to a decision.

'recognize "identification of the problem or goal" as a
,patt of the decision- making process.

'recognize "information-gathering" as a part of the decision -
making process.

- recognize "generating and reviewing alternatives" as a
part of the decision-making process.

recognize "reviewing possible consequences" as a pant of
the decision-making process.
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recognize "choice of an alts tivg (making the decision)"
ad. a part of the decilon-ca ng process.. '

2. ,Decisions and Consequoncet: The student's will be aware o
elttionshivbetween decisions and Consequences.

The students are able to:

' define decisions.

A
de4ine consequences.

'identify a specific' decision they have made.

'examine the consequences of that decision.

the

*. D. Planning Skills: Planning -B. Trial and Error
e

The students will be able to recognize that "planning"'leads tp
more effective performance, than does chance or "trial and error"
approach to a task.

1. Planning Process:' Tht'students will understand the planning
process. ,;70'

.

The students are able to:

define the planning process.

give general examples of the planiiing process.

'give a'personal example of the pianning process.

2. Trial and Error: The students will understand th trial and error
approaCh to a_task.

The students are able to: j

define what Di meant by trial and,error.
.

"give general examples of the trial and error Approach to '
a task:
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'give a-personal example of the use of trial and error in
taskaciomplishment.

#3. Planning Process and Trial, and Error Process: The students will
understand similarities and differences between the planning
process and the trial and error process in task accomplishment.

The students are'able to:

explain the pla

'explain the tr And error process.

compare and co t est 04 p snning_protess and the trial and
error process.

'

E. Educational Environment.: ,Demonstrating Effective Study and Learning
Skills I

The students will be,able to demonstrate effective study and learning
skills.

. Study and Learning Skil s: The students will understand,
what.constitutes effecti e study and learning skills.

The students are ble

'define skill as it relates to study and learning'skills
-

'explain why readidg-and'reading comprehension are
effective. study and learning skills.

"explain why writing is an effective study and learning skill.

explain why attentiveness is an-effective study and learning
skill.

explain why the ability to question is an effective study
and earning skill.

#2. Wow Skil1S6 Apply to Situations: The students will understand
hw their effective study skills apply in a study situation.

The students are Ole to:
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*define A study situation.

identify their effective study skills

identify their own study situation.

give of how their' effective skills apply in that
study

F. Educational Environment: Using,Listening and Speaking Skills

Thestudents' will e able to employ listening and speaking skills
that for invblvement in classroom discussions and activities.

.

I

1. \,

Listening,Skills: The students will understand listening skil1s
and haw.to-use them in the classroom.

The students are able to:

'define the concept of listening.

recogMize that attentivenesais.a prerequisite for listening.

' illustrate the use of attentiveness for .74-ening in the

classroom.

' recognize that'knowing when to Usten and when to speak
(timing)'is a listening skill.

illustrate the use of knowing when to listen and when to
spagt (timing) the classroom.

recognize that listening for the cont
message is a helpful skill.

of the speaker's

,`illustrate the use of listening for the content of the speaker's
message in the classroom.

recognize that listening to remember is a helpful ski 1.

illustrate the use of listening to remember in the classroom.

recognize that listening for the speaker's feeling: is a'
helpful skill.

'illustrate the use of listening for feelings as it occurs in
the classroom.
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Speaking Skills: The students will., understand speaking skills
And how to use them in the classroad.

--The students are'able to:

''define what speaking means, as related to speaking skills.

recognize t he preliminary skills necessary before actual
verbalization can Occur. 1

*(i.e. raising their hands to get attention, waiting until
theii)turn to speak, responding when - spoken to, etc.)

illustrate thi use of the preliminary skills necessary
before actual verbalization in the classroom can occur.

reOognize that speaking distinctly is a helpf I skill.

'illustrate the use of distinct speech in the classroom.

recognize that speaking with an adequate voice,level (not
too loudly or too softly) is-a helpful skill.

' illustrate the use of speaking with an adequate voice level
in the classroom.

01.11..r
'recognize that responding appropriately is a helpful speaking
Skill.

'Must- ( the use of appropriate responses in the classroom.

.recognize that contributing to the topic at hand, is a helpful
speaking skill.

illustrate the use'of contributions to the topic at hand in
the classroom.

'recognize that responding about feelings is 4 helpful speaking
skill.

l'oatmat
%

illustrate the use of feeling responses in the classroom.

G. Educational ironmeqt: Evaluating Ability, Progress and Methods
of Improvement

The students will be able to realistically evaluate ability
progress, and methods of improvement in various subject areas.

4
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1. Methods of Evaluation: /The students will understand various

methods of evaluation.

The students are able to:

define evaluation

'ildentify various methods of evaluation.

'explain about thes methods of evaluation.

gAve examples of the application of these various methods

of evaluation.

# 2. Methods of Improvement: The students will be aware of various
methods of improvement in.subjece areas.

i/

The slkidents are' able to:

*define the concept of method of improvement.

'identify how .a person can improve in a particular subject

area.

H. Self Understanding: Individual Abilities Aid in Task Accomplishment

The students will be able to recognize how individual abilities
aid in accomplishing different tasks.

1. Development of Abilities: The students will be aware of the
development of abilities in themselves and others'.

The students are able to:

'define ability.
*(ability: the power or skill to do some special thing.)

identify some of their past abilities.
*(i.e. abilities at difjferent age levels:. 0-2, 2-4, 4-6,

. . . years of age.)

'identif .-efiniof their present abilities.

identit some past abilities of others.
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identify some present abilities of 4hers..

recognize.that abilities develop with both time

12. Abilities Contribute to SucceSsful Daily Routine: The students
will be aware of hood the abilities of themselVes and others
can contribute to the success of daily routine.

The students are able to:

'define successful daily routine:

.'identify how their own abilities contribute to a successful
daily routine.

identify how the a fifties of others contribute to a success-
ful daily routine.

I. Self Understanding: Learning in Life Situations

The students will ge able to recognize that learning occurs in all
types bf life situations.

1. Methods 'of Learning: The students will be aware of the various
methods of learning.

The students are able to:

' recognize that experience (doing) is a method of 4earning.

'recognize that modeling is a method of learning.
*(modeling: learning'by patterning after someone e

'recognize that exposure is a method of learning.
*(i.e. exposure-through reading, listening to lectures, etc.;
also exposure comes in varying degres.)

#2. Learning Methods in Their Lives: The students will understand
various situations in their own lives where learning takes place
by different methods..

The students are able to:

t--
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. 'give examples of situations where they have learned by
exierience.

'describe what they learned by experience.

'give examples of: situations where they have learned by
modeling.

iv

'deg ribe what they learned because of the modeling process.

. 4
giv :examples of situations where they learned through
exposure (reading, listening to lectures, etc.).

'describe what they leirned because of the exposure method.

J. Self Understanding: Clarifying and Expanding Interests and
Capabilities

The students will be able to appreciate the,, of clarifying and
expanding their interests and capabilities.

1. Faitors,That Influence Interests and Capabilities: The students
w4.1.1 be aware of factors that influence interests and cap-

4
abilities.

The students are able to

define interests.

'define capabilities. ,

'recognize that parents influende interests and capabilities.

recognize that teachers influence interests and capabilities.

'recognize that peers influence interests and'capahtlities.

'recognize that sibling influence interests and capabilities.
*(see Systematic_ Training for Effective Parenting, Parent's

Handbook, Family Constellation, p. 23-24 by Dinkmeyer
and McKay.)

recognize that circumstances influence interests and
capabilities.

recognize that other significant adult" influence interest
and capabilities.

'recognize that capiloilities are 1) inherent and 2) affected
by the environment.

.337
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'recognize that interests are totally affected by the
environment.

1110

42. Interests and Capabilities Change:. The students will be aware
that interests and .capabilities -.clan change.

The students are able to:

'identify interests they have'had in the past.

'identify capabilitie, they have had in the past.

identify interests they have now.

'identify capabilities they have now.

'identify interests they might have in the future.

identify capabilities they might have in the future.

Recognize that interests and capabilities chang Jr

expand with time and need.



-FALL LEVEL CRITERIA

Developmental Level
Fifth Grades

Note: The # sign before any.Developmental Objective indicates that
'there is a complimentary activity in the Guidance Activity
section of the Comprehensive Career Guidance materials.
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DOMAIN: INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

i .

A. Human Relations Skills: Behavior Affects Behaftor ,4

The students will ba able to recognize that their behavior toward
others affeCts othe 'sN behavior toward them.

'

1. Actions Affect Behavior: The students will be aware of how their
actions affect the behavior of others-.

The students are e to:

- recognize how ' their actions affect the emotions of others.

. recognize hoW their actions affect the deCisionsof others..

-recognize how their actions affect the conduct :of others.

'recognize that the effectiveness of an action is determined
byathe type of response they receive from others.

L.

#2.. Relationship Between Actions and Responses: The students will
be aware of the relationship between actions and reiponses.

The students are able to:
(

'define action.

-define response.

-recognize the following re1ationship between action and
response: an action occurs, the person "thinks" and "feels"
about'thatction, then the person gives his response. The
logic of a person's r#spOnse is dependent upon the logic
of his thinking and feeling about the'sction.
*(See A Guide,to Rational Living by'Ellis and Harper.Y77;,

B. 'Human Relations Skills: Friendships

The students will be able. 6 debionstrate an understanding of the
process Of making and, keeping friendships.
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#1. Making and Keeping Friendships: The students will understand
the process of mikini°And kee ing friendships.

IThe students are abledt :

..explain'whyymaking and keeping friends is a basic human
need.

explain why caring abdut others is a basic Jey to,iaking-
.

and keeping friendships.

lain why desire for frandship is a requirement for making.
keeping friendships.

.1) oVide example's of ways they_cail ipeitially act friendly
as a means of making new friendship's.
*(ire., speaking kindly, being genuinely interested;
sharing aCtivitiesNexperiences, feeling, etc.)

.f)

explain why the development of tilust is'important in keeping
friendships.

-/
explain why Oe development'of loyalty is important in
keeping friesidships.

C

provide examples .of how the above factors can apply in
friendships. . t.

provide examples of how the above factors relate to group
friendship skills.
*(i.e., as relating to cliques, etc.)

explain how cliques can affect friendships.

2. Effectiveness of Their Own Friendship Skills: The students will
taluate the effectiveness of their own friendship skills.

The students.are able to:

'list the friendship skills of an ideal person.

list their awn friendship skills.

e4kluate their dwn friendship skihs 10 effective ork- ineffective.
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. describe methods of change for those friendship skills.they j,
have judged as'ineffectiver

ogs'
-C. Human Relations Skills: .Expressing Opiniontriand Beliefs

The students will be able to demonstrate an aw eness.of the Varigus
methods of expressing their opinions and beliefs. .

#1, Methods of Expression:' The/students will understa
various methods of.expressingilopinions and beliefs.

The students are able to:

' provide examples of verbal methods of expressing opinions
and beliefs.

' provide examples of nonverbal methods of expressing
opinions and beliefs.

P4

' illuStrate. those methods of\expression which encourage
others to listen. 4,

illustrate those methods of expression, which encourage
others to respond.

compare and 4ontrastmethods of"expression which encourage
others to lidken and to respond.

' provide,examples of methods of expression whicA are used in,
group situations:

'provide examples of methods of expression whicty are used in
pne-to-one situations.

' compare and contrast the methods of group expression and
one-to-one expression.

2.; Their Own Methods of Expression: The students
their own methods of expressing-opinions and b
7

The students are able to:
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'describe their own verbal methods of expressing opinions
and beliefs.

' describe their own nonverbal methods of expressing opinions

and. beliefs.

describe their own methods of expression which encourage
others to listen

mit

.describe.theiruwn methods. of expression which encourage
others to respond.

describe their own methods:of expression that they use in
, group situations.

.describe-their own'meihods,of expressidn that they use in

.one-to-one situations.

evaluate their methods of expressing opinions and beliefs
'- as effective or ineffective. )

.

6 'describe methods of change for those methods of expression
judged to be ineffective.

D. Human Relations Skills: Acceptable Behaviors_in Groups

The4itudents will be able to identify sociallyicceptable behaviors,
occurring in a group situation.

1. Relationship Between Rights of Self and Rights,'of Others:, The
3 students will understand the relationship betiften the rights of
self and the rights of.othere in group situations.

The students are able to:

'compare and contrast the give-and-take relationship betweee
the rights of self and the rights of others,

4

2. Characteristic Behavior Patterns: The students will be aware
of the characteristic behavior patterns (roles) that develop as
a part of group interaction.

t
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Thestudents are able to:

'define group interaction.

'recognize that the role of leader is a'characteristic
behzivior pattern which develops ns a parttof group inter-
action.

recognize that the role. of listener is:a Characteristic
behavior petal= which develops as a part of group inter-
action.

'define the)role of gatekeeper in group intefacgAn.
.

recognize that .the role of gatekeeper is a-characteriitic
behavior pattern which develops as a part of group inter-
action.

' define the role of advocate in group interaction.

'recognize that the role of advocate is a characteristic.
behavior patternyhich develops as a part of group inter-
action.

3. Behavior in Group Interactions: The students will be aware of
'their own behaviors in group interactions.

The students are able to:

define socially acceptable behavior in group interactions.

' list their own socia y acceptable behaviorsin group inter-'
actions. .

list their own socially unacceptable behaviors in group
interactions.,

t

E. Relating With Significant Competitiveness and Cooperativeness

The students will be able to recognize the effects )Utompetitivenesti
,/) and cooperativeness with both peers and adults.

ale
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# 1. Effects of poperativeness: The students will understand.the
effects. of. their cooperativeness with both peers and adults.

The-students are able to':

. 'define cooperativen
*(cooperativ'eness:

provide examples

ess,
working together toward a common goal.)

their cooperativeness with peers. c

provide examples of their cooperat eness with. adults.
at

exOlain abOut some ofthehelp 1 effeats of their coopera-;1
.tiVinies with both peers and adults.

. /
-explain :about some of thwharmful effects of their.coopera-
tivenes0 with'both piers and adults.

2. .Effects of Competitiveness: .174"students will be aware of the,
-"Yeffects of their competitiveness with both peers and adults.

The students are able to:

°*define competitiveness.. .

*(competitiveness: contending with others for profit, prize,
or position; a contest.-);

provide examples of their competitiveness with peers.

provide examples of their competitiveness with adults4

explain about some of the helpful effects of their competi-
tiveness with both peers and adults.

explain about tome of the harmful effects of their competi-
tiveness with both peers a14 adults.

3. Differences and Similarities. Between Competitiveness and Coop-
erativeness: The students will be aware of the differences and
similaiities between competitiveness and cooperativeness.

The students are able to:
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recognize that cOmpetitiveness hnd.cooperativeneis are,bot
ways of getting things accnmplished:1

- recognize that bdth competitiveness and cooperativeness can
be helpful.-.

- recognize that both competitiveness
be harmful.

0 cooperativeness can

- reco a tat the emphasis of competitiveness is'.:different
from he eriPhatiis of cooperativeness.
*(i. comPetitiveness tends to draw people apart, while
cooperatiteness-tends to.bripg people,closer together.)

Aecognize that competitiveness-generally involves "winners
and losers", while cooperativeness does pot use that-type of
terminology.

F. Relating-With Significant

,The students will belibie
establishing,an'effectitre

7

Others: Family Relationships

to recognize the value and process of ;

relationship with their families.

#1. Process of Establishing Effective Family Relationships: The,'"
ddents will understand the process of'establishing effectivd

amily relationships.

Using a hypothet cal family situation, the students are able to:
'

'define effe 'lie family relationship.

-provide examples which shawthat the belief that all persons
are equal in worth and dignity is a part of the process of
establishing effective family relationships.

-provide examples which shOw that respect is a part of the
proc ss of establishing effective family relationships.

7pro ide examples which shoW that istening is a part of the
process of establishing effective family relationships.

-provide examples which show why communication skills are
necessary for the process of establishing effective family
relationships.



r.

. . .

provide examples which show that cooperation is a part of
the process of establishing effective Family relationships.

provide.exi6ples which.show ways df handling disagreement or
conflict as a part of, the process of establishing effective
family relationships.

.explain .what comprises a family meeting.
*(i.e., reference: Raising a Responsible Child or the S.T.Ea.

r HandbOok both'by/21)inimeyer and McKay.)

de examples which show tclat regular family, meetings can
helpful part of the process of establishing effective

ly relationhhips. ?

is

A.

4;\
2. Results of Effe ive Family Relationships: The students will

be. twate'of the esOlts that come from haVing effective family
relationships. .

' From a hypothetical family situation, the students are able to:

.recognize the resulting when the belief that all
personi are equal in worth and dignity is a.paet.of the
family relationship.

I

0

.recognize the res4lting feelings when respect is a part of
the family relationship.

recognize the resulting feelings when listening is a part of
the family relationdhip.

.recogaizt the resulting feelings when communication skills
are a part of the family. relationship.

recognize the resulting feelings when cooperation is a part-
of the family relationship.

recognize the resulting feelings and the effects when regular
family meetings (as proposed by Dinkmeyer and McKay) are a
part of the family relationship.

. Self Validation: Worthwhileness
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The students will e able to'achieve feelings of worthwhileness.

11
,

1. orthwhileness in Relation to Others: The students will be aware 4

of methods of attaining feelings of worthwhileness in relatian-
to other people.

The students are able to:

.recognize that when feelings of worthwhileness first begin
to develop in an individual they do so in comparison to
other. people.

. recognize teat as'fedlings of worthwhileness mature the
emphasis shifts from comparison with others to self
actualization.

:recognize that self.awareass (physically, emotionally,
intellectually, gild egcially) is a meeho f attaining
feelings of'worthwhireness.

.

'recognize that mee new challenges is a method-of
attaining feelings of ww thwhileness.

'

- recognize that being flexible in meeting the needs and de-
mands of themselves and others is a method of attaining*.
feelings of worthwhileness.

_

..rAcligpinethat understanding the\meaning and the effects of
beh4t4ii-.(Of.theMiielV6941401 other*) is °a method of attaining.
feellOs'ofmorthwhileness.

,

- recognize that sensitivity to others, is a method of attainin
feelings of worthwhileness.

recognize that tolerance-(understanding and acceptingin-
dividuI differences) is a, method of attaining feelings of
worthwhileness.

#2. Feelings of Worthwhileness: The students will understand thei
own feelings of worthwhileness.

The students are able to:

describe-gen ral feelings df worthwhileness.
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1

'provide examples of ways to attain and maintain these feelings
of warthwhileness.

'describe their, own feelings of worthwhileness.
4

'*provide examples of ways they have attained and main-
taine4)these*feelings'ofworthwhileness.

H. Self Validation: Contra Over Self and'Environment.

The students will be able to recognize that they can exerditserisome
control over themselves and their environment.

#1. Factors of Controlling Self 'aria Environment: The stdents will
be infers of factors. involved in the process'Of controlling.
'themselves and their environment.

ar-

The students are able to:

,

recognize the following relationship: when an action occurs, P:,

the student "thinks" and qeels" about that action, then the..-,
. stud gives-his response, Thelbgic of a person's responie
Olik ,is dependent upon the logic of his thinking and feelings '7

about the initial action. If the student wishes to change
his type of,yesponseirto an action, thenhe will have to
change his belief (thinking and feelings) about that action:

t *(See A Guide to Rationdl'Living by, Ellis andllarper.) -

recognize that centrolfing their attitudeEhand thinking procese/
is a major factor involved in hiving some control over themselves.

recognize hat controlling their attitudes and thinking
proCess s dmajor factor s some control over their
envir nt:

I. Self Validatio :- Individual Differences

The students will be able to'demofistrbeel an understanding that all
individuals, inclUding themselves, have different,an varying per-
sonal chaf04teiistics and abilities which diittingui them from one
another, 'an that certain of these characteristics d abilities
may 'change from time to tine.
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#1. Changes in Behaviors and Abilities: The students will under-
stand the changes, that occur in characteristic behaviors and
abilities of self and/or otifers over time.

The students ark able to:

'define the term "characteristic behavior patterns" as tre'
way" a pe on usually acts.

'list cbiracteristic behavior patterns of others at several
stages, such/es birth, age two, etc.

'

(

list present characteristic behavidr pitterns of'others.

mpare and cdntrast past and present behavidr ppterlis cot.
hers.

ain changes in physical and intellectual development
in terms of tithe, needs, and interests.

list their dwn dharaateristic behavior pattOns at several,
stages, such as birth, age two, etc.

*

list their own present characteristic be avior patterns.

compare the r own prkst and present behav orAmtterns.

t change-el in their own physical and intellectual
development in terms of time, needs,; and interests.
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DOMAIN: WORK- AND ligE SKILLS

A. bailyLivins: Cons T Malls

The students will be able tat-Identify consumer ;kills that are used -

in daily living.

#1. ,Consuair Siillsysistmend Needed by 'Different Groups: The
students will hers and the various consumer skills that are
used and dbedeci by diffeient-consumer groups.

The students are able to:

,

'identify setwal grows of consum rs. ..

*(;t:e., children, adult's, women,'grandparents, teenagers,
boy, etc.)

J

'identify consumer skillor needed by each group such as dis-
tinguishing between necessities andnon-necessities, &hut
recognizing the influences of advertising.

:explain the difference between.the skills needed by different
groups.

'identify consumer aids such as guarantees, warantees, and
consumer resources (literature, organizations, laws, etc.)

B., Daily Living: School Relevancy

The students will be able to identify the relevancy of school subject
matter and other school experiences to community, home, leisure
and occupationl.

1. School E riences: The students will be aware of the school)
aca emic and social areas. at their grade level.

Arhe students are a e to: 44

'list the school academic experiences they &ncounter at
their grade level.*
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.listthe school social' experiences they encounter at their
g
.list

level.

#2. School Relates to,the Worker: The students will understand how
school academic dnd,so5ial areas relate to the role of worker
at the job.

The students are able to:

'identify a worker role.

'list various activities of the worker on t1 job.

-relate school academic areas to worker activities.

re ate schoollaocial areas to worker activities.

3. School Relates to the Leisure Participant: The students will
understand how school academic and social areas relate to the
leisure participant.

The students are able to:

**identify a leisure participant role.
le,(1.A.,*Ifer,',diver; hunter, etc.)

* list AiionS'eCr.iriiies-of the leisure participant.

' relate school acideMie,areas/to the activities of the
leisure participant.

)-relate school social areas t the activiti sof the leisure
participant.

C. ask Res °es' to abilit : Dependency -1

The,students w
in helping pe
in which'

w4g

.40

k Adcomplishment

be able to recognize that othersdepend.on them
a task and will be ablffi $o identify situations

epend on each other to-Oerfcirm certain tasks.

#1. Situations Where. People Are DeI,endent: The stuAents under-
_
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stand aituationa Where people are dependent upon each other to
accomplish a task.

The students are able to:

-give examples of situations Where they work with others:
o accomplish_a task.

ive examples of situations where others -depend on them:to
accomplish a task.

giveexaMPles of situations where they depend n others to
accomplish a task. 1

-gi4 examples of situations where people wor together.

give examples of alienations where people are dependent on
each other.

1- d

I. Task Responsibility/Employability: 17:1ke from-Tasks Well Done

The sbudents will be able to r ognize the value (personal rewards)
which comes from a task well done, lik

\ *

#1 Personal Rewards: The students will underst personal
rewards available when a task is done well.

nd th

The students are able to:

-explain why and how external criteria (someone else''
standards) determine if a task is well done.

-provide'examples of extrinsic rewards availabie for those
who do a task well.

recognize_that most extrinsic rewards are dependent upon
external criteria for task accomplishMent.

,4

explainyhy and how internal:criteria (personal standards)
determine if a task is well done.

-provide examples of intrinsic rewards available for those
who do a task well.
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'recognize that most intrinsic rewards are dependent upon one's
intetnal criteria fdr task accomplishment.

E. Task Responsibility / Employability: _Purpose and Steps of a Task

The students will be able to 'recognize that tasks have a tprpose
.

and that steps are followed in. completig a task.

) #1. Processes andligsteps of Ta lAccomplishment: - The studellte will
2

understand. the major pr ;dosses, and the steps involved in task
accomplishment.

The stlients are 'able 'tp:

.give their own examples of the processes and steps involved in.

.task accomplishment: ,

1. specify a task
2. explain the steps involved in planning for that task.
3. explain about the "doing" portion of the task.
4. explain about the steps involved in.-evaluating their

task accomplishment.
5. explain about the step:1 involved in "redoing" the(iask

if'nelssary 4`114.4)

.40

F. Task Responsibility/EmployabilitneoPersOnal Characteristics arid!Job
Fields

The students will be able to recognize certain personal characteiirtics
,that are related to job fields.

#1. -Characteristics Relate to Jobs: The students will undet'stand
how some personal characteristics relate to job fields..

The students aril able to:

identify job'fields and clusters.

identify personal characteristics in terms of behavior 1
and ,likes /dislikes.
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-explain why certain personal charateristics might go
with-one cluster and not another.
*(i.e., The characteristic liking tWbe,with people goes
with Personal Service and not with ConstruCtion.)

2. Characteristics and Job Choices: The students will be aware of
the importance of the relationship between personal charactera
tics And job choite.

When given .a situation, such as a story or interview, the
students are able to:

-re.cognize the consequences of personal characteristics
not matching job choice.

-recognize the consequences of personal characteristics
matching job choice.

Work and Leisure Environments: Work and Leisure Activities

The students will be ableyto distinguish betwee4 work and leisure
,time activities, -

.
. .

!I
. Similarities and Differences: The tudents willl'undeilland

.

the similarities'and differences between wdrk and leisure time
activities.

The students are abl to:

-define work activities.

.define leisure activities.

-give examples ofwork

.give examples of leisure activities.

A

. Work and Leisure Environments: Respect for Work Well Done
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Thestudents will be able to recognize that respect- s due to
others for the contributions they make in their vari us roles and
when their work is well done, regardless of its natu

#l. Purpose Of Work Roles: The students will-understand the
purposes of various work roles.

The students are able to

list various work roles.

. ...give examples. of the purpos6 of variou roles.
0 ,

Respect for Any Work Done We 1: The students will understand
that respect is due to others for work that is well, done,
regardless of the nature. of that work.

The students are able:to:

list work-roleg that are appealing to them.

list wor'roles that are not appealing to them.

*give examples of aPpeiling work that is dome well.

give examples of unappealing. work that is dope well.

1

explain why :respect is due for work wellrOone - appealing
or net.

'recognize reasons why iefiect is sometimes not givenijor
work well done.

*(i.e., low social status, unappealing, purpose seen as1
insignificant, etc.)

I. Work d Leisure Environments: All People Work

The. students will be able to recognize thit-all people perform some
type of work.

4#1. Work Roles and Activities: .Tne students will understand various
work roles and activities petIormed by others.



The students are able to:

- identify the work roles and the activities of some,adults.

' identify non-work roles hand activitelee\.

*(i.e., citizen, leisure participant, 4-Emil ember)

'give examples of and activities performed by
others.

J. Work and Leisure Environments: Work Roles Change/Multiple Roles

The stpd4ts will be able to recognize that work roles may change
during one s career or that a worker may have multiple roles at the
same time'.

(-
Work Roles and Activitigs: The students will understand
various work r les and activities'performed by others.
*(This is idenikcal to Goal I - Objective 41.)

The students are able to:

'identify the work roles and the activities>of some adults.

`identify non-work roles and activities.
*(i.e., citizen, leisure participant, family member)

*give examples of the work roles and the activities per-
formed by others.

#2. Multiple Roles: The students will be aware that a worker may
have multiple roles at the same time.

The students are able to: 4:4'1

'list workers and their activities.

'list the different work roles of aparticular worker.

'list different roles, other than work roles, of that same
worker.

'recognize that a worker can have multiple roles at the same time.
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R., Work and Leisure Environments: Interests and Abilities Relate?To
Job Clusters 1

'',iir

`The studefits will be-able to recognize tt there are-families

.
,

(clusters) of jobs which relate to one another and that pne's
interests and abilities can relate to several jobs assa result.

1. Interests And Abilities Relate To Clusters: The students will
understand how interests and abilities relate to job clusters.

The students are able to:

describe the U.S.O.E. Classification System..

I

U.S.O.E. Classification System

Divisions

V

-Clusters

Service Group

.

Consumer Education and Homemaking
PubliC'' Services

Personal Services
Hospitality and Recreation

;

-5.

Business Group Business:and Office
Manufacturing
Marketing and Distribution
Traftsfportation

Constrict ion

A

Science group Health
Environmental Clintroko"
Agri-business and Natural Resources
Marine Science

Cymunication Group
.

Communications and Media
Fine Arts and Humanities
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'list the interests of people who hold'jobs in various
. clusters.

II 'list the abilitiei of people who hold jobelkarious
clusters.

1

'etolain why people with certain interests and/or
abilities might choose a job in a particular clUster.

. *
#2. Interests an Abilities Relate to Several Jobs: The students

will be awar that interests and abilities can relate to
several job

The students are able to:

when given an example of.seinterest, list those jobs that
might satisfy that interest.

- Ohen given an example of an ability, list those jobs that
might use that ability. A



0

DOMAIN: LIFE CAREER PLANNING

\y$

A. Planning Skills: 'Attitudes and Values Affect Decisions, Actions,
and Life Styles

The students will be able to recognize that attitudes and values
affect decisions, actions, and life styles.

1. Life Styles: The students will be aware of various life sty108.

The students are able to:

'dine life style.

list various life styles.

-identify life styles from example jituations.

#2. Attitudes and Values Affect_ Decisions and Life Styles: The
students will be aware of how attitudes and values affect
decisions and life styles.

The students are able to:

recognize the relaplonship between decisions and life styles.

- define attitude.

*(attitude: way of thinking, acting bageelina)

- recognize that attitudes affect decisions.

define values.
*(values are based on three processes: choosing freely from
alternatives after consideration of the consequences, prizing
or being happy witch the choice and being willing to affirm
that choice publicly, and acting or doing something with
that choice.)

'recognize that values affect decisions. '

'recognize that attitudes affect life styles.

recognize that values affect life styles.

152
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1

'identify decisions that are'influenae4,by attitudes.

'identify decisions that are influenced by

'identify life styles that are influenced by attitudes.

'identify life styles that are influenced by values.

B. Planning Skills: Decisions Made by Self and Others

The students will be able to recognize that they make decisions and
that their-lives are influenced by decisions made by themselves
and by others.

1. Students Lives'. Are Influenced by Their Decisions: The
students will be aware of how their lives haveybeen, are, and
will be, influenced by the decisions they make.

The students are able to:

'identify a major personal decision they made in the past.

'examine the short range and long range effects of that
decision.

6

identify a major personal decision they are in the process
of making.

'examine the possible short range and long range effects
of that decision.

110

. identify a major personal decision that might be made in
the future.

'speculate and examine the possible short range and long
range effects of that decision.

#2. Students' Lives Are Influenced by Others' Decisions: The
students will/be aware of how their lives are influenced by
decisions made by others.

The students are able to:
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'identify decisions made by parents that influence their

' describe how these decisions made by parents_ influence
their lives.

identify decisions made by teachers that influence their
lives.

' describe how those decisions made by teachers influence
their lives.

'identify decisions made by the peer-group that influence
thele4ives. _ _ a

'describe how those decisions made by the peer-group
influence thy" lives.

identify decisions made by government that influence their
lives.

*describe how those decisitons made by government influence
their lives.

C. Planning Skills: Alternative Decision-Making Courses

The students will be able to recognize that there can be alter-
native decision-making courses, with differing consequences.

-#1. Alternative Decision-Making CourSes And Consequences: The,

students will understand the relationship between alternative
decision-making courses and consequences.

The students are able to:

define the word alternative in terms of decision-making.

define consequences.
ot,

provide an example of a decision made concerning a specific
problem.

'identify alterna4ive decisions that could be made for the
same problem.
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consider the conseque es of each alternative decision that

could be made for the ame problem.

-explain about the that exists between alternative
decision-making courses and consequences.

2. Choices Within Decision-Making Courses: The students will ''

understand about the choice within decision-making courses
an their differing consequ es

The students are able to:

4. 'identify a decision-makin course. '3C.
*(i.e., a series of d sions relating to thf same area

such as career cho e,_choice of. musical instrument to
s1tudy, choice of f endship group, etc.)

list the decision/8 made in that decision-making course.

rnt-identify alte tive decisions to those decisions that

were listed. %

. examine the differing consequjnces of those alternative

decisions.
1

- define choice.

-give an example of a choice and explain what makes it a
choice.

'explain about a personal decision-making course, the
choices within that course, and vaving consequences of
the choices.

D. Planning Skills: Planning vs. Trial and Error

Th, students will be able to recognize that "planning" leads td
more effective performance than does chance or "trial and error"

approach to a task.

#1. Planning Is More Effective Than Trial and Error: The students
will understand that the planning process is a more effective
approach for task accomplishment than trial and error.
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The students are able to:

'define effectiveness in terms of efficiency, time resources,
money resources, completed product or outcome, and quality
of product or outcome.

and contrast the effectiveness of the planning process,
with the effectiveness of trial and error.

%

'explairhy the planning approach is more effect` ve than
the trial and error approach to a task._

E. Educational Environment:
,

Demonstrating Effective Study.
l\Learning Skills

The students will be able to monstrate effective study and
lea ping skills.

1. Study Systems: The students will be aware of how their study
skills combine to form a studydnystem:

The students are able to:

-define study,system.

'ideify the factors that are involved in a study systei.
*(i.e., SQR3= surveying + questioning + reading + writing .+
reciting)

/
\identify the skills needed in a study syste#1. .

entify their own effective skills.

'recognize how their own effective skill's
a personal study system.

incorSorate iZo

#2. Importance of.= ffective Study System: The students will
understanc*th portance of developing thelA own effective
study system.

The students are able to:',

'define an effective study system.
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'recognize the consequences of a consistent and effective
study system.

recognize the consequences of having no consistent, effective
study system.

examine their own study system.

-compare their own study system to their definition of an
effective study system.

-identify those skills, if any, ich need to be changed to
make their system more effective.

F. Educational Environment: Using Listening and Speaking Skills

The students will be able to employ listening and, speaking skills
that allow 'for involvement in classroom discussions and activities.

N;)

1. Applications of Listening Skills: The students w 11 under-
stand the applications of listening skills and how' to use them
in the classroom.

,The students are able to:

provide ekam les of the use of attetiveness as a listening
skill.

lV

1%

use attentiveness as a listening skill in the clapsroom.

* provide examples of timing (knowing then to liste
when to speak) as a listening skill.

use timing (knowing when to listen and when to speak) in
the classroom.

provide examples where listening for the content of the
speaker's message proves to be a helpful skill.

use listening for the content of the sp aker-'s message
in the classroom.

' provide examples where listening to remembei proves to be
a helpful'skill;
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use listening to remember in t classroom.

provide examples where listening for the speak is feeling
and hidden messages proves to be a helpful ski.

use listening for feeling and hidden messages in the classroom.

t

define a feeling response.
*(reference: Dr. Robert Carkhoff: Helping And Human
Relations, Volume 1 and 2.)

'recognize from examples various feeling responses.

use feeling responses in tit clas.sroom.

define and recognize I- messages.
*(reference: Dr. Thomas Gordon: P.E.T.)

use I-messages in the classroom.

i I
#2. A lication of S eakin Skills: The students will understand

he applications of speaking skills and how to usethem in the
classroom.

411

The Students are able to:

.recognize that different s eaking s lls are needed for
one-to-one situations and for group ituations.

explain how prelimihary skills that a e necessary before
actual verbalization apply in a-one-to-one situation.
*(i.e., getting attention, taking,_turps tp speak,-responding 409
when spoken to, etc.)

explain how preliminary skills that are necessary before,
actual verbalization apply in group situations.

explain how speaking distinctly applie6 in a one -to -one
situation.

explain how speaking distinctly applies in group sieuattons.

explain how speaking with an adequate voice level applies
a one-to-one situation.
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"explain how speaking with an adequate'voice level applies
in group situations.

explain how responding appropriately applies in a one-to-one
situation.

*explain how responding appropriately applies in group
situations.

-explain how contributing, to the topic At hang applies in
a oneAch-one situation.

co#tributing_to_tbe topic_at hand_Appliea_±b. 1
grbufsituatIone.

explain how respodding about feeling applies in a-one-to-
one situation. .

ie 4

irlustrate the lfarious methods of responding about feelings
, in a one -to -one / /situation.

. 4

4(i.e., feeling regponses seetarkhoffyI-messages see Gordon)
--,

Educational Environmen : :Ev uating Ability', Progress and MethOds

1 r, e,- ,'

of Improvement

//The students will be ale to realistically evaluate ability,
piogressy'and methods of i rovement in various sdbject areas.

#1. Applying Method' of Ellveilation: The students wilt understand
how to apply,various; ethods of evaluation in determining
ability, progress, a d the effectivenqss of methods of

(117
rovement in various subject areaslr.

The students are able tie: , ,

r \ ip
.

'select a subject area topic.,
1

\
pretest (evaluate) themselves to understand tfteir,initial'
abiiity'or level of kn wledge. _

',preform the assignmen ( ) .

test (evaluate) their progress concerning the subject area
topic.

;,
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d

'perform (or redo) the assignment's.

-feet(ealuate) their total progress at the end.

determine if a method of improvement ia-needeel

-construct and follow throtigh with the method of improvement.

, a
-test (evaluate) for furtherprogress to determine whether
air not the method of improvement was effective.

H. Self Understanding:. Individual Abilities Aid in Task. Accomplishments

he students will be ablAto recognize how individnarebilities aid '
in accomplishing different tasks..

#1. A14lity Differences Contribute To Task Completion: The students
will understand how individual ability differences contribute%
to the completion of specific tasks.

The students are able to:

define ability
Ipability: the power or skill to do some special thing, -1

-describe how individual abilities differ.

,i.,-,,
.-%.,.

-e e ofa apiecifft task in a' project.

._ /. , .; :', -
I.

.--J.ecipgni. --.1AicfCabilitiescohtribute best to the completion
,..,..-,-.

of) speci c !?.%Sks and to die project as a whole.

I1

.

Self Understanding: Learning in Life gittiations

The students 1 be able torecognize that learning occurs in all
s nations.

`,,.-,

types of life

-The); hing :=40ess:". The students will understand the learning
procdss.

*,
The students are able
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recognize that\initialsexpoSure (through,,nxperience,
reading; listening; modeling, etc.) is part of the
learning process.

provide examples where initi exposurelas ben part of
their learning process,

,recognize that'repetition exposure is p the.4
learning process. ,,,

zt,
?

provide examples where repetthot of exposure'xposure has been
pirt,vt,theix..leaFaing_pszooese.

410

.recognize that responding is a part of the
4

process.

provides xexamples where responding has
learning' proT3e.

,recognize that/reinforcement
part of the learhing'proces

.provide ,examples where reinf
their learning process.

'of their

ternal) is

pati-'b?ee

.

oplA , A
4 .-4plearning In,Othear LiVes: The studen will be aWare'of

the-learning that takes place in the li situations of others.
..1r

he students are able-to:

examine various life situations of others..

identify where and what fearningtook place in those-life
situations of otheis.

J. Self Clarifying andExpanding Interests and
Capabilities .--------

,r

,
/

The students,Will be able to prgaliteitthe VOlue,of clarifying
capabilities..and expa 14their intereste

ild
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A,

#1. Anding-Interests and Capabili,it The students will be'
re of how intetests and cap.Sbilitles can be expand

(-

The students are able to:

-define interest.

-recognize that interests canhe expanded.through experiihce

-recognize that interest can'ge expanded through exposuie.

-define capability.

_ _ .... :,.._

*recognize that capabilities can be expande4 through )uposure.
. r

.,

-recognize that capabilities tan be expanded through practice.

Or

. Consequences of Expanding Interests and Capabilities: The
ptudents will be aware of the consequences of expafiding
interestb and capabilities.

The students are ableAlt
1 4

!identify dh'expanded interest in their lives-

-examine the coy quences '(:toth internaland external) of
that expanded interest.

-identiBy an expan ed capab ty in their ives:,

. -

-examine the co sequences (botAnterSi:and external) of
,t

that expanded apability.
k
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